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Introduction 

In early February 1991, as the Gulf War was still proceeding, 
P ASSIA, in line with its program of holding periodic workshops 
and seminars on topics related to the Palestine Question and its 
regional and international dimensions, invited a group of 
Palestinian academicians to a round-table discussion on the war 
and future prospects from a Palestinian vantage point. The first 
meeting was supposed to take place on Thursday, February 14th, 
but because of travel restrictions and the curfew imposed by the 
Israeli authorities on the Occupied Territories, only some of those 
invited were able to attend. 

Those present, nevertheless, took the opportunity to discuss the 
situation with its various dimensions and decided to try and hold an 
expanded meeting on Monday February 18th 1991. 

The meeting on February 18th was attended by academics, 
heads of cultural centers and professionals. Four presentations were 
given: 

1. Future political prospects of the Palestinian issue; 
2. the future of the Palestinian Intifada; 
3. the political repercussions of Israeli war measures in the 

Occupied Territories and 
4. the economic situation in the Occupied Territories during 

the war and future prospects. 

The discussion which followed the presentations was motivated 
by an academic orientation combining both a critical self 
examination as well as on objective assessment of the developments 
taking place in the region and in the Occupied Territories. At the 
end of the meeting, it was agreed that the presentations should be 
expanded into articles and that others who participated in the 
discussion be encouraged to contribute their own articles. 
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The compilation of articles presented here is the product of the 
two February meetings held at PASSIA which were moderated by 
Dr. Bernard Sabella who also undertook the task of editing the 
papers. It is to be hoped that this compilation will generate wider 
discussion among various segments of Palestinian society. Most of 
the articles were completed by mid-March. It was decided to print 
them as originally submitted in spite of the quickening pace of 
developments and their possible effects on the assessments as first 
presented in these articles. 

The article of Salim Tamari, "The Next Phase: Problems of 
Transition", addresses the concrete realities in the Occupied 
Territories and suggests means of adaptation to the transitional 
nature of the present situation. Dr. George Giacaman in "What 
Next for the Palestinians ?" focuses on the Palestinian situation 
within its regional and international contexts. His analysis bears 
some optImism while still considering the obstacles and 
complications of the post-war era. Samir Hulaileh, an economist, 
provides both figures and forecasts in his article : "The Gulf Crisis 
and the Palestinian Economy : New Tasks and Challenges". 
Hulaileh's assessment reflects the restrictions and constraints likely 
to affect the healthy economic activity of Palestinians as a result of 
the Gulf War and of Israeli measures and policies in the economic 
realm. 

Ibrahim Shaban, with a law background, focuses on "The Legal 
Dimension : The Impact of the Gulf Crisis on the Palestinian 
Cause". Shaban stresses the need for a standard interpretation and 
application of international law and for a uniform implementation 
of UN resolutions to all conflicts of similar nature. Dr. Helga 
Baumgarten's "The PLO's Political Program and the Gulf Crisis", 
elects to review the mediation efforts of the PLO to peacefully end 
the Gulf crisis. She argues that in spite of pressures, the PLO 
should adhere to its political program, especially as adopted in 
November 1988 by the PNC in Algiers. Dr. Bernard Sabella 
assesses the positions of key players in the Arab-Israeli conflict and 
how these influence Palestinians and their positions. His article, 
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"Post-Gulf War Prospects : Assessing the Positions", stresses the 
importance of placing Palestinian decision-making within regional 
and international contexts and their realities. Dr. Mahdi Abdul 
Hadi contributes an article on "Post Gulf-War Assessment: A 
Palestinian perspective". As he expands on the history of the 
positions taken by key actors in Middle Eastern politics, he shows 
how the Gulf War has affected these positions as they apply in 
particular to the Arab-Israeli conflict and the Palestine Question. 
He concludes with a thorough examination of the Palestinian 
position, both inside and outside the Occupied Territories and 
suggests means to maintain the strength and unity of Palestinian 
society and politics. 

PASSIA hopes that the efforts presented here will encourage 
new and continuous ones that will ensure progressive evaluation of 
the ever changing scene in the region. Palestinian academic and 
intellectuals have the tools and experience to address complicated 
and thorny issues of vital interest to the Palestinian people and to 
the region at large. It is our hope at PASSIA that our colleagues at 
universities and cultural institutions will show continued interest 
and be willing to participate in future undertakings of similar 
intellectual nature. This is in the hope that the practical results of 
such undertakings will benefit Palestinian people and society . 

PAS"A~' 
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THE NEXT PHASE 
PROBLEMS OF TRANSITION 

Dr. Salim Tamari 

One of the notable achievements of the Gulf war is that it 
compelled the Palestinians to make a re-assessmentof their future 
political strategy. This at a time when their crowning achievement 
in the last decade--the Uprising--had reached an impasse. 

Just before the war I referred to this impasse as one leading to 
political paralysis: "the crux of the intifada's predicament lies in the 
routinization of the daily aspects of revolt (centred around the 
commercial strike and street confrontations with the army). [Those 
features) can neither be escalated into a campaign of total civil 
disobedience--and hence a complete disengagement with Israeli rule, 
or into a political initiative which can engage the enemy into a 
negotiated settlement favourable to the Palestinians. The first 
option is hampered by the limited organizational potential of the 
movement, which--at this stage-- seems to have reached its 
uppermost capacity for popular mobilization (and henceforth have 
retreated to heavy dependence on the 'direct action' tactics of 
factional 'strike forces'). The second option is beyond the political 
capacities of the internal forces of resistance, given the existing 
balance of forces between the contenders .',(1) 

While the first of these conditions still holds true today (and 
has even been reenforced by events) the second condition, related 
to the new balance of forces, has been modified by the war. One 
can venture, at this early stage of post bellum arrangements, to 
suggest the following new adjustments: 

(1) Israel, unable to perform its self-defined role as a strike 
force on behalf of Western interests, has been reduced from the 
status of a junior partner of the U.S. to that of a client state, much 
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more susceptible to the effects of US and Western European 
economic aid. Another significant consequence of the war is that it 
has re-fuelled the dormant Israeli debate on the Palestinian 
question and the territorial/colonial dilemma that has divided the 
Israeli polity at the beginning of the Intifada. 

(2) With the military blow directed at Iraq the Arab states are 
no longer divided between "steadfast" states (Iraq, Syria, Libya and 
Algeria), and those (previously led by Egypt and Saudi Arabia) 
that represent American interests. On the other hand, the leading 
Arab states that joined the U.S. led coalition (particularly Egypt, 
Syria, and Saudi Arabia) are in a position to exact concessions 
from the Americans for the purpose of restoring their Arabist 
credentials, and in striving to legitimize their anti-Iraqi campaign. 

Politically these concessions can only be meaningful if they 
were translated into pressure on the Israelis to make territorial 
concessions in the occupied territories. 

(3) The definition of the 'New World Order' in terms of 
resolving the Arab-Israeli conflict is currently the subject of 
American-European policy formulation. Its main ingredient is the 
absence of the Soviet Union (and the third world bloc) as a 
decisive factor in balancing American intervention. But it is 
unlikely that a Pax Americana in the aftermath of the Gulf war 
can be confined to American military hegemony in as much as the 
EEC, Japan, the Scandinavian countries, and the Soviets have 
substantial interests in the area and are likely to resist American 
diktat of post-war arrangements . Nor is it in the interest of the 
Americans any more to act or be perceived to act as the defenders 
of Israeli intransigence over a peace settlement. 

(4) One of the most significant factors in the new framework is 
the future role of Jordan. Jordan represents the exception in the 
Arab world as having responded to the dual crisis of economic 
recession and legitimacy with a genuinely democratic experiment, 
and was virtually the only country in the Arab East (aside from 
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radical transformation of neighbouring Arab regimes, especially 
those in Syria and Egypt, is a pre-requisite for rectifying the 
existing imbalance created by the defeat of Iraq. Internally this 
tendency advocates tactical (and in some cases, long-term) alliances 
with Hamas and other Islamic currents. We see here a political 
atmosphere reminiscent of the vision that prevailed immediately 
after the 1967 war. 

The second tendency shares with the first one the need for 
resisting attempts at creating an alternative Palestinian leadership, 
currently waged by the Americans, the Saudis, and the Syrians.(3) 

But this perspective does not see the war as providing a carte 
blanche for the Israelis to impose any solutions. On the contrary it 
sees the war as having created new opportunity for political 
initiatives which must be seized fully by the Palestinian leadership. 
Writing recently in the Jerusalem press Ghassan al- Khatib noted 
that one of the main achievements of this war accomplished exactly 
what the U.S . has refused to acknowledge: an organic linkage 
between the Gulf war and the issue of Palestine.(4) This linkage, he 
proceeded, calls for the need to develop the momentum of the new 
international legitimacy acquired by UN resolutions (particularly 
SC res. 242, and UN resolution 141). This requires that 
Palestinians transcend the phase of vetoing political initiatives that 
they deem to be politically unsatisfactory, and move towards 
initiating their own political positions that resonate with the new 
relations of power .(5) 

The determinant factor favouring which of these tendencies 
will prevail depends to a large extent on the ability of the 
Palestinian movement to launch an initiative that galvanizes the 
main factions of the PLO around a new minimum program. One 
that will reassert in principle the November 1988 resolutions of the 
Algiers PNC, while transcending the political deadlock that is 
currently facing the intifada . The inability of the movement to 
move dearly in this direction will not relegate the Palestinian 
movement to oblivion, as the pundits keep reminding us, but will 
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Yemen) not to bow to American diktat. So far it proved more 
resilient than the PLO in adapting itself skilfully to the defeat of 
Iraq (its major economic partner in the Middle East) and in 
designating itself as crucial interlocutor in the post-war settlement. 
Of utmost significance here is that Jordan is now seen by the 
Palestinians as having a joint role in any planned peace initiative, 
but one that cannot be implemented without the participation of 
the PLO. 

My aim in this intervention is to suggest that the intransigence 
of the Israelis over a territorial solution, and the length, complexity 
and protracted nature of the impending political struggle require 
the Palestinians to focus on the modalities of the 'transitional 
period' (i.e. transition to sovereignty) with the same zeal they have 
focused so far on their long-range objectives. These modalities are 
related to the future of the intifada, and to the interim measures 
that they are willing to propose in any forthcoming peace 
negotiations. 

Palestinian Reading of the New Map 

There has been two vanetJes of Palestinian reactions to post
war realities: One, was the feeling that the conduct of the war 
vindicated the original view which saw the campaign as aiming at 
removing Iraq as the main obstacle to establishing American 
imperial hegemony in the Middle East, and that consequently the 
Palestinians should now resist the imposition of American-Israeli 
solutions which mayor may not have the blessing of America's 
Arab allies. 

Inside the Occupied Territories this perspective calls for the 
escalation of the intifada,(2) and for non-cooperation with initiatives 
floated by the American administration and her Arab allies. It 
views the corning period as a phase of resistance to imposed 
solutions until the existing balance of forces shifts in favour of the 
Palestinians. At the heart of this outlook is the assumption that a 
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imaginative than the United Leadership. While there is a general 
agreement that educational programs and school attendance should 
be maintained and protected during the intifada, in practice only 
during strike days that are initiated by Hamas and Islamic Jihad is 
school attendance observed. The damage to education is bad 
enough as a result of Israeli curfews, and does not need to be 
compounded by the national movement. The Palestinian 
movement must seek to 'normalise' daily life while struggling 
against occupation, perhaps inspired by examples set by the 
Lebanese people. Revival of academic life, cultural innovation, and 
social activities, must not be seen as domains isolated from the 
arena of resistance. Even the rituals of joy (such as in weddings 
and seasonal festivities) which have been subdued during the 
intifada, must be restored and incorporated into the rituals of 
rebellion. 

(3) The Alternative Economy: The critique of shortcomings of 
alternative economic models instituted during the intifada is already 
under way.(1) The three years of civil disobedience marking the 
intifada developed an experimental program for an alternative 
economy which was more form than substance. The successful 
aspects of this phase was to instill in the people the notion that 
economic disengagement with Israel is possible (through the boycott 
of commodities and taxes, and through innovation in local 
enterprises) . Now begins the arduous task of actually developing 
local production and marketing networks without heavy reliance on 
substantial injections of aid from abroad. A modicum of a plan is 
needed to coordinate growth of private industries with the those 
enterprises and cooperatives initiated by grass-roots movements. 
This in turn assumes and requires the formulation of a new 
minimal consensual program among the main factions of UNLU. 

(4) A New Minimal Program: The political consensus 
formulated by the factions of the Palestinian movement during the 
intifada was crowned by the political program of the Algiers PNC 
(1988), and its peace initiative. While it is essential to continue the 
adherence to this initiative, the program itself has to be re- defined 
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in light of the consequences of the Gulf war and the new political 
alignments in the region. Without a new minimal program the 
Palestinian movement will fall back to its (segmented) partisan 
components--each fighting for its own platform. Disunity here is 
fatal to the extent that it will allow external forces and the Israelis 
to deal with the Palestinians as 'political tribes' or worse, to 
transcend the Palestinian movement altogether and adjudicate a 
separate deal with Palestinian 'notables'. 

The elements of the new minimum program, in my view, must 
include the following: (a) promoting the early forms of civil 
disobedience while strengthening the local economy; (b) establishing 
procedures for consensus building which allows for dissenting 
opinion to articulate its position without disrupting accords arrived 
at by a majority; (c) establishing institutional channels to arbitrate 
inter-factional disputes and establish acceptable ways to resolve 
them; (d) maintaining a democratic forum for the continuous 
examination of strategy in the light of ongoing political 
developments; (e) coordinating activities around this minimum 
program with political tendencies (e.g. the Islamic currents) that 
are unlikely to join ranks with the Palestinian peace initiative; (f) 
maintaining an open dialogue with all adversaries, including the 
Israelis, on the basis of the Palestinian peace initiative. 

An International Mandate? 

It should be obvious that the implementation of this minimal 
program is going to be prolonged and protracted. The current 
weakness of the Israeli opposition, and United States hesitation to 
apply substantial pressure on Israel in favour of territorial 
concessions, mean that it will be years before serious negotiations 
between Israel and the Palestinians will bear fruit. For this reason 
the Palestinian side must propose interim measures which will 
ensure the protection of population of the occupied territories and 
the survival of their cultural and economic institutions while 
negotiations are going on. 
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Two decisive features distinguish these interim measures from 
the autonomy scheme proposed in 1989 by the Likud government, 
and then retracted by Itshak Shamir. One is the provisional na ture 
of the measures, and the other is the recognition, at least on the 
part of the international community, that their end result is the 
evolvement of the occupied territory toward sovereignty. 

Components of this transitional period must include at least · 
some of the following features: 

1. Freedom to plan and invest (including the entry of funds) 
for the economic growth of the territories; 

2. Freedom to nominate and elect candidates for local 
(municipal and village councils) professional and trade union 
offices, and freedom to nominate and elect representatives at the 
national level; 

3. freedom of movement within the regions of the West Bank 
and Gaza and between them, including the city of (Arab) 
Jerusalem; 

4. cessation of all punitive measures against educational, 
cultural, and research institutions, and against the press; 

5. freedom for planning, zoning and development of 
infrastructure for municipal and village councils--to be restricted 
only by ecological and inter-regional planning considerations; 

6. cessation of all colonial settlement activities and freezing the 
growth of existing Israeli settlements until their fate is determined 
by a negotiated settlement; 

7. the withdrawal of Israeli armed forces (and armed settlers) 
to regions outside municipal and village councils in the West Bank 
and Gaza. 

These suggestions are not new, and several of them have 
already been raised in the first political platform attributed to the 
Intifada leadership (the so-called 14-point platform of January 14, 
1988), the first item of which called for adherence to the Fourth 
Geneva Convention relating to the protection of civilians in times 
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of war, and the annulment of Emergency Laws (inherited from the 
British Mandate).(8) 

The tasks of maintaining security and internal order during this 
interim period (including the security of Israeli civilians in the 
OTs) is a logistic problem of some proportion. Within Palestinian 
political circles there is a preference that these tasks be vested in an 
international force acceptable to both Israel and the Palestinians. 
Initially such an international presence will in all likelihood be 
rejected by the present Israeli government (and probably by the 
Labour opposition), not only because of the difficulty of arriving to 
a mutually agreeable force, but because it implies the (partial) 
suspension of Israeli sovereignty and control over the territories, 
prior to the conclusion of a final settlement. But its attractiveness 
lie in that it will relieve the Israelis from the daily tasks of a brutal 
rule over an unwilling population--with all the political moral 
liabilities it entails--without having to relinquish sovereignty 
immediately. 

Perhaps the most concrete arrangement for translating these 
measures in the transitional period would be to establish a United 
Nations Mandate over the territories, to be collectively administered 
by a corporate body designated by the international community. 
What makes tbis proposal a pressing issue today is the brutal 
collective measures undertaken by the Israeli Military 
Administration during and after the Gulf War. Most notable 
among them were the prolonged curfews preventing farmers and 
workers from going to work; the use of curfews to collect taxes and 
fines from citizens; and extreme measures limiting the movement 
of people from one district to another, even after the curfews were 
lifted (those include the liberal use of Green Identity Cards, 
equivalent to South Africa's pass cards). The fact that these 
measures were not lifted after the war, and in many cases were 
expanded and supplanted indicates that they are intended to serve 
ends other than the proverbial security of state and public order. In 
my view they have two main objectives: to break the institutional 
patterns of the intifada, by establishing an extensive network of 
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permits and control mechanisms which will render every citlzen 
dependent on the state's dispensation of daily needs; and second, to 
create economic hardships of such magnitude that the population at 
large would welcome any measure of political liberalization as an 
alternative to sovereignty. 

But these measure have not worked and are unlikely to 
succeed. What makes Palestinian society so resilient to these 
draconian steps is a simple agrarian base, and strong social bonds of 
communal solidarity steeled by a tradition of stubborn resistance. 
On the other hand it is only through such an interim agreement 
described above, involving the gradual devolution of Israeli control, 
and ensuring the protection of civilian life and institutions, that the 
pre-conditions for substantial negotiations can proceed. The Gulf 
War has created a new international situation which makes it 
difficult for Israel to avoid economic and political pressures if it 
chases to be part of this new order. 

On the Palestinian side also a great amount of fortitude, 
flexibility, and vision is required: first to maintain an internal unity 
that is capable of resisting the impending pressures to circumvent 
the PLO, and second to in order to pursue the strategic line of 
struggle that is needed during the transitional period suggested 
here. 
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NOTES 

1. "Limited Rebellion and Civil Society: The Uprising's Dilemma" ME RIP, 

May-August 1990. 
2. UNLU, Cirular No. 68, March 1, 1991. It is clear from the debate over the 

meeting with US Secretary of State Baker, however, that the leadership is 

divided over this issue. 
3. It is significant that Khaled al-Fahoum, a leading figure in the pro-Syrian 

Salvation Front, did not posit the Front as an alternative to the current 
leadership of the PLO after the war . He merely suggested that the 
Palestinian National Council should be convened and new elections be 
carried out to replace Arafat. (Interview braadcasted by the BBC World 
Service, March 9, 1991). During the war itself none of the constituent parties 
in the SF distinguished itself from the Syrian stance, unlike the Popular and 
Democratic Fronts (both based in Damascus) who identified themselves with 
Iraq. 

4. Ghassan ai-Khatib, "After the Gulf War: A Palestinian Agenda", (in Arabic) 
al-Quds, March 5, 1991. 

5. AI-Khatib, Ibid. 

6. For a detailed analysis of the undisciplined side of the uprising see 
Muhammad al-Manasra "On the Negative Features of the Intifada", (in 
Arabic) Sawt al Watan, vol 1, No. B, April 1990. 

7. Three forthcoming studies deal with "alternative economy" and suggest 
creative adjustments: Izzat Abdul Hadi in a major work on cooperative (to 
be published by Beisan Institute, Ramallah, Summer 1991 ); Samir Hleileh on 
the developmet strategies of grass-roots movements, Afag Filistiniyya No.6, 

Spring 1991; and Samir Abdullab, on the domestic economy debate, 

monograpb to be published by the Arab Thought Forum, Summer, 1991. 
8. For an analysis see Ali Jerbawi, The Uprising and Political Leadership in the 

West Bank and Gaza (Arabic), Dar at-Tali'a, Beirut, 1989, pp. 70ff; for a 
listing of the 14 points see P ASSIA 1990 Yearbook, Jerusalem, 1990, p. 209. 
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WHAT NEXT FOR THE PALESTINIANS? 

Dr. George Giacaman 

Dire Forebodings 

By the end of the second week of the Gulf crisis and as the 
Palestinian position began to crystallize, Palestinians found 
themselves the object of a campaign of threats, scorn, and 
vituperation. The opening salvos came from the Israeli left whose 
political career even before the onset of the intifada owed much to 
an on-going dialogue with Palestinians. In the midst of the 
war-mongering mood and the frenzy of hostility to Iraq that 
gripped Israel, the Israeli left needed to distance itself very quickly 
from the position of its Palestinian interlocutors. The emerging 
national consensus within Israel did not leave much room for 
dissent, and if the Israeli left were to survive the Gulf crisis, it 
seemed prudent that it go on the attack . 

An assortment of well-known figures led the campaign. The 
writer A.B. Yehoshua, Knes,<;et members fo r the Ci tizen's Rights 
Movement Yossi Sarid and Dedi Zucker, and Mapam's M .K. 
Eliezer GranO!, expressed shock and deep disappointment. Some 
threatened the Palestinians with the cessation of dialogue, others 
fulminated with dire forebodings. In an interview with the New 
York Times in mid-August Yossi Sarid declared that he no longer 
felt any need to meet with Palestinians. In the sa me interview, 
Dedi Zucker affirmed that the Palestinians had committed a grave 
error. perhaps even a historic one. 

By the end of August a virtual chorus of Arab, Western, and 
Israeli politicians, analysts, observers, and journalists were 
predicting the worst for Palestinians at the end of the crisis. Several 
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Israeli commentators saw this as one more historic mistake to the 
repetition of which Palestinians appear to be addicted. Latent in 
thi, view is the assumption that the Palestinians ought to have 
joined the war effort against Iraq by dispatching a symbolic 
contingent to Saudi Arabia for instance, in the manner of 
Morocco. Whether it was pol itically feasible for the PLO to align 
itself with the United States and Israel against Iraq was never 
discussed. Nevertheless, the foreign minister of Egypt spoke for 
several Arab regimes and for Israel's government when he alluded 
to the possibility of withdrawal of recognition of the PLO as the 
Palestinians' representative as one long-term result of the Gulf 
cnSlS. 

By the middle of September some among those on the left in 
the Israeli political spectrum had an opportunity to reassess their 
position. It must have become clear to them that in the heat of the 
fray they had uttered words not expressive of their true interests. 
This is especially relevant in the case of organized groups such as 
Peace Now. For if dialogue with Palestinians inside and outside the 
occupied territories were to be irrevocably severed, it was not clear 
that such groups would be able to survive the outcome. Peace Now 
in particular is especially susceptible in view of the fact that its 
existence and cohesion as a movement is predicated on the pursuit 
of peace with Palestinians through dialogue and joint action. As a 
result, Peace Now published several advertisements in the Arabic 
press in East Jerusalem distancing itself from some of the more 
extreme pronouncements by some of its members. Their official 
view now recognizes the disparity of positions on the Gulf crisis, 
affirming at the same time the need not to have this preclude the 
continuation of dialogue and joint work. 
Spoils of War 

Meanwhile, the scram ble for the political spoils of the enSlS 

started in Israel. The Bush administration went to great lengths to 
keep Israel out of direct military involvement in the interest of 
securing Arab legitimacy for its imperial effort. Unconfirmed Press 
reports suggested that an international conference to settle the 
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Palestinian-Israeli conflict at the end of the crisis was an early 
casualtv. having been sacrificed by the Bush administration to 
appease the Shamir government. After the start of the war in 
mid-January Israel was commended on its '"restraint'" by one visiting 
Congressional delegation after the other. It transpired that Israel 
had shown commendable restraint twice, once in not attacking Iraq 
before the beginning of the air war, and once again after Iraqi 
Scuds fell on Tel Aviv and other locations. On this score, Iraq can 
be seen as having been even more restrained than Israel, with a 
record of almost ten years of restraint before firing its first missile, 
and doubly so for not attempting a pre-emptive strike before Israel 
bombed its nuclear reactor in 1981. 

There is more than one reason why Israel's government agreed 
to stay out of the war even after Israel was hit be Iraqi missiles. 
For one thing, the attacks on Israel proved to be a veritable PR 
windfall enabling it to pose again as the victimized underdog after 
three years of not very favorable coverage due to the uprising in 
the occupied territories. Every visiting delegation from the United 
States and Europe was issued gas masks immediately upon arrival 
at the airport and some even got to use them during their stay, thus 
sharing in Israel's moment of danger and drama. And all before 
the peering eye of the T. V. camera. 

Israel's government was also hoping to cash in on the crisis. 
Finance minister Yitzhak Moda'i prepared a list of "expenses" 
totaling 13 billion dollars. Among the smallest itemized sums was 
that of damages due to missiles as of date of preparation of list. 
The list included one billion dollars for lost income from tourism, 
and ten billion dollars for the settlement of Soviet immigrants. 
How the latter sum was related to the war was never made clear. 
The U.S. government was only partially obliging. This confirmed 
earlier fears that the U.S. was planning to use economic assistance 
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The main reason for the celebrated restraint of the government 
of Israel is political and not military or economic. As the war 
progressed it became demonstrably clear that the war aimed at 
destroying the military power of Iraq and the power base of the 
regime, as well as the toppling of Saddam Hussein if possible. Thus 
the United States was in the process of accomplishing what Israel 
wished to accomplish but could not on its own. Indeed, Israel's 
military involvement would have been counter-productive not only 
because of the strain it would have imposed on the Arab side of 
the alliance, but because it was not at all clear that Israel could do 
better than the U.S. forces were doing. 

Thus Israel found itself in the enviable posItIOn of having 
someone else do the dirty work it wished to do while it went busily 
about collecting political credit to be used after the war. As early 
as mid-September it was clear to many politicians and 
commentators in Israel that the U.S. may owe its Arab allies a 
political quid pro quo at the end of the conflict, and that Israel 
might have to assume part of that bill. Linkage, that is, in all but 
name. 

Linkage 

In spite of the fact that in his broadcast towards the end of 
February in which he announced the withdrawal of Iraqi troops 
from Kuwait Saddam Hussein agreed to separate the issues he had 
conjoined, the confluence of the Gulf war and the Palestine 
question was already established. Before the war had ended, 
various American officials including the President and the 
Secretary of State emphasized the need to address the 
Israeli-Palestinian question. Soon after the cessation of battle and 
before the conclusion of a formal cease-fire, the President of the 
United States again emphasized the need to work towards the 
solution of the Palestinian problem as well as the Arab Israeli 
conflict in his speech before the joint session of Congress on March 
6, 1991, as did several Arab regimes allied with the United States . 
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The Secretary of State of the United States also raised this point 
during his visit to Israel a week later . But if statements by 
politicians invariably prove ephemeral especially if made in the 
heat of battle, let me adduce three reasons why the U.S. might 
need to pursue the beginning of a solution to the Israeli-Palestinian 
problem . 

First, one should keep in mind that the vast majority of Arabs 
(as well as the vast majority of Muslims) are strongly opposed to 
the American aggression against Iraq and view it as a latter-day 
imperialistic venture, in spite of the fact that they may not 
necessarily support Iraq's aggression against Kuwait. The issues are 
separate and separable. It is too early to discern the long- term 
implications of this for the regimes that allied themselves with the 
United States, but it is clear that they will need to continue to 
justify this alliance especially when the scale of death and 
destruction comes to be known. Cancellation of loans (as in the 
case of Egypt) and infusion of cash(as in the case of Syria) will not 
be enough. Nor will it be perceived as a gain that the ruling 
families in the Gulf sheikhdoms have been preserved. Only 
concrete gain on an Arab issue of central concern, such as the 
Palestine question, can possibly do the job. Indeed, several 
members of the ruling families of Kuwait and Saudi Arabia have 
shown senSitivity to this question and have continued to pledge 
support to the Palestinian cause even while criticizing the 
Palestinian leadership. One should therefore expect that these 
ruling families, with the backing of Egypt, will press their patron 
for movement on the Palestine question. Their self-interest and 
that of the United States requires this . 

Second, the uncommon and unusual zeal with which the 
United States pursued the application of Security Council 
resolutions is bound to be remembered in the Arab and Muslim 
worlds. The United States and Israel can endlessly deny the 
viability of comparison between the Palestinian-Israeli conflict and 
the Gulf War. hut in the minds of the vast majority of Arabs the 
comparison is eminently viable because of the starkness of the 
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r contrast. The issue of double standards is bound to be raised, and 
the disparity in the treatment of the two conflicts is bound to be 
noted. This can evoke powerful emotions in a world where the vast 
majority who are poor will now have to behold the spectacle of the 
rich and profligate re-enthroned. Saddam Hussein may have been 
extremely cynical in raisi ng the issue of Palestine and of poverty 
and wealth. But he has raised very real issues. Hence,in view of 
the fact that the United States will have to depend on local regimes 
for the protection of its interests, propping them up will have to 
include a political initiative that adresses some of the concerns of 
the people they rule. 

Finally, much has been made of the need to assure the 
"security and stability" of the Gulf. Indeed, Bush's "new order" 
requires that American interests in the Gulf remain secure, that the 
United States not have to fight a war every few years to protect 
those interests, and that the local regimes assisting in securing those 
interests be themselves stable. Syria and Egypt are supposed to play 
a direct military role in ensuring the stability of some of those 
regimes, and ultimately, Israel is expected to be a part of this 
"security alliance." Needless to say, this longer view assumes the 
settlement of the Arab-Israeli and Israeli-Palestinian conflicts. As 
the present war has shown,lsrael has been a strategic liability to the 
United States. 

Still, even shorter-term arrangements will require the initiation 
of a political process that adresses the Palestinian question. It is 
difficult to see how the Gulf can be made secure in its stability 
with a festering problem in the front yard of all Arab regimes, 
especially if the Intifada continues. And there is no reason to 
believe that the Intifada will wither away or stop. 
Doubts 

There is nonetheless ample room for skepticism. The relevant 
question is not so much whether it is in the long-term interest of 
the U.S. to work seriously for a solution of the Palestinian 
problem, but whether the present administration has the political 
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will to bring pressure to bear on the government of Israel to make 
such a solution possible. Indeed, the history of American policy 
towards the Middle East at least since 1967 affords a list of 
declarations forgotten, initiatives thwarted, plans abandoned, and 
promises not kept. A distinction can be made between the 
long-term interest of the U.S. in the Middle East, and the ability 
and hence the willingness of anyone administration to pursue those 
interests in a determined fashion. One important constraining 
factor on politicians occupying the highest office in the U.S. is the 
considerable pressure that can be brought to bear upon them by the 
Israel lobby, which includes a substantial number of United States 
senators. But what makes such pressure unduly effective is the lack 
of any credible threat to U.S. interests in the region despite its de 
facto sponsorship of the cause of Greater Israel. Arab client 
regimes subservient to the United States have been unable or 
unwilling to take the practical steps needed to counter the pressure 
placed on anyone administration. Indeed, Arab regimes 
subservient to one power or another have been the Palestinians' 
heel of Achilles for more than half a century. 

The only pressure that the United States was willing to exercise 
on the government of Israel by the end of the first year of the 
Intifada was to have Israel submit its own proposal for a solution 
to the Palestinian problem. The result was the Shamir plan of May 
1989. After failing to have the government of Israel take its plan 
seriously shortly before the Gulf crises started, Secretary Baker has 
now renewed his efforts with the difference the he is taking the 
whole of the Shamir plan seriously, partly perhaps in the hope that 
Shamir himself will do the same. For, as the Prime Minister of 
Israel never tires of repeating, the main items in his plan deal with 
peace with Arab states rather than the Palestinians. Hence the 
"two-track" approach of Mr. Baker. 

How far this new approach will succeed remains to be seen. 
What is new in the present situation in the aftermath of the war is 
that the United States has more of an interest in working for a 
solution to the Palestinian problem than it had before the Gulf 
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crises, for reasons outlined above. It also has an interest in working 
towards a solution of the Arab-Israeli conflict so that Israel may 
playa more vigorous and direct role in securing the stability of the 
regimes entrusted with the task of securing U.S. interests in the 
region. Again it remains to be seen if the present Administration 
has the political will to see such a project through, in so far as it 
involves exchanging land for peace. It will require of the United 
States to be much more than a "catalyst," the role assigned in public 
to it by Secretary Baker. 

The poslUon of the government of Israel regarding the 
"two-track" approach has so far been positive but cautious. The 
Prime Minister claims that the matter of exchanging land for peace 
has not been raised by the Secretary of State in their pri va te 
meetings. Shamir in any case continues to emphasize the 
importance of progress in achieving peace with Arab governments, 
relegating the need to make peace with the Palestinians to a less 
im portant category. 

While it might be difficult for the government of Israel to 
reject its own peace plan now that it has been sponsored by the 
United States, at least two options are open to the government, 
each consistent with its radical ideology. The first is stalling, an old 
tactic now to be pressed into the service of rejectionism . This 
option envisions Shamir giving a positive response, in principle, to 
the American initiative, while stalling at every turn over every 
conceivable issue of procedure or substance. The purpose would be 
to gain time and delay for a year or so until the U.S. 
Administration turns its attention to the election campaign. 

The second enVISIOns the government of Israel amenable to 
some accommodation of the regional interests of the United States, 
albeit at a high price to be exacted from the Arab countries, from 
the United States, and from the Palestinians. The virtual surrender 
of the Arab countries will be required, and Israel's economic, 
political, and military hegemony formally enshrined in "peace" 
treaties arrived at in one or more stages. Under the m05t optimistic 
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version of this option, Israel will accept to cede portions of the 
West Bank and Gaza in return for settling the Palestinian problem 
on its own terms. Relinquishing portions of the occupied territories 
will be made out to be a most dramatic and momentous occasion 
threatening to rend Israel apart, a trauma that will haunt Israel for 
years to come. This sacrifice will no doubt require adequate 
compensation, even though it may be difficult to conceive of a 
compensation commensurate with it. 

Winners and Losers 

In spite of the dire forebodings and the expectations of some 
that Palestinians will be among the main losers, Palestinians remain 
in the aftermath of the war a major political factor. It is true they 
have incurred losses. Their political leadership is being ostracized, 
at least temporarily. Their image has been tarnished, and at least 
150 thousand have lost a haven and a place of work. Nevertheless, 
there is no reason to believe that these losses will not be more than 
temporary, in spite of Israel's attempt to make some of them 
permanent. For to the present government of Israel the essence of 
the Palestinian problem, as a political problem it is willing to deal 
with, is demographic: What is it to do about nearly two million 
Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza. Large scale immigration 
from the Soviet Union will no doubt strengthen Israel in more than 
one way. But it will not solve the "demographic problem," it will 
only postpone it. It is recognized in Israel that every million 
immigrants will delay the demographic parity between Arab and 
Jew in "Eretz Yisrael" by a decade. If two million immigrants 
arrive from the Soviet Union in the next three years, twenty-three 
years hence we will be where we are now demographically, all else 
being equal. 

To the government of Israel there is no Palestinian problem 
other than this one. Hence the focus of its vision on a segment of 
the Palestinian popUlation, that under occupation, and not on land. 
This is how we can explain its attempts to find a "local leadership" 
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to talk to, a leadership not in any way affiliated with the PLO, 
since the PLO stands for the land and for the whole of the 
Palestinian people. And to the extent that the United States 
attempts to exclude the PLO from its "peace process," it would be 
supporting Israel's VISIOn of the Palestinian problem, 
notwithstanding United Nations and Security Council resolutions. 

The relevant question then in the present context is whether 
the present government of Israel with possible support from the 
United States will be able to impose its vision of what constitutes 
the Palestinian problem on Palestinians, on Arabs, and on the 
world community. 

There is no reason to believe that Israel will be able to achieve 
this objective even with the support of the United States. To the 
extent that Israeli-Arab negotiations require Palestinian consent 
and Israeli-Palestinian peace requires Palestinian presence in the 
negotiations, the problem for Israel, the Bush administration, and 
some Arab regimes attracted by the idea of punishing the PLO is 
how to proceed without PLO support but with a Palestinian 
dispensation. 

There is no solution to this problem. The nearest thing to a 
credible alternative in the occupied territories is the Islamic 
Resistance Movement (Hamas). Even if its leadership accepted to 
replace the PLO, in an Arab delegation for instance, the popular 
base of Hamas would find it difficult to accept such a prospect. 
The political program upon which Hamas's constituency has been 
mobilized does not allow for an easy transition to the negotiating 
table. 

The PLO and the Palestinians might not have enough strength 
to realize their vision of peace, but they have enough strength to 
prevent the relegation of the Palestinian cause to the status of a 
demographic problem. In the event the Bush administration proves 
to be serious in its determination to work towards a solution of the 
Arab-Israeli conflict as its long-term interest demands, Palestinian 
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political leverage would have been ironically enhanced as a result 
of the war The Lnited States has more of a stake now in the 
resolution of this conflict than it used to before the war, and it 
cannot dispense with Palestinian approval. If on the other hand the 
Bush administration finds that it is not willing to pressure Israel to 
accept a role for the PLO in the negotiations that is acceptable to 
the Palestinian organization, it might decide to forsake the pursuit 
of a settlement in th" .'vIiddle East. 

From a Palestinian perspective this need not be the worst 
possible outcome. Shamir's autonomy plan as a final solution to the 
Palestinian problem is the continuation of occupation under a 
different guise. If in return for this the government of Israel hopes 
to have Arab States affix their seal of approval to peace 
arrangements ensuring Israel's hegemony in the region, an 
indefinite continuation of occupation might well be a more 
attractive option. 

"""OA~' 
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The Gulf Crisis and the Palestinian Economy 
New Tasks and Challenges 

Samir Hulaileh 

Following the 2nd of August 1990, the Gulf CflStS brought 
about the reformulation of the economic structure and relations 
between the Occupied Territories and neighboring Arab countries, 
Israel, and even internally between north and south, Gaza Strip 
and the West Bank. This crisis was a turning point in the economic 
history of the region which will most certainly leave its marks on 
the features of the coming phase. This transformation was not the 
result of this crisis alone, but was a cumulative conclusion of the 
conditions of Palestinian political reality with years of occupation, 
including those of the Palestinian uprising . In this paper, I will 
present a review of economic development of the Palestinian 
people under occupation during the Intifada period. I will also try 
to outline some of the features of the coming phase in the ongoing 
political-economic struggle. The central focus of this paper will be 
the Gulf crisis, its results and implications, and the new Israeli 
policies adopted during and in the aftermath of the Gulf war. 

The Palestinian economy has been a subject of heated 
discussion for the past twenty years, not only in the form of passing 
comments or condemnation of Israeli policies in the Occupied 
Territories, but in the context of the wide scale national discussion 
which took off in the mid-seventies concerning the roles and tasks 
of the Palestinian national movement represented then by the 
municipalities, charitable societies, and workers' unions. Added to 
that was the role of the joint Palestinian-Jordanian committee in 
the support and development of Palestinian political struggle in the 
Occupied Territories. The concentration of Palestinian national 
struggle in the Occupied Territories following 1973 ( the formation 
of the national front) , with the ensuing municipal elections and the 
formation of a number of youth, women, agricultura l. and medical 
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grass-root organizations, has posed a number of important questions 
concerning what is required of the national movement in leading 
the Palestinian public in day-to-day life and not only on the 
political level. Following the Arab summit in Baghdad and the 
ratification of the budget for the Joint Palestinian-Jordanian 
committee in Amman in 1978, the PLO found itself confronted 
with a number of practical questions on how to spend hundreds of 
millions of dollars on development in the West Bank and Gaza 
Strip. The response was spontaneous, void of any long-term 
planning and not linked to a specific direction for developmen t. 
This was not alien to the PLO at that time which did not carry as 
one of its main tasks the responsibility of the Palestinian economy 
and society under occupation. The theory that everything is 
possible after liberation was still dominant, with the occupation 
seen as a passing phenomenon soon to disappear. Therefore efforts 
should not be wasted, it was thought, on development under the 
difficult conditions of occupation. And despite comprehensive 
discussions by a number of Palestinian economists in the early 80s 
on funding priorities and possibilities for development under 
occupation, the prevailing theory that development under 
occupation is non-existent destroyed any possibility of finding a 
specific and practical assessment of the people's needs and the 
possibilities of developing the resources of the Occupied Territories. 

Bllt the seeds for the new outlook in the economic field were 
nevertheless planted and they crystallized with the growth of 
grass-root organizations in various development areas, and their 
ability to expand and bring about important achievements even 
under occupation. These organizations posed a challenge to already 
existing institutions whether traditional or national. This challenge 
activated the competition and even struggle, at times, between these 
two institutional set-ups which differed in the nature of their social 
base and method of work, and even in their goals. However, the 
focus of this phase was activating the development process through 
internal autonomous mechanisms, political perhaps at times, geared 
towards serving the Palestinian population under occupation . 
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The end of the 80s wittnessed a polarization and crystallization 
of specific outlooks on development which were adopted by a 
number of political and grass-root organizations in their dialogue 
with various institutions. These organizations even began to pick 
the fruit of their young experience with material results and lessons 
learnt. At the same time, traditional institutions braced themselves 
for this challenge and began looking for a position to suit their 
experience in the context of the current social-economic activity. 
The end of the 80s was the fulfillment of 10 years' experience for 
this new institutional experiment, in the funding of the Joint 
Committee, and in the sphere of extended contact with foreign 
PYOs working in the Occupied Territories, in addition to the 
occupation, its regulations, and how to side-track them. This phase 
was only the beginning and the basis for what was coming after the 
Intifada started at the end of 1987. 

The Palestinian Intifada came concluding previous phases and 
bringing the focus on the Palestinian people inside the Occu pied 
Territories, leading their struggle beneath the banner of the PLO . 
The Intifada showed creativity in linking the struggle against 
occupation with the various forms of self-preservation of social 
texture, economic and cultural frameworks and political identity. 
The most important contribution of the intifada was in the 
preservation of these aspects of Palestinian entity, soul, and 
identity. 

The intifada was a historical chance for Palestinians inside the 
Occupied Territories and their historical leadership to identify the 
core of their vision and priorities in the interests of their day-ta-day 
struggle under occupation based on the dynamic interaction 
between political and economic decision-making. The intifada 
terminated any discussions revolving around the question: can there 
be development under occupation? or is the only possibility one of 
political and economic perseverance? The Palestinian leadership 
found itself, for the first time, facing a new challenge. It was no 
longer only the political leadership of the Palestinian people in 
their struggle for political independence, but also, by necessity, their 
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leadership in daily life activities on the path towards building the 
infrastructure of the coming state. This is how the challenge was 
newly formulated. Does the PLO and its factions have the 
conceptual framework? Does it have a specific economic 
developmental vision able to direct the Palestinian public towards 
it? Does it have the necessary experienced cadre to lead the people 
towards this vision? Does it have the institutional base to fulfill this 
task? 

The economic slogans of the Intifada, boycotting Israeli 
products, reducing rent, qualifying the exchange rate of the 
Jordanian dinar, return to land and home economy, group and 
individual agreements between factory owners and labour unions, 
among others, crystallized a pioneering economic role for the PLO 
without any form of imposition of will, but through organizing 
popular initiatives . In this context, the possibility of real 
development even under occupation began to materialize, either on 
the basis of group cooperative work or within the context of 
household economy and return to the land and the weakening of 
market machinery. Another viewpoint claimed that it is better to 
leave the initiative in the hands of the private sector to take over 
development under the supervision, support, and direction of 
planning and funding sources . Regardless of the practical results up 
till now, one can say that the best aspect of this experience is its 
multiplicity and its democracy, where for the first time everyone 
was allowed to test their theories and ideas. I believe that all of 
these trends have led to basic and profound conclusions concerning 
their experience and that these will be incorporated in economic 
programmes in the near future or within the independent state. 

Hence, when the gulf cnSlS occurred, the local Palestinian 
economic base was still in the experimental phase trying to survive 
despite difficulties and measures imposed by the Occupation. For in 
addition to the negative impact of the great number of general 
strike days on economic growth, there were the military orders in 
March 1988 forbidding and limiting money transfers to the 
Occupied Territories from or via Jordan. These orders had a great 
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impact on decreasing the amount of remittances from Palestinians 
in the Gulf and Jordan to the Occupied Territories by half to 
become only $200 million.(I ) Towards the end of that same year 
the Jordanian Dinar began to suffer a marked decrease which in 
early 1989 reached a level of 50% of its value compared to foreign 
currencies, especially the dollar. Since most savings are in the 
Jordanian dinar, the Occupied Territories lost $300 million in 
currency exchange difference in its savings alone.(2) At the same 
time, and in early 1989, the Jordan valley and the north western 
plains suffered the worst case of frost which led to the destruction 
of thousands of agricultural dunams with a loss of $50 million. In 
1989, economic activity became more regular compared to the 
previous year since days of general strike were limited, factories 
were allowed to work 24 hours a day, and industrial areas were 
allowed to open until 3 pm every day, while Israeli measures 
became more lenient after all sides became used to the fact that the 
Intifada is a continuous event and not only a temporary passing 
state. In that year, in particular, it was noted that the economic 
boycott began to have a clear impact on the level of investment in 
the private sector in industry and animal husbandry, the two sectors 
profiting most from the boycott. There were also signs of marked 
improvement in the activity of building and tourism sectors. 

In 1990, economic growth and investment activities continued 
to create the practical bases for self-sufficiency and boycott. 
However, Jewish immigration from the Soviet Union began 
unexpectedly and in unprecedented numbers. Due to this 
immigration and the increasing political tension in the Occupied 
Territories in light of the Aqsa massacre and the increase in killings 
by Palestinian labourers, especially towards the end of October 
1990, a state of restlessness surfaced in Israeli circles. This was 
reflected in steps which allowed the Israeli authorities to prohibit 
the entry of 12000 workers to Israel on political bases (the green 
ID cards) in addition to the implementation of a one-year plan to 
reduce the number of Palestinian workers in Israel by half. 
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The Gulf crisis occured at a time when these pressures and 
new conditions were at their maximum, accompanied by a drought 
which affected the Occupied Territories at the end of the same 
year. All of this aggravated the impact of the crisis to a level that 
the young economy of the OT could not bear. In a short outline of 
the situation in the OT prior to the gulf crisis, one can list the 
following factors: 

1. A retreat in the Gross national income of the Occupied 
Territories by $200 million in 1988 and in 1989 due to Israeli 
measures concerning transfer of funds from or via Jordan. This 
amount makes up 10% of the gross national income. 

2. A retreat in the GDP due to the decrease in hours of 
production during 1988 by 25% compared to the previous year,(3) or 
the equivalent of $300 million. This, in addition to the decrease in 
returns from work inside Israel due to the decrease in the total 
number of workers and working hours by 24%,(4) which is the 
equivalent of approximately $110 million. The retreat in the above 
mentioned sources of income meant a total decrease in the national 
income for 1988 of $610 million, or 30% of the gross national 
product. 

3. In 1989, there was marked improvement in some sectors, 
especially with the improvement of working hours by 3% compared 
to 1988,(5) or a decrease of losses by $ 27 million, in addition to the 
improvement of working hours in Israel by 11-14% (6) from the 
previous year. This is the equivalent of a $50 million cut in losses. 
Transfer of funds retained the same level, while the agricultural 
sector retreated due to the weak olive season for the year. To sum 
up, 1989 wittnessed a total loss in the national income of $530 
million, slightly lower than in the previous year, and reduced the 
percentage of total losses to 25% of the gross national income. 

4. In 1990, a marked improvement in local produce was 
evident due to the launching of some investment projects in the 
agricultural and industrial sectors, in addition to the improvement 
in the tourism sector. The national income for that year could have 
returned to its original figure of 1987 if it wasn't for the gulf crisis, 
the drought, and the decrease of number of workers in Israel or the 
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change of the nature of their work from regular to black labor, 
seasonal or part-time, factors which left their clear marks at the 
end of the year. 

5. It was not possible under the circumstances to prevent a 
collapse in the economy of the Occupied Territories, if the 
Palestinian leadership in the Occupied Territories had not put 
pressure, with popular cooperation, to decrease the amount of 
unnecessary expenditures especially in the industrial sector. In 
Gaza this led to a decrease of industrial imports from Israel by 
23% in the first year of the Intifada,(7) at the same time industrial 
exports to Israel decreaed by 55% especially in clandestine contracts 
with Israeli companies.(8) 

However, the unique and qualitative contribution of the 
Intifada in the economic shpere was on the human-institutional 
level. The diversion of the focus of international, Arab, and 
Palestinian interest into the Occupied Territories for this relatively 
long period of time and the concentration of work and struggle on 
all levels in this arena, resulted in profound changes in the field of 
day-ta-day decision making and in the institutional development 
structures. At the same time as the Arab Thought Forum in 
Jerusalem and the Rural Studies Center in AI Najah University 
were active in the early eighties in the field of development, local 
credit institutions began activities in 86/87 and a number of new 
development research and training institutions began to grow 
during the Intifada (88-91) which gave a new dimension to 
discussions concerning development under occupation. Names like 
Bisan, Ma'an, Tamer, Institute for Applied Research, centers for 
Research on labour, women, etc ... in addition to various 
production committees, lectures, forums, seminars, and workshops 
in various fields were held during the years 1989 and 1990. This 
completed a new vital link in the chain of local Palestinian 
development, and new factors, forces, and outlooks on development 
appeared, in addition to Palestinian personalities and experts, who 
were actively committed to both drawing the policy and 
implementing it in the general economic sphere. Despite various 
attempts at creating frames for institutions in the economic sector, 
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these attempts failed because they were not truly representative of 
their constituencies. In many cases they were no more than an 
ornament for a frame that represents the four basic political forces. 
But the political will alone was not enough to represent the 
economic activity (others as well) without taking into consideration 
historical experiences of hundreds of industrialists, farmers, and 
merchants in the various sectors, their will, and their vision in their 
respective areas. 

Following the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, new variables began to 
affect the economic structure in the Occupied Territories, and some 
began to take effect with clear verocity following the crisis. The 
first direct effect was the decrease in remittances from Kuwait and 
other gulf countries to the Occupied Territories, whether 
Palestinian, official, or non-governmental Gulf remittances, or 
indirect remittances via the PLO. In the same context there was a 
decrease or even a total halt in some Palestinian exports to some 
gulf countries and Jordan, and tourism took a total stop in the 
Occupied Territories and in the region as a whole. Some few 
thousands of Palestinians returned to the Occupied Territories 
forming a new burden on the narrow labour market here. The 
effects on the economy of the Occupied Territories can be 
summarized as follows: 

1. The total amount of remittances from Palestinians in the 
Gulf, Jordan, and Kuwait decreased by 75% from the average 
remittances during the Intifada .(9) It became obvious that the new 
annual average of $50 million represents 1/8 of the total of 
remittances before the Intifada. 

2. Direct aid was stopped temporarily from non governmental 
Gulf institutions and in particular the Arab Fund in Kuwait, the 
Islamic Bank in Jeddah, the OPEC fund and the Gulf Fund. 
These institutions provided amounts reaching up to $35 million 
annually to the health and education sectors, since the beginning of 
the Intifada.(lQ) And despite the official committment of these 
institutions to the continuation of support during this year, there 
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are serious doubts concerning the extent of their commitment III 

coming years. 
3. Direct aid given by the Gulf countries to some religious 

institutions in the Occupied Territories and Zaka committees was 
stopped. And even though there are no clear estimates as to the 
amount of this aid, a number of sources point out that the sum was 
$53 million during the years of the Intifada. As pointed out 
previously, the continued flow of these funds to the parties 
concerned is not certain and it raises a few political questions, as 
well. 

4. The losses of the tourism sector during the year following 
the 2nd of August is equal to $90 million which is the total annual 
profit of this sector. This loss also added thousands of unemployed 
to the labour market in the Occupied Territories. 

5. Agricultural and industrial exports to Jordan, the Gulf, and 
Iraq suffered seriously in light of the events. It was orginally 
moving slowly backwards from $42 million worth of industrial 
exports in 1987 to $16.6 million at the end of 1990.(11) Agricultural 
exports show a similar trend with similar percentages. The main 
victim in industrial exports were the quarries with a total halt of 
the export of stones and marble, following the Gulf crisis. 

Without trying to limit the details of the losses one can 
generalize by saying that the Occupied Territories faced a decrease 
in the gross national income by 20% compared to 1987, equivalent 
to a minimum of $400 million for one year starting from august 
1990 until august 1991. 

However, that was only a small part of what is to come. The 
Israeli authorities closed off the Occupied Territories and imposed a 
strict and total curfew starting from January 17, 1991 (the 
beginning of the Gulf War). This situation continued for a period 
of 40 days in the form of a total curfew, and subsequently as a 
part-time curfew, while restrictions continue on travel between 
cities, between villages and cities, between the West Bank and 
Jerusalem, the West Bank and Gaza and between Gaza and 
Jerusalem. At the same time, the Isaeli authorities used this 
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opportunity to implement their previously declared programme of 
forbidding Palestinian workers from returning to work in Israel. 
Condi tions were placed on Palestinians wishing to work in Israel, 
including a permit for the worker and the employer and the latter's 
full responsibility for the transfer of workers to and from their 
place of work. In addition, the number of workers was limited to a 
certain percentage according to political considerations of the civil 
administration. As of 12-3-1991, the authorities have allowed only 
30,000 workers to return to work in Israel, which is less than 20% 
of the total number of workers before the war. 

These measures were like a death blow to the possibilities of 
growth of the Palestinian economy on the basis of its achievements 
during the Intifada. These new restrictions caused losses amounting 
to $200 million during the days of the curfew.(12) All of this in 
addition to a condition of economic stagnation which is expected to 
continue for 6 months to a year. In the field of labour, the actual 
number of unemployed in various sectors is no less than half the 
Palestinian work force (about 150 thousand workers). This is a 
catstrophic percentage for a small and developing economy like 
that of the Occupied Territories. However, despite all these 
conditions, the Occupation forces have not saved any effort in 
increasing economic pressure for political ends. The tax-collection 
raids continue, forceful collection of last year police tickets, and 
insistence on the payment of water and electricity bills under the 
threat of cutting them off to cities and industrial areas despite the 
bad economic conditions. The pressure of the authorities towards 
taking away what is left of people's savings in taxes and bills is 
contrary to any economic principle concerned with pulling the 
economy from a case of recession and from the threat of famine in 
the Occupied Territories. 

In a field survey conducted in the 5th week of the war in two 
villages north of Ramallah, a tremendous decrease in the 
nutritional level of food was noted due to the economic situation. 
The consumption of dairy products decreased by 70%, red meat by 
80%, white meat by 40%, and fresh fruits and vegetables by 60%. 
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At the same time there was a noted increase in the consumption of 
rice, wheat, sugar, eggs and potatoes, food rich in carbohydrates but 
no relevant nutritional value, which may cause malnutrition for 
children in a few months. In the village x in the Ramallah district 
it was found that the number of families in debt to a grocer was 
102 out of a total of 160 families in the village, and that there 
were 12 families suffering from starvation (that is they have no 
food at all except for oil, olives, and thyme).(13) The same 
phenomenon was registered in a nearby village. 

What is needed at this point is an urgent relief policy which 
may last for a long time if no employment possibilities are 
provided for thousands of labourers. This might turn our people 
into a group of dependents waiting for aid. UNRWA estimates 
show that 80% of the families in the Occupied Territories (240 
thousand families) are in need of urgent relief in basic necessities, 
and the reference is not to important nutritional food stuffs like 
proteins, vitamins, or fat. The prevention of an imminent collapse 
of the Palestinian economy is the most urgent mission at the 
present time. We cannot speak of development plans except if they 
can solve the urgent difficult problems that we are presently 
facing. 

In this context, there arises the issue of post-war Israeli policies 
towards the Palestinians in the Occupied Territories and the role 
they play in the formulation of the economic priorities and tasks. 
At the center of this policy lie the various measures concerning the 
movement of Palestinians in the Occupied Territories and into 
Israel. And eventhough this policy was declared in a previous 
period (October-November 1990) by the Israeli economy minister 
Magen, it took new practical dimensions during and following the 
war. And eventhough the Israeli government is still (March 1991) 
studying this measure, its repercussions and limits, what has already 
been implemented of this policy is alone a dangerous development 
on the economy and on the social and political stability of the 
Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. 
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The Israeli defence mlfilster had formed, towards the end of 
1990, a special economic committee to study the results of these 
measures on the Gaza Strip, while the government formed a special 
ministerial committee to present its rcommendations on the topic to 
the government. In the post-war period, and following the failure 
to reach an agreement on this policy, whether in light of the 
recommendations of the special cabinet committee or the small 
cabinet, Shamir moved this issue to a committee comprising the 
ministries of defence and police to put down details and 
recommendations. Since the results reached by this committee have 
not been published yet it will suffice to review the actual measures 
of the Israeli authorities during the past five months and their 
direct results on the Palestinian economy. 

The expulsion of Palestinian workers from Israel came as a 
result of three simultaneous measures: the first was a result of the 
decision of the Israeli defence ministry to distribute Green ID cards 
to between 10-12 thousand Palestinian youths in the West Bank, 
and issuing magnetic cards for the Gaza Strip workers. The second 
was the expUlsion of workers from the private sector in Israel for 
security reasons, pressures from the right wing, the general tense 
atmosphere of the war, and the rush to employ new Jewish 
immigrants from the Soviet Union in light of the special facilities 
provided by the government etc .... The third factor was the series 
of restrictive measures taken by the government concerning the 
work and stay of Arab workers in Israel, especially in the field of 
fighting black labor. It is clear that under this cover the 
government began the process of replacing Arab workers with 
soviet immigrants. 

These measures gained momentum during the war when the 
Occupied Territories were completely closed off from Israel for 
more than a month. At the same time, the Israeli authorities began 
reorganizing labour conditions in Israel. Gradually, workers 
registered at labour offices were allowed back into Israel on the 
condition that the employer and the worker submit a request to 
that effect, and guarantees from the employer to tr{msport the 
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workers to and from their place of work. Of course, approval of 
these requests was subject to a security check on the worker, his 
family and history, in addition to a limit on the number of workers 
from each area or from the Occupied Territories in general . In the 
context of the security check, the issue of work inside Israel became 
part of the stick and the carrot policy used in the Occupied 
Territories. Villages where the village councilor Mukhtar has 
resigned due to the Intifada are deprived of permits under the 
pretext that there is no official local authority to recommend the 
request. Naturally, the complication of the procedures for 
employing Arab workers in Israel reduced the demand for them by 
Israeli employers, in conjunction with the facilities provided by the 
state for the employment of the new immigrants from the Soviet 
Union. However, the most important consequence of this "permit" 
system was the division of the Occupied Territories into four 
separate areas with travel restrictions between them, and not simply 
to Israel. This divided the market of the Occupied Territories into 
the markets of the North, Jerusalem, the South, and the Gaza 
Strip. In order to move to anyone of them one must pass the 
security check based on the stick and carrot policy which 
necessitated the approval of the authorities of the producer, the 
driver, the area, the region, etc ... , all in the context of temporary 
permits which still require periodic renewal. 

Even though this policy might lead to the revival of small local 
businesses and home economy, it destroys with an iron fist 
economic growth on the national level. Agricultural produce, based 
on specialization of certain areas in producing vegetables and others 
in producing fruits, is gradually being destroyed. Medium and large 
size industries which are the pillar of the industrial sector in its 
contribution to the national income, and the base for future 
industrial growth, are in great distress. As to the transport and 
services sectors, it is jeopardized by this policy due to the decrease 
in the number of commercial transports to and from Israel and to 
and from the Gaza Strip, and so on . 
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Naturally, a major part of economic, cultural, religious, and 
health services in Jerusalem are not accessible to the residents of 
the Occupied Territories. What is meant here is long term 
detrimental effects on the geographic-human-economic-service unity 
of the Palestinian people in the Occupied Territories, which is an 
old Israeli aim and the focus of the political struggle between the 
Palestinian people and the Israeli occupation. 

On the economic level, employing only 40-50% of Palestinian 
workers in Israel, weakening the mechanisms of the local market 
and hence preventing investment in productive sectors, placing 
obstacles to economic relationships with the Israeli market in the 
absence of economic alternatives, all these are indications that the 
Israelis wish to subject the local economy to the danger of reversal 
and collapse and a long state of economic stagnation. 

All of these new conditions place us in face of a real economic 
crisis and a uniqe case in the history of the Palestinian-Israeli 
struggle since 1967. What we find is a case of semi-total closure of 
work opportunities in the Gulf, Jordan, and Israel besides, 
wide-scale restriction on the perseverance and expansion of 
production sectors in the Occupied Territories, in addition to the 
subjective restrictions on the production sectors due to the Intifada. 
As much as Israel bears the responsibility of providing sources of 
income and work for the Palestinian people in its capacity as an 
occupying power, as much as the international community, mostly 
the US and the Soviet Union, bear the responsibility for the direct 
consequences of Jewish immigration from the Soviet Union on the 
conditions of work in the Occupied Territories. It is our duty to 
take charge, in this context, without depending on international 
political pressure and intervention. This challenge is one of the first 
that faces the Intifada and its leadership on such a large scale. 

The Palestinian response to the new needs and dangers was 
quick. A number of local Palestinian institutions initiated studies of 
the crisis and its results and drew up a plan of action, in the 
context of Palestinian legitimacy, in order to coordinate efforts on 
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the local and international levels to serve the local VISIOn and 
needs. These institutions fought a difficult struggle against the 
distribution of green ID cards, the restriction of movement of 
workers to Israel, the curfew and its effects during and after the 
war, licenses for factories, the establishment of a local Palestinian 
bank, directing emergency aid through acceptable international 
channels, etc .... Despite the fact that the elements of local 
coordination have not been completed yet, what has been 
accomplished up till now in various sectors is sufficient to provide a 
preliminary Palestinian response to the increasing needs. This wide 
positive movement of discussion and coordination and unification 
on the local Palestinian level creates changes in Palestinian 
institutions and sectors and awaits a positive Palestinian response 
from the outside. What is taking place here is not met by parallel 
action in the Palestinian institutions outside. The uniformity of 
work and vision between the Occupied Territories and the 
Palestinian diaspora is an important basis for the preservation of 
the unity of the Occupied Territories and their institutions and is 
liable to prevent any transgressions and attempts to bypass the vital 
and important role of the outside. It seems that the activation of 
discussion on the local Palestinian level requires an activation of 
the dialogue between inside and outside and a blood transfer to 
reactivate and stimulate the role of the outside as an active 
organizer of Palestinian activity everywhere. 

And so, the features of the most important Palestinian 
economic achievement become more clear. It is not the 
achievement of a development plan under occupation, nor is it the 
marked progress during the Intifada in the productivity of some 
economic sectors, nor is it the partial separation from the Israeli 
market. It is in fact the Palestinian human and institutional 
economic build-up linked to the dynamics of Palestinian political 
resistance in the Occupied Territories. It is the linked texture of 
institutions with various visions and directions that are coordinated 
and working at paving their way in the economic field towards one 
unified aim. The aim is that of serving the current Palestinian 
struggle, prioritizing the perseverance and development of the 
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Palestinian individual and collectivity under occupation and 
preparing the infrastructure of the coming state, its institutions and 
its expertise in the economic developmental field. 

"ASSlA~ 
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Footnotes 

1. This figure was deducted from unpublished official lordanian figures on 

remittances to the O.T. in the years : 1984, 1985 and 1986. In addition to 

figures given to the researcher by Cairo-Amman Bank in Nablus for the 
year 1988. 

2. Jordan Central Bank has declared on different occasions that 200 million 
J.D. were in the W .B. at that period. With the fact that the Dinar has 

devaluated from 3 U.S. dollars into 1.5 U.S. dollar, the estimate is that 
$300 million was lost as a result of this devaluation. 

3. Judea, Samaria and Gaza Areas Statistics. Israel Central Bureau of Statistics. 

Vol. 19, 1989-1990. p. 191. 
4. Ibid, p . 144. 

5. Ibid, p. 146. 

6. Ibid, p. 146. 

7. Ibid, p. 41. 

8. Ibid, p. 43. 

9. These figures were gi ven to the researcher by different money-changers in 
Nablus city, in addition to an interview with one of the officials in 

Cairo-Amman Bank for the period (August-October 1990). 
10. Interview with officials in these organizations in Amman and the West 

Bank. 

i1. The information related to the industrial exports was collected directly from 
the factories by Muhammed Halayqa. . 

12. Different reports through the curfew has calculated the daily losses of the 

Palestinian economy by $5.2.m. i.e. a total of $200 m. for the period of 
almost 40 days. 

13. Reem Mughrabi conducted this research at the end of the IVar period in the 

village of Attara. Her report was not published, but most of her findings 

were used in different reports published later about the effects of the curfew 

on the Palestinian economy in the O.T. 
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The Legal Dimension : The Impact of the Gulf 

Crisis on the Palestinian Cause 

Ibrahim Shaban 

War is a social phenomenon that affected humanity since 
ancient times. Its aim is to achieve different and varied goals of 
human communities. It stems from various causes. War has been a 
human predicament since creation and will probably continue to be 
so in the foreseeable future. 

Despite the tragedies of this complicated phenomenon and its 
heavy human costs, some still think that it is a natural 
phenomenon or even a useful one that warrants no justification. 
They add that war is a means to settle disputes between nations. It 
is neither a crime nor a shame. But it is a conventional means to 
settle international differences and disputes. 

Yet other jurists do not think that war is an inherent human 
condition; nor is it an evil trait acquired unknowingly and 
indiscriminately. It is the product of objective circumstances and 
ailments that plague the International Community because of 
economic and/or, social injustice, and/or exploitation, racial 
discrimination, manipulation and/ or hegemony or otherwise. 

Whatever the view of the war is, we can simply say that it is 
an armed struggle between two or more states, each trying to 
achieve victory over its enemies so that it might impose its will and 
conditions to bring about peace and security. 

War has two sides: De Facto and De Jure. The former implies 
military operations and the latter implies severing peaceful and 
diplomatic relations, treating ships and planes according to the Law 
of War, and imposition of restrictions on trade with the enemy 
state and its subjects. Be it De Facto or De Jure, war is bound to 
end by the conciliation of the two warring parties. 
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Tremendous efforts have been expanded to stop war, but to no 
avail. War remained a major means to settle international disputes. 
However, those efforts were revived after World War I through the 
League of Nations and were crowned with the Paris Pact of 1928 
(Briand-Kellogg). They were confirmed by the United Nations 
Charter in 1945. Both agreements banned war. The ban on war 
was clear and blunt in Paragraph four of Article two of the UN 
charter which stipulates, that "all members shall refrain in their 
international relations from the threat or use of force against the 
territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any 
other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United 
Nations". Paragraph IV was but a confirmation and manifestation 
of Paragraph III of Article II, of the Charter, which stipulates that 
"all members shall settle their international disputes by peaceful 
means in such a manner that international peace and security and 
justice, are not endangered" .(1) 

This total ban on war can only be abrogated or restricted in 
the case of legitimate self-defence which was endorsed by the 
Charter in Article 51 which stipulates that "Nothing in the present 
Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective 
self-defence, if an armed attack occurs against a member of the 
United Nations, until the Security Council has taken measures 
necessary to maintain international peace and Security. Measures 
taken by members in the exercise of this right of self-defence shall 
be immediately reported to the Security Council and shall not in 
any way affect the authority and responsibility of the Security 
Council under the present Charter to take at any time such action 
as it deems necessary in order to maintain or restore international 
peace and security". 

Despite this ban, war broke out between UN members states. 
Each country had its own pretext for waging war. But the general 
justification was the legitimate self-defense. Examples of this can 
be found in the 1956 Suez War, the Vietnam War, the 
Indian-Pakistani War, the Arab-Israeli War, El Salvador, Cyprus, 
Nicaragua, Afghanistan and others . But one may notice that wars 
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between the big powers have receded and were replaced by 
regional and local wars. 

Among these wars are: the June 1967 War between Israel on 
one side and Egypt, Syria and Jordan on the other and the August 
1990 War between Iraq and Kuwait. The former resulted in the 
occupation of Sinai, the Golan Heights, the West Bank and Gaza 
Strip by Israel. The latter ended with Iraq's occupation of Kuwait. 
But the causes, nature, essence and results of each of these two 
wars were different. 

Israeli Occupation after twenty-four years is still holding on to 
the Arab territories except for Sinai. But Kuwait was liberated 
after less than eight months and it regained its independence and 
government. 

As far as the Iraqi-Kuwaiti dispute is concerned, there is an 
abundance of UN Security Council resolutions. In less than five 
months the UN Security Council passed twelve resolutions, whereas 
on the Palestine question we have only one resolution, namely 242. 
Even this single resolution, in my view, deals more with the 
consequences of the 1967 War than with the Palestine question 
proper, its roots, causes and consequence. 

When we examine the Security Council resolutions concerning 
the Gulf Crisis, we find that they have started on August 2nd, 
1990, the day Iraq invaded Kuwait. The first resolution demanded 
Iraq's withdrawal unconditionally. On 6 August, the Council 
adopted resolutions 661 imposing strict trade embargo on Iraq. On 
9 August resolution 662 declared Iraq's annexation of Kuwait, null 
and void. And on 25 August 1990, the Council adopted resolution 
665 authorizing the use of limited naval force to ensure compliance 
with the economic blockade. On 25 September 1990, an 
air-blockade was imposed on Iraq. Finally on 29 November 1990, 
the Council adopted resolution 678 authorizing the use, against 
Iraq, of all the necessary means. In other words it authorized the 
use of force. 
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The UN Security Council resolutions concerning the Palestine 
question are very few or non-existent. It took the Council five and 
a half month to adopt resolution 242. As for resolution 338, it was 
irrelevant and dealt more with the cease-fire in the October 1973 
War. I would like to point out here that I am referring to the 
Security Council resolutions rather than those of the General 
Assembly or any other Committees of the UN. 

When the Gulf War was over, hopes were revived with respect 
to the Palestinian issue. Voices were raised demanding that 
international legitimacy be used as a basis to solve the Palestine 
question. There were calls for renouncing duality in implementing 
international law and for carrying out what had been endorsed by 
international consensus and conventions. 

In this cursory study I am not going to present my perceptions 
for political solutions because this would carry the study beyond its 
boundary. But I am going to point out the main legal points that 
should be taken into consideration as a basis for a future solution. 
If these legal points are not considered, the solution will be 
deficient, incomplete and illegitimate. The Gulf Crisis will 
undoubtedly enhance these principles and reduce their disputability, 
or refutability or even treating them in a different manner than 
was the case in the Gulf Crisis. In the following paragraphs these 
considerations will be discussed with some detail. 

The Inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by force: 

The contemporary international law, has rejected war as a 
means to settle international disputes. This principle had only been 
established after the formulation of the United Nations Charter, 
though it had been written in the Paris Pact of 1928. Accordingly, 
the outcome of war becomes illegal especially when it is a war of 
aggression. 
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However, international law had defined ways for acqUlTlng 
title on a territory. Some of these ways are : geographical 
discovery, the occupation of res nullius or relinquished land, 
prescription, invasion, cession and annexation. All these means 
have been legal until recentlY.(2) 

Since there is no territory left undiscovered nowadays, all these 
means have ceased to be valid. Even the Antarctic has been 
discovered. The conditions for prescription are so difficult that 
some jurists doubt its existence in reality. As for invasion, it is 
totally banned and is inconsistent with the United Nations Charter. 

The only remammg means of legal territory acquisition is 
cession . It is a bilateral, rather than unilateral, act. In other words, 
it has to be agreed upon by two states. One cedes something and 
the other accepts it, that is, there has to be two elements: first, 
agreement between two states, and second, actual delivery. 

This being the case, all these means for territory acquISItIon 
become invalid in the Arab-Israeli conflict. We are then left with 
the last form, namely, cession. This form should be ratified by an 
international treaty, without which Israel's hold over Arab and 
Palestinian territories remains illegal. 

The UN Security Council resolution 242 was perhaps aware of 
this fact and this principle of international law, when it provided in 
its preamble to Resolution 242 that: 

"The Security Council, expressing its continuing concern with the 
grave situation in the Middle East, 

emphasizing the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by 
war and the need to work for a just and lasting peace in which 
every state in the area can live in security, 

emphasizing further that all member states in their acceptance of 
the Charter of the United Nations have undertaken a commitment 
to act in accordance with Article 2 of the Charter ... " 
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It should be noted here that the truce agreements signed by 
each of Jordan, Egypt and Syria with Israel, do not constitute a 
source of sovereignty for any of them. Nor do they grant legal title 
to anyone. They do not diminish the sovereignty of anyone either . 
A truce agreement is a legal act to cease hostilities between two or 
more parties until a peaceful settlement has been reached between 
the disputants. The agreement itself has explicitly stated that. 

It should also be remarked that the omission of "the" from the 
English text concerning the territories makes no difference. For, the 
Security Council is neither authorized nor capable of revoking an 
established principle of International law regarding the 
inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by force. 

The Inadmissibility of Annexation: 

If war is banned, the acqUlSJtiOn of territory by invasion is 
illegal, or rather an international crime, then it is only logical and 
adequate to consider annexation null and void. 

Whatever means and form annexation might assume, it is still 
banned. In other words, annexation, whether performed by the 
single volition of the occupier, or by the volition of the occupier 
together with the volition of a government of its making, and 
whether this annexation came in the form of a so-called 
unification, and consent of the inhabitants, even if a third country 
recognizes its legitimacy, and whatever the nature of the war 
leading to annexation, be it legitimate or illegitimate, all these 
factors, collectively or individually, do not legitimize annexation. It 
remains null and void. 

It is well-established in the wntmgs of jurists and in the 
workings of the judiciary that the annexation of occupied territories 
is inadmissible. The Nuremburg Court upheld that in 1946. This 
principle was also upheld in the deliberations of North and South 
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American politicians. Thus, the principle of Stemson which decides 
that annexation is null and void still prevailing .c) 

The International Community, represented by the UN Security 
Council did the same thing when it rejected Israel's annexation of 
Arab Jerusalem. It declared that this annexation was null and of 
no avaiL(4) The same thing happened to Iraq's annexation of 
Kuwait. But there was a major difference between the two 
annexations. It took the Security Council more than two years to 
pass a resolution on Jerusalem's annexation, whereas in the case of 
Iraq's annexation of Kuwait, hardly a week had elapsed on the 
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, then a resolution was passed on 9 August 
1990, that is, just a day after Iraq had declared its decision to 
annex Kuwait. This clearly indicates a fault in U;-'! mechanisms 
with their double-standard and colorful criteria. The principle, 
however, is one but the implementation varies. 

Despite the nullity of annexation in the international law, the 
issue of Jerusalem is expected to be subject to acute controversy as 
Israel would refuse to withdraw. In return, the Arabs and 
Palestinians will be more adamant in their rejection of the 
annexation. They will go even further and make Jerusalem the 
capital of the independent Palestinian State. International 
legitimacy must stand up for its principles and elementary facts. 

It is true that religious freedom is a basic one that all people 
should enjoy. But it does not, in any way, legitimize Israel's 
annexation of Jerusalem under the pretext that Jews should also 
observe their religious rites. They should abide in their observances, 
by the British Mandate Law of 1931. They should also restore the 
status quo to its pre-5 June 1967 condition, especially in the 
Magharbeh Quarter where more than 550 houses need to be 
restored and rennovated in this Waqf property. 

The issue of religious practices is not an insurmountable 
problem. Its solution is easy. It will not be difficult for the 
politicians to solve it especially when religious holidays are few. 
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The main issue, however, is Jerusalem and the West Bank 
settlements. 

Settlement 

UN resolutions 242 and 338 did not deal with the issue of 
settlement which has taken a considerable dimension under the 
prolonged Israeli occupation. However, the Fourth Geneva 
Convention of 1949 dealt with this issue. The last paragraph of 
Article 49 stipulates that: 

"The occupying power shall Dot deport or transfer parts of its own 
civilian population into the territory it occupies". 

Israeli settlements is a morbid phenomenon that had spread in 
Palestine. It is not only an obstacle to peace, but it is also a 
violation of international law. So any solution consistent with 
international law must decide that settlements are illegal, that they 
should be vacated and the settlers sent to whence they came from 
without any commitment for compensation by the Palestinian side 
or the international community. 

Settlements were basically established in accordance with the 
security theory. A series of settlements were created according to 
the Alon Plan. Moshe Dayan stated that these settlements create 
facts that would demarcate the new lines for security. Since 
Security in the new era and in accordance with the emerging world 
order is not based on military force, then settlement as a security 
pretext is null. 

The settlement question in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip 
appears easy to resolve when compared with what happened in 
Sinai, specifically Yamit. But, the major problem lies in Arab 
Jerusalem, especially in the quarters constructed by Israel to 
encricle Arab Jerusalem .(5) 
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The international law, is indifferentiative : What is based on 
nullity is null. Aggression is fruitless. The United Nations strongly 
condemned the establishment of new settlements and considered it 
null and void. Hence, the conditions must be restored to their 
pre-War status. And the occupying power should pay for the 
damages incurred by the citizens as a result of settlement. 

The Right to Self-Determination 

Self-determination is a basic and binding right. It is not true 
that it is an ambiguous, or a political or a discrepant principle. Nor 
is it true that it leads to the destruction of the United Nations 
Charter. On the contrary, many jurists consider self-determination 
as legal defense because it is the defence of a people against 
violence, and repression. It leads to the freedom of the individual 
and to the fulfillment of human needs and rights for all. 

Violation of the right of self-determination is an international 
crime. It is one of the Jus Cogens in international law. It is also a 
fundamental and primary condition for the achievement of all 
basic human rights, such as the right to life, opinion, conscience 
and others. It is sufficient to know that the first rules of the 
Convention on civil and political rights and the Convention on the 
social, cultural and economic rights provide for self-determination. 

Jurists of international law consider violation of the right of 
self-determination in any form as void because it is inconsistent 
with Article 52 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the law of 
International Treaties and is inconsistent also with the Declaration 
of Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations 
and Cooperation among States in accordance with the Charter of 
the United Nations in 1970.(6) 

To sum up, self-determination has been one of the well 
established principles in the international law. It is a legal as well 
as a political conception. Besides, it is a right for human 
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communities that has been practiced by all peoples except the 
Palestinian people.(7) The omission of any mention of this right in 
UN Security Council resolution 242 makes no difference at all. It 
would have been better, if this right had been laid down in the SC 
resolutions. 

I am not going to delve into the historical characteristics of the 
Palestinian people, either the distant past or the present . It is 
enough to recall the 1969 UN General Assembly resolution which 
recognized the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people . I would 
like also to recall the UN General Assembly resolution recognizing 
that the Palestinian people is entitled to equal rights and the right 
of self-determination in accordance with the Charter of the United 
Nations, and that it fully recognizes the inalienable rights of the 
Palestinian people to independence as an essential element for 
establishing a just and lasting peace in the Middle East. 

The Right of Return 

The right of return is something legitimate and is practised by 
states and individuals. No one has ever doubted its legality. 
Therefore, no one has thought of laying it down in an international 
bill. Historically, this right has not caused much controversy. Most 
probably, it was the denial of this right to the Palestinians since 
1947 and 1967 that had aroused this controversy. 

If we are to respect international law, then we must respect 
human rights and the humanitarian international law. It follows 
then that the Palestinians' right of return is honored. Count 
Bernadotte referred to this right in his report in 1948. The UN 
accepted his recommendation and affirmed the right of the refugees 
either to return, or to adequate compensation .... 

The UN General Assembly passed many and successive 
resolutions concerning the right of return. The GA went further 
and described this right as untransferable and cannot be ceded . 
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This right includes pre partition, post-partition and post-1967 
terri tories .(8) 

It may be argued that the right of return may change the 
Jewish character of the Israeli State. To this argument we reply by 
saying that this "Jewish Character" claim is only an extenuation of 
the racial discrimination practised by the Israeli State. Moshe 
Dayan stated that "We can absorb the refugees economically. But I 
think that their absorption does not conform with our future goals. 
For, Israel might be turned into a bi-national state instead of being 
a Jewish State. We want a Jewish State. We can absorb them but 
the State will no longer be the same State". 

To put the matter simply, we might say that despite the fact 
that the Security Council resolution "affirms the need for an urgent 
settlement of the refugee problem" and despite the flexibility of this 
wording, I believe that it meant the right of return . Otherwise, the 
laid down principles of international law would fit cases selectively. 
Then we would fall into a double-standard system and into the 
same loopholes that impaired international law and called its 
credibility into question. 

The Mechanism of Implementation 

The above-mentioned principles are undoubtedly, 
well-established in international law. But Israel has never honored 
them. It always believed that it would get away with this. So, it 
jettisoned all the principles of international law and the resolutions 
of its organs. Since the Gulf Crisis has turned over a new leaf in 
international law, how can these principles and resolutions be 
enforced to the question of Palestine? 

The question is : Shall we follow the text of Paragraph 3 of 
resolution 242 ~ Is the provision of 242 a must and binding'? In 
other words, was the failure of Gunnar Jarring - the envoy of the 
UN - Secretary General - in 1968, the end of the round, with no 
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need to renew this mission? Or, must the Secretary General send a 
representative to the Middle East to make contacts with the 
concerned states to help in the efforts to bring about a peaceful 
and acceptable settlements based on the provisions and principles of 
this resolution? 

The envoy of the UN Secretary General has failed to 
implement Secretary Council Resolution 242. Does this deter the 
Secretary General from trying again ? Is it rational to abandon 
peace efforts because one or more persons have failed ? The 
question is : Is this the only way to achieve peace? Or are there 
other ways not provided for in 242 or 338 ? 

Does the mechanism of implementing international law mean 
just convening an International Conference ? And what kind of 
Conference will it be ? Is it similar to Geneva Conference of 1973 
? Or is it a conference sponsored by the United Nations? Or will 
it be sponsored by the two super powers? Or is it to be a regional 
conference with US presence ? Or is it a mixture of all those 
proposals ? Or is it still too early to convene such a conference 
which has to be well-structured and to take place at the appropriate 
time so that it may be fruitful, as the US claims? 

Israel discarded the first two proposals. It demanded direct 
negotiations with some Arab countries without pre-conditions. It 
also prefers to conduct those negotiations with countries which have 
no common borders with it, such as Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. The 
second part of this Israeli plan calls for elections in the O. T. with 
whom it will negotiate over self-government provided that it 
declares its detachment from the PLO. 

It is my oplmon that the United Nations which played a 
decisive role - albeit ostensibly - in the Gulf Crisis is requested to 
play the same role in the Arab-Israeli dispute. It should cease to be 
discriminative in international disputes. For aggression is the same. 
And occupation is occupation everywhere. And peace is peace. 
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!lrll 10 11S12 !lrl1 rlliW .I!lS121 ni b!l'{olqm!l 2nsini12!llsQ to 2l00mun 
!llsilini OJ !lnunoqqo Ji b9m99b 29ililOrllus ii!ls121 9rll ,1SW lluD 
bns 29i101i1l9T b9iqu:>:>O 9rlJ no w91lu:> IS101 2E rl:>U2 29lU2E9m W9n 
nl9rlw02 bnE nl9rlnon 9rll no 2l2oq:ll':>!lrl:> w9nEml9q '{iln91Eqqs 9ril 
ni 12oqX:>9rl:> S913 !lrlJ 01 noilibbE ni ,m91£2u191. 12S3 10 29:>nSl1n9 
olni noilEluqoq nEini129lsQ 9rll 10 ln9m9'1om 9rll 1:>il1291 01 ,£ssD 
29:>n!lup9200:> 9'1iJEg9n 9rl1 to 91SWS ,2!litilOrlWS i19S121 9rlT .i!lJml 
il9E121 no bErl bErl 2l9XlOW nEinil29lsQ 10 9:>n!l2ds 9rl1 lsrll 
10 '{:>i1oq W9n S b91qobs ,noi1:>u112nOJ '{lIsi:>9q29 ,2101:>92 :>imon0:>9 
2:ll'2E 19'{01qm9 ii!lS121 920rlw 2OEini1291sQ 01 21im19q XlOW gniwslg 
li9rl1 01 rin01 bns :ll':>sd noil Sl1oq20S11 li9rl1 29bi'l01q bns m9ril 101 
Is 2m is rl:>irlw 229:>Dlq 9'1i1:>91!l2 E ,1200 lS ,2i 2irlT .9:>ElqX10W 
ls ,i!lS121 ni b9'{01qm9 2OEinil291sQ 10 100mun 9rll gnil:>ill291 
bnErl 19qqU ns gni'lig JS bns i!lS121 9bi2ni In!lm9'10m li!lrlJ gnhimil 
:ll'10W 9uui 01 29ilo1i119T b!liqu:>:>O 9rl1 ni 29itilUOrlWS ii!lE121 9rl1 01 
nsiniJ291EQ 9ril 10 bliril-9no nsri1 2291 JEril b9J:>9qX9 2i 11 .2timl9q 
Iliw 19E121 ni JilOw ot b9W IEri1 OOO,OS:I 01 !l2Ob 10 9:>101 modEl 
o2/s !l'lsri 29i1ilOrlWS ii!lS121 9riT .21iml9q :ll'10W n9'1ig 00 '{llsuw9'19 
9ril riJiw 29iloJ:>E1 nsilIi1291EQ W9n 10 19dmulI S 101 292n9:>il b91ns1g 
01 b911iml9q Jon 2l!lXlOW 9riJ 10 !lm02 dlO2dS bluo:> !l29rll Jsrl1 !!<jori 
E 021s 2£rl 29iloJ:>s1 01 2!l2lI9:>il 10 gniwslg !lrlt lua . i!lS121 ni Xl0W 
JOllS:>" :>imon0:>9 rlgUOlrll ,bnUOlg !lrlJ gnilEq19q :lIoiw!lmib ls:>itiloq 
lE:>ililoq ni 9gnsrl:> 101 b9qOrl 9rll 101 ,291U2S!lm "Ji:>iJ2 bns 
9rlT .lIoilsiuqoq lIEiniJ291sQ 9rlJ 10 2ln9rng!l2 9m02 10 noitsw9ilo 
,lliw 29ilOJil19T b9iqu:>:>O 9rll ni '{:>iloq :>imonOO9 ii!lS12I W9n 
29bE12do 9rll gni2E19 10 gnimO:>19'10 '{I:ll':>iup ni b99):>u2 lon ,19'19worl 
10 Jn9mqol9'19b 9rlt b!l:ll':>!lrl) 9'1Erl 29ililorllUS ii!lS121 9rlt rl)iriw rlJiw 
9rlT . \'oQ I !lnu l. 9Jni2 91U1:>Ul12£l1ni :>irnono:>9 nislIit291sQ !lrll 
no bnirn 10 9gnErl) 1i9rll tErll Jinirll 01 :>it2imi1qo 001 00 '{Em ?ii9E121 
9nil ni 21lU291 IE:>iliioq 9:>ubOlq '{libE91 bluow 21911sm :>imon0:>9 

.29ilOJi1l9T b9iqu):>O !lrll 10 9lUW1 9rll 101 mgi29b li9rlt rlriw 
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buxU bas lUodsJ :lrl1 rl10d b:lmlilao:> 2Srl lSW lluv :lrlT 
,l:lV:lWOrl ,b:lgasrl:> 2Srl 1srlW .2ll0i1iwq lSW-:llq li:lrl1 ai 2qirl21:lbs:l1 
bSlaI chod rl:>irlw aicf1iw 21X:l1n0:> Isaoi1snl:l1ai bas Isaoig:ll :lrl1 2i 
.1SW 11llV :lrl1 1:l11s 2:lvl:l2m:lrl1 bail 2llsini12:lIsq :lrl1 bas 
won ,(sm ,12S:l1 1s m:lrl1 10 5m02 10 ,21~lnnsq noi1iJso:> b:ll-ns:>il:lmA 
ibs12I-dslA :lrl1 10 aoiwl02:l1 :ld1 01 2:l1ll1 W:ln :l:>IlIXJ11ni 01 wsw 
2noiwl02:l1 I1U 10 noiJ£1n:lm:llqmi Illh:>E!XJ. :lrl1 gnibubai ,1:>iI1no:> 
lU:>:>O ,(sm I:lS12I no :llll22:l1q 2U .1:>iI1no:> gaiogao 2irll 01 w:laill:lq 
10 2bl£SSrl :lrll mOll I:lS12I OOVS2 ,(Iis:>il:>Slq bsci 2U :lcil lsrll n:lvig 
l:lrllo 10 noiJilsoo Ishn:l1oq S bns pS1I 12nisgs lSW nwo 21i gnigsw 
ni i:ls121 10 "lOivsrl:ld boog" :lrl1 ,bnsrl 15rl10 :lrll aO .2:lillnUOO dS1A 
lovsl ni :lgsl:lv:lI 10 wioq S 2i lSW lluv :lrlJ ai b:lvlovni gnill:lg Ion 
:lrll OJ noiJul02 S IsciJ :lUglS billOW orlw 2l:lnilblsrl ii:lSl2I 10 
,(lilUJ52 2'1:lSl21 no '(Ihsmhq b:l2Sd :ld blllOrl2 l:>iI1noo ibs12I-dslA 
b:liqIlJ:>O :lrl1 mOll ISWSlbdliw on ,.:l.i ;'(lhg:llni Isilolill:ll bns 
lSW S m101 10 ,:l:>101 :l<!U Ion ,(IaiSll:l:> IIiw 2U :lrlT .2:liloJill:lT 
,(lilll:>:l2 I1U ciliw '(Iqmo:> 01 i:lsnI :l:>101 01 l:lblO ni ,noiJilso:> 
ii:lS12I-dS1A :lrll bns m:lldOlq asini12:lIsQ :lrll ao 2lloiWI02:ll IballOJ 

.1:>ifinoo 

ii:lS12I dS1A :lrll 01 aohuI02 S Isrll ,:llohl:lrll ,'(I:lxilau 2i II 
:lmSl :lrl1 rlliw 2llSJil:lmA :lrll '(d bm5lbbs :ld bluow l:>iI1ao:> 
:lrll 2blSWOl aworl2 :lvsrl '(:lrll lsrll '(:>a:lglU bas ,(:>sioommi 
:lmoo 10n Iiiw ,gai:ld :lmil :lrll 101 ,15£121 .1:>iI1no:> iliswu)l-ipSlI 
S 2blsw01 :lvom 01 2U :lrll mOll :llU22:l1q :llsib:lmmi 15bnu 
bas 2lUodrlgi:ln dS1A 21i rlliw lO:lm:lIH:l<! Is:>ililoq :lVi2ll:lrl:llqmo:> 
IS ,2rlwom w:l1 10 boil:lq s :ld I1iw :ll:lrlT .2llsiail2:llsQ :lrl1 rl1iw 
il:lS12I-dS1A :lc!1 10 ooiwl02:l1 S 2b1Swol 2l101h WOil:l2 :l101:ld ,12S:l1 
rlliw i:lSl2I :lbivOlq 01 rlgUOO:l 2i 2irlT . b511S12 :ld bluow l:>ifino:> 
12aisgs 2:lbiloq b:llslu:>ls:> bas ci21Sd 21i :lsilsmlol 01 :lmi1 :lldsulsv 
goi1isw 10 :lmil 2iciT .2:li101il1:lT b:liqu:>:>O :lrll oi msiniJ2:llsQ :lrll 
:l:>n:lgl:lm:l :lrll 101 bnuOlg :lrll '(sl bns '(11 01 i:lS12I '(d b:l2Il :ld IIiw 
rlliw li2 01 gniIiiw :ld bluow lsrll qirl21:lbS:l1 IS:>oI :llds1q:l:>:>s ns 10 

. :lId SI 2noil silog:ln :lrll Is 2il:lS121 :lrll 
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IGI\GWlrG n !UIGLllJGq!9L).,' lJJG GXbGCI9QOU' lpGU' 12 IIml "'.PHG 
llJGU 9llJOUIr IpG b9lG211m9U2 !U OlqGl ro lUClG92<; liZ bOl!I!C91 

b92(' b02( IpG Cnl!; MSt' pOMGI\Gl' EIr)"bl WS" Ej{G 10 riwow lIZ OMU 

!U1GIWGq!9lA pGIMGGU b91G2f1U!9U2 9Uq I2WGI 92 !I p92 qOUG !U IpG 

D2 9Uq OU 29nq! '1L9P!9' EIr).,bl' pOMGIIGl' C9U bj9)., IpG WIG 0t tjJG 

b91G2(!UlSU bWPIGW pGCSIJ2<; 0t !12 qGbGuqGUcA LGj9qou2P!b OU tpG 

12L9Gj' !l LGW9!U2 bOMGLJG22 10 GUIr!UGGL' pA 1'2<;jr 9 2olnqou (0 tpG 

IU2b!(G Ot IpG (9CI Ip91 EriAbl p92 q!bIOW91!C lGl9qou2 M!ljJ 

w0I!I\SIGq P)., !l2 LGj9qOU2]1!b2 M!I]1 I]1G D2 9Uq I]1G CIII{ 2191G2' 

21!CJ,!UIr 10 bLIuqblG2 !U 9n LGIr!OU91 COUmCI2 9Uq !2 UOI 2!wbl)., 
b9/G2I!U!SU 21suq OU IpG Cnjr I]1G ElrAbll9U 1r0llGLUllJGUI !2 !uqGGq 

UOLWSl!~G LGl9qou2 M!I]1 I]1G brO pA 2jJOM!UIr I]1SI' IU2b!IG O{ I]1G 

I]1GU OUG 0t I]1G 21Gm 10 COUIS!U i]1GW MOnjq pG 10 dn!CJ<:JA 
qGI\GlobWGU(2 !U ElrAbl !12Glr II: !UIGLU91 bWIG21 WOIIGWGUI2 2blGsq 

ElrAbl!9U bo2!I!OU IOM9Lq2 I]1G brO W9)., pG 9HGClGq p)., !UIGLU91 

SIOUGllJGUI 10 I]1G bSIG2I!U!SU usuq qfll!UIr I]1G M9L' Bnl 1]112 

IfllUSWIJuq !U bro boJlqa 10 2n!1 (]1G bo21 cnl1. M9L GW ll2 

CjJllUlrG2 !U I]1G IGllqGL2p!b 01. I]1G brO lluq I!. uOr' II qwwllqC 

obGu M!!]1 I]1G bllIG21!U!SU2 pnl I]1GA llLG 1!j{Gj" 10 IIIGM 1.llllOlllPIA 
E&AbqllU2 SLG IU 9 002IIIOU 10 j{GGb CjJSUUGj2 0t COWllJnUlcsqou 

I]1G 2snq!2 llUq I]1G '1llJGl!CSU2 MII]1 LG2bGCl 10 IpG brO' l.pG 
qGbGUqGUCA LG/9qoU2]1!m' 9LG UOI Ej{GIA ro qLllWlll!ClllIA qmGL {lOW 

ElrAbl!SU2' POtt.GIIGL' MPHG 2qC]{!uri 10 bL!uc!bIG2 suq' 1r!IIGU IpG!L 

I]1G LG&!OU lluq !U 2bGc!!,!c 10 I]1G blljG2!!U!llU bLOPiGW' l.pG 
ll2 OUG Pll2<;q OU bquqblG2 Iplli sbblA GdlIlllIA 10 OljJGL COUmCl2 !U 

AGI !]1G ElrAbqsU2 ILIGq 10 llll!0Ulll!~G IpG!l 21suq OU I]1G cnll. CLI2!2 
bol!I!CSl (9Uq GCOUOW!C) qGbGuqGUcA OU IpG Dt OU (]1G OlpGl' '1uq 

E&Abl {luq2 !12Gll. OU I]1G cnI!. 21lllG2' ou (]1G OUG jJ9Uq 9Uq IpG 

q!lGCIGq lllr9!U2( 29qqllllJ LGUGCI IpG GCOUOW!C qGbGUqGUCA !U M]1IC]1 

'1I9p 0mC!sj2 !U IpG Cflll.' l.jJG2G bnPl!c zrsuq2 M]1!1G 2bGcWC!JIIA 
]1912]1GL' SI qWG2' IjJllU blOUOnUCGWGUI2 W9qG pI- 29nq! lIuq OI]1GL . 

bwuonUCGWGUI2 01. EiiAbq9U 0H!CI9j2 MGLG 0!.lGU p9l2p 9Uq lU !.lICI I 
qfll!UIr IPG MPOJG 01. IpG cnn Cl!2!2 9Uq M!JL' l.pG bnPl!c I 

l.pG EriAbq9U LGIr!WG ]192 9qoblGq S 2!LOu& sUII-2s qqsw <Isuq I 
I 

E!:ibl,2 b02!H0U : I 
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Jnsw bluow Ii O .. N ~ch dliw J:>sJno:> nislnism OJ 2~uniJno:> Jq'{g3 
2nsini12~lsq ~dl gnoms ~:>n~unni 10 ~1~dq2 nwo 21i ~J~I:> OJ 

.2~ilOlill~T b~iqu:>:>O ~d1 ni 10 11:mi O.Jq ~dJ nidliw l~dJ~dw 

~dJ mOll ,b~sd 2SW ISW bns 2i2il:> llu;) ~dJ no bnS12 2'nsblOl. 
iPSII ~lU2n~ bluow JSdl noiJul02 dS1A ns gnbl~ no ,gninnig:xl 
dJiw 1!1d1!1goT .211s~m luh:>s!lq dguolefJ Jiswu)i mOll ISWSlbef1iw 
bns Jn~mm~vog ,gnbl 21i ,nsblOl. JSd1 Is~b 2SW Ji ,bns12 lidJ 
2S 2noiJn!lJni 2U b~vi~:ll~q bns pSlI riJiw ooi1iJn~bi ,~lqO!lq 

~riJ 01 noiwl02 Is:>ililoq s 1~ef1sl ,{lsJilim s no ~lom b~l~Jn~ 
1~chi~n '{ldslOvsl b~vi~:>~l Jon 2SW bns12 nsinsblOl. ~dT .m!lldOlq 
,{i1sluJil1sq ,noiJilso:> !leiJ 10 2l:xlm~m dSlA ~m02 '{d lon 2U ~eiJ '{d 
l!1dJo bns 2W:> bis mOll b!ll~nU2 nsblOl. ,JIU2~1 s 2A . sidmA ibus2 
~eil '{d bns 2U ~eiJ '{d eiJod Ji 01 ooilqqs 2ll0iJ:>nS2 :>imono:>~ JJ~1ib 
,(mono:>!1 nsinsblOl. !ldJ ,noiJibbs nI .2!1ilJnuoJ dS1A ei:>il-lio 
\l!U 10 llU2~l S 2S 2lloqmi lio bns 2ll0iJsl~1 ~bS1J 21i ni b~1~nU2 
nsblOl. b~in~b 2i2in llu;) !leiJ .2~bi2~a . pmI no b~ilqqs 2noiJ:>nS2 
ni 1110w oj b~2U odw ~JSilJSqX~ nsinsblOl. '(d ~:>nSlJim~1 ISJiv 

.noig!ll llu;) ~dJ 10 2~i1JnUO:> l~eiJO bns Jiswu)i 

22~lgaOJ OJ Jn~m~JSJ2 s ni oollsngi2 l~llsa ~lsJ2 10 '(lSJ~n% 
10 ~Jiq211i nimuH gni)i oj asblOl. ni ~viJsm~JIs on 2SW :n~dJ JsdJ 
nI .2i2il:> }Iu;) ~eiJ ni bns12 2'nsblOl. eiJiw ~lU2S~lq2ib gno112 2U 
1ll~mll1~vog gnibs~1 '{d b~22~1qX~ '{lb~Js!lq~l 2SW m~:>no:> J~S12I 
,1~V~WOei ,~miJ ~mS2 !ldJ JA .nsblOl. ai 2Jn~mqol!lv~b no 2lsbiUo 
noiJi<oqqo !lriJ bns Ja~mm~vog il~Sl21 ~d1 niriJiw moii ~Jiov 
ni l~nllSq IsiJn~Joq s 2S nsblOl. b~bubx~ Jon ~vsei '{J1Sq lUods..I 

.1ll~m~IJJ~2 ~~ ~lU1Ul '(as 

~Vflsbl 21i bns 2ll0fJibno:) :>imoaoJ~ Jfu:>imb 2'nsblOl. n~vi;) 
JseiJ '{I~llil 2i Ji ,J2s3 ~IbbiM 1SW Ifu;)-l<oq s ai noitsl02i Is:>iJiloq 
bns :lilsmgslq s Jqobs bluow Jn~mm~vog nsinsblOl. ~dJ 
2iefT . noig~l ~dJ 10 2:>iJiIoq w~n ~dJ ni ei:lSOlqqS '{loJSili:>no~l 
ni '{hsIu:>insq J20:l 2Ji luodJiw :xl Jon bIuow ,1~v~wod ,d:l.llOlqqS 
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sd bluow ,:no}:n:;riJ ,Jo:;mm:;vog osinsblOl :;nT .2ml:;J Is:>iJiloq 
22:;:xnq :;:>£:;q S 101 n:)1S:;2 :;ri! ni !l10l !lvi!JS !llOm S xslq o! goilliw 
.l!lil!ouOO ds1A l:;n!O n!iw ooi!SOib100J nguOln! 2in! ob lIiw Ji IUd 
!oo xsm !I .Ii:;w 2S ,OJq :;ri! riJiw bos ,!qXg3 bos Si1X2 '(UsiJ!l<j2!l 
!In! 10 2:;i!ils:;1 !O!l2:;lq !In! o!lvig ,!sn! U!lggu2 o! b!ln:>!!l1-1S1 sd 
!O!lm!lSlgs c8QI 2!i W:;O:;l Xsm !n:;m01!lVog osiosblOl :;n! ,noig:;l 
!O!lJ!ll 10 2Jnsmqoi:;v!lb :;ri! 00i!SlSbi200:> o!oi !lXS! O! OJq sri! ri!iw 
!!lg O! S1U22!llq l:;bnu smOJ lIiw 2flsiosblOl :;ri! sliriW .2ritnom 
o!lmUJS l£:li!iloq sri! ,22!l:>Olq :;JS!l<j sri! oi ,nwo li!lri! 00 ,bsvlovni 
b!l!sniblO00 s 10vs1 O! bn:;! bluow ni!l22uH gnDI 10 
00 ,bnsu dSlA-osq S !lldi22oq Ii bns ,bOSt2 nsini!2:;lsq-nsinsblOl 

.i:;S121 riJiw 2xIst :;Js!l<j 10 !lu22i :;rit 

si"J"{2 10 noiti20Cf !ldT 

2Uoil!l2 S oi ,lsbi200:> ot noiti2<>q S oi sd '(sm ,:;:>00 101 ,si1,(2 
!l:)s!l<j il!lS121-dSlA oi bsgsgn:; goi"!lg 10 2!:l!l<j201q !lrit ,l!lOOSm 
bluow 2002£:;1 Is:>igoIO!lbi bos l£:litiloq IS01SJni 101 ,si1,(2 lUff .2xlst 
,2!rigisH osloi) srit 10 mU!:;l :;ril 2S ri:lU2 .lJnsm:;:>ubni goo112 tnsw 
IiJiw 2xIBJ SJs!l<j oi :;gsgo:; o! 22:;ngnilliw 2!i ,(1i!2Ui O! lsblO oi 
ri:)U2 goi1:;110 l:;biwo:> OJ goilliw :;lS 2i1:;S121 :;ri! 22slrrU .I:;sl21 
,22!l:>01q :;:)s!l<j S oi !lgsgO!l O! Xl!lxilou :;IS wsi1X2 !lri! ,2!nsmsJubni 
riJiW .02 ob ot m:;rit 101 2Jo!lms:)ito:; ibus2 bns ns:)ilsmA 10 !lJiq2fli 
svsri O! !lunitnoo 20sil,(2 !lri! ,200i!Si:;1 nsinil2!llsq-nsil,(2 O! !J!l<j2!ll 
:;m02 2S ,silX2 goilivnI .2qUOlg nsioi!2!llsq nisll!lJ gooms !lJo:;ufini 
2:;lisHA 'b 2:;glSriJ d slA !lri! 10 :;00 sd ot ,b:;12!lggU2 !lV sri 2ii:;s121 
:;viw:;ri:;lqmOJ s boil O! 211011:> :;ri! s:)osvbs Iliw 2Osini12:;lsQ :;nt 10 
ooils1Sq:;lq ni ,l!lVSwOri ,si1,(2 .!:)ifinoJ ilsS121-dSlA :;ri! ot noilUl02 
,OSbIOl ritiw rroili2<>q 2Ji S!SOiblO00 bluo:> ,s:>o:;l:;lnoo s:>s!l<j S 101 
loiot s ri!iw qu smOJ 01 lsblO ni OJQ sril bns 2:;ls12 dS1A ISIlJO 
IS ,:;Ids sd Iliw ,11!l2Ji '(d ,sil,(2 Isri! lullduob 2i !I .bnBJ2 l£:litiloq 
'(o[n:; IIiw tsn! rroiJi2oq rrsiniJ2!llsQ-osil'(2 s :;!SIUm101 ot ,In!l2:;lq 
2!lilOlin:; T b!liquJJO !In! ni 2Osirril2!llsQ !In! gnoms noqqu2 :;biw 
wsw '(sm 20si1'(2 !lriJ !sn! sldi&oq ,!llohlSri! ,2i !I .:;l:;riW!l2i:; bns 
10) noil81sq:;lq ni rilad ,OJQ :;rl! nliw moi!sl:;l li:;rit !lSilSmlOn 01 
IS:lililoq IS:ligolo:;bi bos IS01!llni 101 bos I!lS121 ri!iw 2X[st :;ldi&oq 
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!UIO sqobl!uli OO2!l!ou2 qml MOflJq pGJb 10 SqASUCG bc;sCG ISJJ<:2 M!IP 
!I !2 JIJ<:GJA' fPGLGlOLG' fPSf !I Mm pc; n2Gq ro bLGc.! rpG bSJG21!U!SU2 
OlpGL pGJb !O fPC; bSJG2!!U!SU2 ' l.P12 pGJb !2 OOnl!CsJ/A WOI!AlflGq suq 
MIJI CGUIGL OU IpG!L COUI!un!uli OOJ!cA 0l 0UGquli l!UsuqsJ suq 
CS2G 0t I:,LSUCG suq I1SJA' l.PC; WJG 0l IpG EC COflUIL!Gt pOMGAGL" 
CGLWSUA suq IP02G Ipsi M!II 2!!CJ<: 10 IpG!L OMU OO2!I!OU S2 !2 IPC; 
OO2!qou OU IpG YWp-I2LSGn COumCI S2 !U IpG CS2G 0l Bl!IS!U suq 
MIJI unCmslG pc;IMGC;U IP02G IPS I M!IJ IqGUI!lA M!IP IPC; YWC;l!CSU 
GCOUOW!C pGJb 10 IpG bSJG2I!U!SU2' l.pG OOJ!qcsJ b02!l!OU2' pOMGAGL" 

l.pG conulqG2 0t IpG EnLObc;gu COWWIlU!IA SLG J!J<:GJA 10 0HGL 

clln MSL' 
suq LGSJ!2!!C sbbwscp !U nlipi 0l IpG qGAGJobWGUI2 tOIJoM!uli IpG 
lGIIlLU' IpGA MonJq I!J<:G 10 2GG IpG bSJG2QU!SU2 sqobl S bLsliwg qc 
10 couqunG IpG!l 2I1bOOll ro IpG bSJG21!U!SU2 suq IpGIL cgn2G pnr !U 
lG20JllqOU2 OU IpG dnG2qou 0l b9JG21!UG' l.pG ELGUCp 9lG GxbGCIGq 
obOO2!I!ou' S2 MGIJ' 10 IpG !qGS 0l I2WGJ.2 !wbJGWGUlSqou 0l DY1. 
YWGqcsu CGU21lLG 0l oll!qlipi bro bSlqC!bsl!oU suq YWGl!CSU 
blOCGc.!' l.PG bLOPJGW lOl IpG E LGUCp' pOMGAGL" !2 POM 10 OAGLCOWG 
GWbP92!SG IpG UGGq tOL bSJG2qU!9U b9LI!C!bsqou !U SUA bc;gcG 
LG20JIlI!OU2 OU IJIG dnG2qou 0l bSJG21!UG' ELSUCG !2 GxbGClGq 10 
!uClnq!uli IJIG OO22!pJG cSIJ tOL IJIG !wbJGWGUIsqou 0t DY1. 
1mm,!CSI!OU tOL IJIG COUI!Un!IA 0l 1P!2 !uqGbc;uqGUI I:,LGucJI OO2!I!ou' 
!UAOJAGWGUI !U IPG cfln coumci 2ponJq pc; 2GGU' !U bSL(" S2 S 
bSJG21!U!SU2 !U Ellwbc;gu suq !UIGWSI!OusJ C!LCJG2' EWUCG,2 SCqAG 
bWA!qGq III IJIG bS2f su !WbOLISUI pS2G 0t 2flbOOL! tOl IpG 
suq M!IP !12 P!lipG21 JGAGJ COU2flJroI!OU2 M!IP b gJG2!!U!SU JGSqGlt PS2 
OO2!qou' M!IP !12 SCCGblgucc; 0t IpG !UfGWsqousJ bc;sCG COUtGLGUCG 
OO2!IIOU M!IP lG2bc;q !O fpG YLsP-I2WGJ! COUmCf' l.pG ELGUCp 

I:,LSUCG PS2 IwqrfrOU9J/A sqoblGq 9U !uqGbc;uqGUf OOl!qCgJ 

.LpG I<.LGUCp suq EnLObGsu b02!I!0U2 

wbbLOCpGWGUI M!IP fJlG b9JG2qU!SU2' 
!UfGWSf!OUSr qGlIGrObWGUf2 SI blG2GU!" WSA UOI pc; bLG22Gq lOL S 
COU2!qGlSqOU2' BIl! IJIG 2AqSU rGsqGl2P!b' 1i!"GU LGIi!ousr suq 
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~lom :xl '(sm 2~illnua:> ns~olU3 ~m02 ,2nsiniJl~lsq ~dJ 10 noiJiwq 
OJ ,2~iJilOdJus ibsl21 ~dJ dgUOlrlJ ,2bnu1 grribnnsrl:> OJ ~ldiJq~J2U2 
b~iqUJ:lO ~dJ ni 2quOlg brrs 2fIOiWliJ2fIi rrsirri12~lsq :>ilb~2 
oj rroiJsuJi2 s rbu2 ~Jsluqinsm '(Inisll~:> lIiw I~Sl21 .~ilotill~T 
rri 2~lU2s~m brrs wgi2~b Is:>itiloq 2Ji 10 trr~m~:>rrsvbs ~rlt ~lU2rr~ 

. 2~ilOtill~J ~rlt 

nsirriJ2~lsq ~dt 10 JfI~m22=S~l s 2~Jsti22~:l:'lrr lSW 11uiJ ~dT 
bns Isrroig:'ll :lrlt rri brrs 2:'lilotil1:lT b:'liqUJ:>O 9rlt ni rlJod noiti2oq 
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~vi22~lqqO ~rlJ lis rltiw rroitsqu:>:>a ibs121 OJ bn:'l '(b:l~2 A . r 
rrsini12:l[sq 10 :l[odw ~rlJ grrit:>~ns 2:llU2S~m :lVi22:'llq:'ll brrs 

. '(t:'li:>D2 
~[dsn:'lilsni li9rlJ 10 :'l[qo~ nsiniJl~[sq 9dt '(d :'l2bl:'lx:'l :'ldT .S: 
:lrlJ gno[s :lJSJ2 S d2i1dsJ2:'l at Jrlgil ~dt grribubrri ,2Jrlgil 
:'l:lrri2 WOiW[02:'l1 J.1U 2uoilsv :'lrlJ '(d b:llS[uqit2 29rril~biug 

. 'i't>Q r 
[srroilsJ.1 :'lni12~[sq ~rlt 10 2fIoi2b:lb 88Q r l:ldm:lvoJ.1 ~dT . f. 
,(JilU:l92 J.1U brrs noiW[02 :lJSJ2-owt S lq~:l:lS rl:>idw [brruo:::> 

.8f.f. bns s:t>s: WOiW[02~l Ibrrua:::> 
9JsmiJig9[ :'l[02 9dJ 2i rroits:s:irrsglO nOiJS19dU 9niJ2~[sq :'lrlT .t> 
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2m1:l! m .2nohsqu:X>O:l1q nsiIlir2~Isq gIli22:l1q :ldt :llS !srlW (s 
~lSW llui) :ldt 1:lt1s .,{mono:>:l bIls '{t:li:>Ol 10 

bIls '{IlsII1:l1Ili dIad ,bIlS12 sbs1ilIlI :ldt 2:lob :ll:ldW (d 
lsrlw bIls ~uIlilIlO:> sbs1ilIlI ~rll bIuow woH l,''{IlsIloilSII1~lni 
IIsiIli12:lIsQ ~siIs:ll 01 2I1S~m ~vil:>:l1b 120m :lrlt !llS 

~2~iliI£:l1 1II:l2:l1q ~rll n:lvig ,2:lvil~do 
01 21qm:ll1s bIls 2~1U22!llq 01 bIloq2~1 2I1sini12~Isq bIuow waH (:> 
~rlt 22!llbbs 2Osinil2~Isq bluorl2 waH l,''{llB:>i1iIoq m~rlt ~biv ib 
bns ~01U3 II1~12~W ni 2ln!lm~vom ~:>~ bIls 2~m dS1A 
Is?iliIoq ~rll ~lS IsrlW 1,'1SW lIui)-12Oq ,B:>j,~mA rltlOX 
1i nB:> worl bns qirl21~bs~I nsinit~Isq ~rll at n~o 2Iloitqo 
nsiIlit2:lIsq :lrll 10 2lrlgil Is?i1012irl ~rll b1SUg~1£2 01 ~~rll = 

I,'~Iq~ 

.~Iq~ nsiIli12~Isq ~rll 10 WOilsqu:>:>OOlq IB:>il:>Slq ~rll 01 2A 
gIli22~lbbA .1SW IJui)-t2OC[ ,sbn~gs IIsiIli12:lIsq :lrll qot bluorl2 ~:lrll 
'{t:li:>Ol 01 ~lsI~l '{:lrll 2S ,2nsiIlil~Isq 10 2noilsqU?:>O~lq IB:>il:>Slq ~rll 
.~uorl nsiIli12~Jsq ~rll gnj,:lblO at q~12 '{l£2~:>~n s 2i .,(mono:>:l bns 
10 gnirl2iIdsl~ ~vIovni bIuo:> ~uorl nsini12~Isq ~rll gni1~b10 

:ld bluorl2 22~112 ~rlt Iud 2~ts12 l:lrflo rlliw 21:>SlIIO:> IB:>iliIoq gniw~II~l 
10 2b~~n bns 2II1~:>[I00 Is:>il:>Slq ~rll gnil~~m no 12Om~101 bns lnil 
Hui) ~rlt worl ~lsuIsv~ 01 b~~n s 2i ~l~rlt ,~lobl:lrlT .~Iq~ ~rlt 
=rlt l:lrll~rlw ~Iqo~ nsini12~Isq :lrft 10 2b:l~n ~rll b~l:>~lls 2Srl 2i2i1:> 
~orft 10 2~tS12 1Iui) l~rllo bns liswu)l ~vs~I 01 b~:>101 ~l~W orlw 
~vi22~lqqO bns 2~:>it:>Slq ibsl21 01 b~2OC[x~ :ld 01 ~unilIIoo orlw 

.2:li101ill~T b~iqu:>:>O :lrll ni ~1U2£:lm 

2noitsqu:>:>O~lq bns w:l:ln :lrll gnil~m 01 rl:>S01qqS :lIdi22<>q :lnO 
~rfl 101 nsIq :>imono~-()i:>02 s luO "-lOW at 2i 2nsinil~Isq 10 
:>iIduq gnisiIsltn~:> ts mis bIuow nsIq s rf:>UG .~i101ill~T ~iqu:>:>O 
.~ls1bw bns rltIs~rl .noitB:>ub~ ni ~biv01q ~orll '{llsi~2~ ,2:l:>iVl~ 
,21£:l'{ :l~lrll 12SI :lrfl ni ,b=IIliw ~vsrl '{sm 101~ rflIs~rl ~rll ~IirfW 
2irfl ,20oilssinsglO llIoilsv 21i gnoms noitsnib100:> ~lOm 
l~rfgirl s 01 n~v~ b~:>nsvbs bns b~1!lrll1u1 :ld bluorf2 noilsniblOOO 
01 b!l~n .20oiluli12ni nsini12~Isq '{d ~:>iV1~2 ,2101:>!l2 :>iIduq llA .l:lv~I 
Jonns:> 2irfT .~1U1lJ1 ~rfl 101 noi2iv bns ,{g:lIS1J2 nommo:> s qoI!lv~b 
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• UQ' 

GCOUOW!C' GqncS'qouS'j' JIGS'jIJI S'uq OIJIGL S'CCOWbj!2JIWGU(2 MJI'jG 

lonuq MJIGLGpA hS'JG2qU!S'U2 MOnjq 2SlGlinnq S'uq S'qAS'UCG IJIG!L 

au IJIG COUCGLU2 S'uq UGGq2 O{ IJIG bobnjS'l!ou' Y l.OLWnjS' 2JIon/q JIG 
S'CJI!GA!uli IJIG!L bol!qcgj liOS'/2 S'2 MGII S'2 IJIG GUGCl2 0l 2nCP IS'CI!C2 

GUGCI!AGUG22 O{ Iuq{S'qS' IS'CI'ei n2Gq 2!UCG DGCGWpGl J il8.1' ou 
ywP S'uq lOLG!liu boMG12' .ipG hS'jG21!U!S'U2 UGGq 10 MG!lip IpG 

2!qCIfA !UIGLUS'j bmbo2G2 S'uq UOI S'2 S' WGS'U2 10 COWbLOW!2G M!IJI 

qGAG/obWGUI2 ' .iP!2 GAS'jnS'I!OU 2JIonlq pG qOUG !UIGWS'IIA S'uq l.OL 
S'uq !12 lS'cqC2' Ii!AGU IpG UGM lGll!ouS'/ S'uq !UIGwS'qOUS'j 

occnbS'I!OU' hS'/G2qU!S'U2' JIOMGAGL' 2JIonJq GAll/nS'IG IpG!l IUl!lS'qS' 

.iP!2 !2 2!wblA pGcgn2G IJIG IUI!lS'qS' !2 IJIG S'uqlpG2!2 O{ W!I!IS'LA 
V2 Jouli S'2 I2WGI! occnbS'I!OU couqunG2 20 M!JI IpG IuqpqS" 

!UIS'CI IJIG bol!l!CS'1 M!II 0llfJG hS'IG21!U!S'U bGoblG' 
IPGLGlOLG' COnUIGLS'CI 2ncp b022!PjG UGllS'qAG GUGCl2 S'uq M!IJ J(GGO 

S'uq COUlwq!CI!OU M!IJI GSCp OIJIGL' V 2OI!q 2OC!D-GCOUOW!C pS'2G M!JI' 
GWGLliGUCG 0l AS'l!Om CGUIGl2 O{ !uunGUCG IfJS'1 S'lG !U cowbG!!l!oU 

hS'/G2I!U!S'U2 S'lG I!J(GIA W JIS'AG UGliS'I!AG GUGCl2 IPS'I WS'A !uC/nqG IJIG 
2OC!D-GCOUOW!C pS'2G' bol!qCS'1 S'uq GCOUOW!C blG22mG2 OU IpG 

S'uq UGGq2 O{ hS'IG21!U!S'U2 !2 S' boI!I!CS'/ S'CI: M!lfJ0nt S' 20l!q 
IU IfJG {!US'I S'US'JA2!2' S'IIGUI!OU bS'!q 10 IJIG blS'CI!CS'1 COUCGLU2 

GlIOll2 M!IJ UOI S'qq nb 10 2np2lS'ul!S'1 qGAGIObWGUI 0l om GCOUOWA ' 

I!J(GIA liGI 10 S' 2!IfIS'qou 0l CJIS'02 MJIGlGPIA S'II !uq!A!qnS'1 OL 2WS'n 
10 q!lGCI om GCOUOW!C GHOlf2 !U IPG cow!uli IGM AGSl2' MG MOnjq 

qGwsuq' M!IJI0nt SiilGG!uii' swouii OnL2GjAG2' ou w!u!ws'1 lin!qGl!UG2 

0l WGGI!uli W021 O{ om !UIGLUSj UGGq2 WliGIJIGl M!lfJ 20WG GXbOll 

2JIonJq 21qAG 10 qGAGIOb om OMU !uqmrL!sl !U{lS2ILnClmG csbsPIG 

IIIG 2ponlq UOI JIG 2S!!2{!Gq M!IP JIGGl.!uii nb GX!2!!uli !uqmll!G2 pnt 
2JIonlq CGUIGl !U !uqn2llA suq sliqcnJ(mG S2 MGII S2 !U COU2ILnCl!OU' 

'lop2 10l IpG Ipon2Suq2 ol nUGWbjOAGG hS'IG2I!U!S'U2 ' .ipG2G UGM 'lop2 
qGAGjobwGUI ol IpG GCOUOW!C !U{lS2!LnClmG !U OlqGl 10 ClGSIG UGM 

y2 !wboUSUI !U 2nCfJ S 2OC!D-GCOUOW!C blSU 2fJonJq JIG IfJG 

qGIGlW!UG IpG bqOl!!!G2 0IIJIG ASl!Om hS/G21!U!SU !U2qlnt!OU2' 
pG sCCOWbl!2JIGq !l Iscl!0usl!2w S'uq OIJIGl USUOM CqIGL!S' SlG JGV 10 



!lrll 01 lE!lb 2!lvil~!ltdo IE~ililoq !lrll q!l!lX IIiw lErll ~il:lEl gnilqobE 
. !lglEI IE noil Eluqoq 

b:l:l::lOlq ot EbE1iwI !lrll 101 '(EW 12!ld !lrll lErll !lUg1E '(Em !lm02 
E .1!lV:lWOrl ,2i !ll!lrlT . b!lw:;n!ll :;d 01 noilEqiJil1Eq b~Ed-22Em 101 ai 
!lrll IErll 1:l!lIg!ln OT bn!ll '(Em Ii !l:lni2 In!lmug1E 2irll rlliw m!lldOlq 
'(I!ltinihb !llE rlwom rlle€: 2ti ni EbElilnI !lrll gnil:l:'lnE 2101:lE1 
2rllnom w!l1 mil :lrll ni W:l2!llq :ll:lW IEril 2101:lEl !lril mOll In!l1!l11ib 
ni nOilE1:lbi2flG:> 12:lrigirl :lril lsril 1:l!l11G:> 2i Ii lUa . sbsliwI !lril 10 
01 wori no :ld bluorl2 sbsliwI !lrll 10 W:lm22!l22E 10 noitsulsV!l '(ns 
,1!lV:lWOrl ,nOilE1:lbi2flo:l 2iriT .In:lm:lvom b~Ed-22Sm s Ii q!l!lX 
l:lrilo bns :limonD:l:l !lrll bnim ni gniq:l!lx b!l22!llbbs !ld bluorl2 
!lrll gni22:l22A .2flsiniI2:lIsq :lril no ooiIqqE gni!ld !llE Isril 2!l1U22!llq 
!lvil:l:ltdo bns oolslu:lIs:l s !ld bluori2 ,rilnom rlle€: 2li ni ,sbslitnI 
IS:lililoq ISfl1:llni In!ll:ll"iib !lril gnh:lbi2floJ !lIiriw ,rl:liriw gniXS11:lbnu 
nsinit2:lIEQ rlliw :l2sd rI:luol 02IE bluorl2 ,2bnEt2 I~igoIo!lbi bns 
Ion 2i 2irll 11 .2:liliIE:ll bnE 2fl1!l:lnO:l gni22!llq 1i!lrll r11iw bnE 2!l22Sm 
:llE :lW ,In!lm22:l22S bnE noiIEUIEV:l-EbElilnI 10 22!lJ01q !lrlt ni !lnob 
WOil!l2 rlliw bns '(nomlSrl2ib ni gnilSl!lQo 2!lvI~1UO bnil 01 '(!!lxil 

. ,(1!liJ02 10 2W!lmg~ In:ll:lllib !left n:l!lWI!ld noils~inummo:l ni 2<jsg 

gnibS!lrl !llS '(!lrll lsrll !llSWS !ld bluorl2 2flsinit2!lIsq !lrlT 
IS 2mis tsrll !l1U22:l1q I~iliIoq ~n!lJni 10 boil!lQ s 2blswOt 
IS1:lrlqi1!lQ S m:lrlt gningi22s bns m!lrll gnibivib ,m!lrll gnilib:llJ2ib 
10 bnix 2irlT .noig:l1 :lrll ni 22!lJOlq I~itiloq !llutu1 '(ns ni !lIOl 
l!lg 01 !llS"ilsw Is~igoIorlJ'(2q 10 m101 s 2!lIU1il2CJO~ !l1U22!llq Is~iliIoq 
01 Jud m!lrll 101 :lvilsfl1!ltIs on 2i !ll!lrll Isrll I!l:ll 01 2flsini12:lIsQ :lrll 
!lm02 bns !!lsuI ,2U !lrll 10 2:lIUl bns 2:lrl2iw :lrll 01 gniblO:l:lS '(sIq 
!lrll 01 qi11 gnimo~u 2irl ni l:lXSa 2!lmsl ,l!lV:lwoH .2!lhWUO:l dS1A 
mOll noilsg!lI:lb nsinit2!lIsQ S rlliw l!l:lm '(Idsdo1q lIiw ,)2£3 !lIbbiM 
!lIirlw ,l!l12iniM ngi:llOl: rl2iti1a !lrlT .2!lilO)il1!lT b!liqu:l:lO !lrll 
10 JuO mOll 2CJsini)2!lIsQ !lrll ni gnhd 01 22!lngnilliw 2irl gni22:l1qX:l 
Ion ob 2i!!lS121 !lrlT .02 gniob 10 !l:lhq !lrll ,(lb!lq2 Ion 200b ,blD:l !lrll 
dS1A !lm02 bns 2CJEinil2!lIEQ "!lIdEtq!l:l:ls" rlliw lq!l:lX!l ;lIs) 01 WEW 
nEini12!llsQ !lrl) n!l!lwI!ld "2floi):lni12ib" !l:lUbol1ni 21!lntlEq noiliIsO:l 
01 21001 !llU22!llq !llS 2lqm:;)1E ~!lrll ItA .!llqO!lQ 21i bnE qirl21!lbs!l1 

.2flEini12!lIEQ !lrll 10 "22:ln7.2!lh!lwoq" !lrll !lSi2srlqm!l 
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U;blG2GU!lJf!"G2 01. !pG hlJJG2!!U!lJU2 bGobJG lJuq !!2 M!II ' 

!pG hlJJG2f!U!lJU2 M!II pc; lGbLG2GU!Gq UO! pI. dn!sl!u1i2 PM pI. liGun!uG 
MPlJ!G"Gl !pG bwcc;qmG lJqob!Gq' !I. lJuq MpGU bGlJCG !lJJj(2 pc;li!U' 
!UfGWlJf!OUlJJ bGlJCG COUlGlGUCG OU !pG ymp-pllJGI! COUDlC!' 
29'WG bl!UClbJG lJuq qGCjlJlGq fpG uc;c;q lOl cou"Gu!uli lJU 

lJJOUG !U lJqobf!u8 !P!2 i>m!!!OU' O!pGl "0!CG2 PlJ"G GXblG22Gq !pG 
2ponJq lJbbJA !O lJUO!pGl' 9'2 lJ WlJnGl 0t bquc!bJG ' bllJUCG !2 UO! 
bLGUCP bwuonucGWGU!2 bwt.G fPlJf MPlJ! lJbbl!G2 fO OUG COUDle( 

0t hlJJGU!UG' bw"!qG COWtOlf fO fpG hSJG2f!U!SU bc;obJG ' .lPG2G 
GWbpS2lSGq fpG UGGq fO !wbJGWGur OY1 lG20JflflOU2 OU !pG dnG2f!OU 
blGUCP hlG2!qGUf suq P!2 WlUl2fGl 01. bOlG!liu YHlJllt MpO plJq 

.lP!Lq' fpG M G2f -E mobGlJU "O!CGt suq IU bSlf!cnJSl fP02G 01. 

fO MP!CP fpGA lJqpGlG' 
couf!unG fO 2bGSj( MlfP OUG fOulinG pS2Gq ou fpG OOl!f!C9'J COU2!9'Uf2 
2GG MlfP LG2bGq fO hlJJG2!!U!lJU LGblG2GurlJ!!OU' !pG hlJJG2f!U!lJU2 M!II 

MpSf HlS2P!ug!OlJ' .lGI-Y"!" suq lOWG yllJP CSb!!9'J2 MonJq I!j(G fO 
lJlJq lJbbw"lJj' It lJO! pc; hro WGwpc;12 !pGW2GJ"G2' .lpnt !u2b!!G 01. 
lGblG2GUfSf!"G2 !U lJUA I.nfmG bGSCG !SJj(2 UGGq fO pS"G hro pJG22!ufi 
JG8!f!wSfG lGblG2GUflJ!!"G 01. !pG hlJJG2!!U!lJlJ bGobJG' hlJIG2f!lJ!lJU 
COU2G1J2fl2 swou'il !pG hlJJG2f!U!lJU2 !PlJ! fpG hro !2 fpG 20lG 
bc;rrcG bWCG22 ClJUUO! coucJnqG 2ncG22t.flIlA ' BGClJn2G !pGlG !2 lJ 

YLlJp-I2LlJGl! coumer' !pG hSJG2qU!lJlJ2 M!II pc; !lJ"!!c;q~ O!pGlM!2G' !pG 
2GCOlJq' !l. S 2GlTOn2 bc;sCG blOCG22 !2 2flJUGq fO 20J"G !pG 

MS2 lu"oJ"Gq 2!lJCG J o<t8' !pG Cnll MlJl pG!uli !pG JlJ!G2!' 

0t !pG I.lJ!lmG 01. fP!2 flGlJfWGlJf SlG fpG 2G"GU MlJl2 !U MP!CP I2mGI 
fpG!l q'ilPf2' lJ2 lJ bGobJG' MGLG UO! 2Gcmc;q' Y COlJ"!lJC!lJ'il !IIfl2!LlJf!OlJ 
bc;rrCG !l hlJJG2f!lJ!lJlJ2 MGlG lJOf !uCJnqGq lU !pG bGSCG-WlJpu'il OL !I. 
UG"Gl 2nCCGGqc;q !U 0PJJ!GllJf!U'il !pG (lJCI IPlJf IpGlG conJq pc; uo lGlJl 
WlJlJA OOMGl2 MpG!pGl !U IpG LGli!ou 01 onl21qG 01. !(' .lP!2 ILGlJlWGUI 
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As for Israel, it does not have the luxury to stay put with the 
present status quo and to go through the rapidly developing 
changes untouched(5) . Israel has an options. Its first alternative is to 
remain a testing ground for small wars and modern weapons 
(South Lebanon, the Jordan Valley, the Golan Heights, Entebbe, 
Tunis and the land of the Intifada), and so continue as the peg 
upon which all reasons and justifications for the continuation of 
local and regional wars are hung. Israel will continually pay for 
this in the form of the unending Journey of the Jew"; with the 
deeply rooted fear which obsesses the thinking and behavior of its 
society . The second alternative for Israel is to become part of or a 
party to the Arab Middle East "house", in which it will participate 
within the limits and framework of a newall-encompassing 
equation whose early stages are being formulated now by more 
than one capital in the world through new regional and 
international alliances. 

The needs, interests and desires of the directly and indirectly 
involved parties in the region will be the moving factors for 
decision-making and directing the changes. Two of those factors 
may converge or diverge. But the search for a bottom-line on 
which these three factors meet, could be the logical first step in 
formulating post-war society within a new context. The challenges 
of "change" will go through a grey area for a transitional period . 
Their geographical area may expand and their duration may be 
long or short. They will be fraught with hardships and losses. They 
will also witness more divisions while moving towards far-reaching 
domestic, social and political changes. This "change" will, to some 
extent, be captive to the Arab mind and culture both of which 
differ in perception from that of the Western mind and culture. 
These two factors are greatly influenced by geography, history, 
religion, Arab identity and the deep rooted connection between 
them, despite the political borders separating them and despite the 
different attitudes and interests of rulers in the Arab region . 

The starting point then, for projecting a picture of what is 
anticipated or desired for the post-Gulf era, requires a review of 
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the historical background to the cnS1S of the region, the role of 
major parties, and the Palestinian file. 

(2) Historical Reminiscences 

During World War I, the Arabs and the Jews sided with the 
Allies and fought with them. Each party received contradictory 
promises and pledges (McMahon 1915, Balfour 1917). The 
representative of the Arabs (Prince Faisal) and the representative 
of the Jews (Haim Weizman) at the First International Conference 
(Versailles 1919), failed to employ the Fourteen Points, put 
forward by the American President Woodrow Wilson, to achieve 
the aspirations of their respective parties, despite the 
recommendations of the international Committee of Inquiry (King
Crane) . A new geo-political map, which divided the Arab World, 
was imposed. It fulfilled the interests of the Allies and curbed the 
national aspirations of Arabs and Jews alike. The "New World 
Order" was formulated while obviously ignoring "the right of 
self-determination of peoples", which was a major point in the 
American President's 14 points. The Americans were not yet ready 
for the idea of the "New World Order", or for having a role in it. 
Consequently, they voted not to join the League of Nations. The 
Arab region came under new headings of international legitimacy 
such as Trusteeship and Mandate. The Arabs and Jews entered a 
sphere of international, communal and self-challenges. Neither the 
Arabs nor the Jews were to participate in reshaping the map, nor 
were they to be able to amend its lines through principles of 
international legitimacy such as self-determination, independence, 
sovereignty or freedom. Farthermore, Arabs and Jews, failed in 
their joint dialogue to agree on a common formula for the map of 
the region under such titles as unity, union, or self-government for 
the Jews in part of Palestine in unity with the Arabs in one state. 
The allies continued to disregard the cries_ •. emanating from the 
region in the form of revolutions and . uprisings by Palestinians, as 
well as revolutions in Syria, Iraq ·and'Egypt. 
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It is noteworthy that the Arab-Jewish "dialogue" continues in 
Arab and European capitals in an effort to explore positions, views 
and possibilities of common understanding or agreement, sometimes 
without the intervention of a third party, but more often with such 
an intervention(6). 

In the interval between the two World Wars, there was a 
serious effort to resolve the Palestine Question and the Arab-Jewish 
conflict. The SI. James Conference of 1939 was convened in 
London with full participation of the Palestinian legitimate 
representatives (The Arab Higher Committee), the Jews (The 
Jewish Agency) and the Arab countries (Foreign Ministers). 

As a result of this conference, the representative of 
international legitimacy, Britain, issued a "White Paper". It called 
for the establishment of one Palestinian State for both Arabs and 
Jews. It also restricted Jewish immigration. However, the White 
Paper was not implemented. It was replaced by the "Partition" 
resolution under the umbrella of international legitimacy (UN . 
resolution # 181 of 1947). 

During World War II, the Arabs stood divided between the 
Allies and the Axis . In the aftermath of the war, a new 
international map was drawn up . Again, the call of the then U.S . 
President Franklin Roosevelt for shaping the New World Order in 
accordance with the principles of the four freedoms, was ignored. 
Instead, the 1945 Yalta Conference formulae were adopted for the 
region in accordance with the interests of the Allies and under the 
umbrella of new international legitimacy (the United Nations), 
namely: bilateral treaties, and joint Alliances. As the world entered 
the Cold War era and in the wake of the Axis crimes, especially 
against the Jews, the Zionist movement began to reap the fruits of 
world sympathy and to utilize it for the establishment of a Jewish 
homeland in Palestine. This sympathy was exploited politically, 
economically and financially as well as manpower, to build up the 
initial infrastructure of the Jewish state under the umbrella of 
international legitimacy, that is to say under the auspices of the 
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British Mandate as conferred by the UN was finally realized in 
May 1948. It is worth noting that dialogue between Arabs 
(Palestinians, in particular) and Jews, continued, even during times 
of conflict with a third party, i.e. Britain. Meetings were held in 
Arab and European capitals and sometimes in Palestine itself. 
These meetings took place with the participation and 
encouragement of a third party. However they bore no results as 
far as the relations between the two sides were concerned. 

The Gulf crisis (2 August 1990 - 28 February 1991) was 
certainly a significant event for the region, in view of the 
membership, roles, and interests of the coalition countries led by 
the United States and in light of the gravity of the challenges posed 
by Iraq's occupation of Kuwait and the possibilities which 
encountered the decision-makers in Washington and Moscow. 
During this crisis, the Arabs were divided: some fought alongside 
the coalition, others rallied against the war, and others showed 
solidarity with Iraq. Meanwhile, the Jewish State received Iraq's 
missiles without retaliation. By doing so, Israel regained the 
sympathy of the Western World. Israel utilized this sympathy, 
investing it politically, economically, financially and in terms of 
public opinion. It emerged, temporarily, from the isolation imposed 
on it as a result of its oppressive policies and practices against the 
land and people of the Palestinian Intifada. Palestinian-Israeli 
meetings and the dialogue which had been going on throughout the 
occupation both inside and outside and which had assumed an 
advanced framework and method during the first three years of the 
Intifada, came to a halt following by the "divorce" declared by the 
Israeli Left on the first day of Iraq's invasion of Kuwait, 2 August 
1990. 

The Palestinians experienced unique suffering during the Gulf 
war. They neither fought alongside the coalition as some Arabs 
did, nor could they realize a political breakthrough by bringing the 
Arabs to agree on an "Arab solution" to the Gulf crisis. The 
Palestinians were not alone in this. Some Arab leaders, such as 
king Hussein also sought such a solution . Indeed, the Palestinians, 
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despite any argument to the contrary, lived as an interacting part 
in the Arabs' most modern crisis. They are part of the "linkage 
equation" in the problems of the area (Iraq's initiative of 12 
August 1990). They are part of the society and civilization of the 
Gulf, with about half a million Palestinians living or working in 
various Gulf States. They are dispersed throughout the Arab world 
affecting it and being affected by it. Lastly, they suffer the "new" 
Israeli policy of dealing with the Intifada. This involves such 
restrictions as the separation of towns, villages and camps from one 
another and from Jerusalem. The Palestinians are exposed to the 
blows of occupation against their economic achievements with the 
aim of limiting or paralysing their economy . Israeli policy during 
the war brought tightened restrictions on their movement, travel 
and work. Arrest campaigns against Palestinian workers were 
doubled. Moreover, the Palestinians witnessed the physical 
assassinations of their historical leadership abroad (Abu Iyad in 
Tunis on 15 January 1991) and "political assassinations" of the 
leadership inside (distorting and deviating statements by Faisal 
Husseini, and the arrest of Dr. Sari Nuseibeh). Israel has also 
carried out a new policy of disengagement between the West Bank 
and Gaza Strip and Israel according to an Israeli timetable and 
agenda. Israel began to prepare the ground for more than one 
political scenario and included extremist Rahvaam Ze'evi in the 
Israeli government. Under these circumstances, some Palestinians 
took to the roofs of their houses to applaud and cheer the Iraqi 
missiles reaching Israeli cities. It seemed as if they were expressing 
their own understanding of the logic of "Linkage" between the 
issues of the area. The missiles and bombs that were hitting 
Baghdad and other Iraqi cities, and the bombs, gas and bullets that 
hit Palestinian towns, villages and camps during the Intifada, were 
to some extent counterbalanced by the hitting of Israeli cities. Yet 
other Palestinians were quick to call their Israeli friends and 
acquaintances to enquire about their safety. This was also an 
expression of their understanding of the logic of "linkage" between 
the life and future of human beings in this region, be they 
Palestinians or Israelis, and of their rejection of the logic of war as 
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a means to solve their problems and the logic of devastating the 
homes of others to build a future on their debris. 

With the end of the Gulf War, the various capitals of the 
coalition countries led by Washington, the capitals of the anti-war 
countries and those of Arab solidarity with Iraq, all came 
face-to-face with the "challenges" presented by the aftermath of the 
war, specifically the new World Order as perceived by the U .S. 
President Bush and his two doctrines: democracy and security with 
the fall of geographical borders. Would the interests of the coalition 
countries, and those of Washington in particular, allow for the 
international legitimacy framework to continue operating as before, 
even at the risk of uniform application? 

(3) The Attitudes of the Major Parties 
A· The United States 

The insurmountable obstacle that has been plaguing US 
Foreign Policy in the Middle East for the past four decades is 
manifested in two ways: 
firstly, its inability to bridge the gap between the "declaration" of 
policy, and its application. This gap between declared principles 
and actual practice has grown even wider over the passage of 
time(7). 
Second, its inability to reconcile or to adopt one of two alternatives 
of diplomatic action. The first option, i.e., the comprehensive 
formula, means having a plan to solve all major conflicts in the 
region in an integral manner. The second option is the step-"by step 
formula. This means the start of a slow-paced process, thus moving 
from one issue to another after dividing the problems of the region, 
in the hope that overcoming or scoring a success in one step may 
pave the way towards a solution or towards softening the next 
step<8). Throughout this process, US presence is essential in the 
region, thus diminishing if not obscuring, the presence of other 
world powers. 
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The agenda of previous US administrations has contributed to 
mercurial ups and downs for the problems of the Middle East. 
Sometimes such problems were written off the agenda altogether. 
When we evaluate the policies of these administrations towards the 
Middle East, we notice that they were predominantly characterized 
by "imbalance" between the comprehensive outlook and the partial 
one. In addition, there is a double standard in dealing with the 
region's issues. 

In the 70s, the declared policy of President Jimmy Carter 
called for a "Palestinian Homeland" . But the actual policy resulted 
in the Camp David Accords between Egypt and Israel without the 
participation or consent of the Palestinians. The "comprehensive" 
outlook raised the issues of human rights, whereas the applied 
policy was ineffective before the outrages committed by the Israeli 
military government against the Palestinian people, its land and 
rights. The policy of a step-by-step formula revealed that it left the 
door open to the perpetuation of the problems of the region. In 
addition, the parties to such a solution have exploited and distorted 
US policy's texts. Menahem Begin emptied the equation of land 
for peace of its substance: he only withdrew from Sinai. Meanwhile 
the other two partners, Washington and Cairo, could not do 
anything to rectify or stop that deviation(9). The douhle standard in 
dealing with the issues took the form of massive aid from the U.S. 
to Israel without taking into consideration the deteriorating living 
conditions of the Palestinians in the Occupied Territories and in the 
Arab countries hosting them . 

During the Reagan administration, the implementation of US 
policy took the form of actual involvement in the Lebanese crisis. 
The "declaration" of policy came later in the initiative of the 1st 
September 1982. The option of the solution by stages, and the plan 
of US Secretary of State George Shultz, on 6th March 1988, 
revealed how impotent and fruitless they were in the face of 
rejection by the concerned parties(lO). The gap between the 
"declaration" of policy and its "application" was also clear in the 
attitude of both the White House and the State Department 
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towards Israeli settlement in the Occupied Territories. Both of 
them stated that Israeli settlement is illegitimate and illegal. 
Moreover, the State Department has annually reported Israeli 
violations of Palestinian human rights in the Occupied Territories. 
US policy "application" however, is represented in financing Israeli 
settlements and supporting Israeli practices by using the US veto at 
the UN. Security Council. The "implementation" of US policy 
came in the form of imposing Washington's famous conditions for 
engaging in dialogue with the PLO which finally started on 14th 
December 1988. The comprehensive formula required that all 
parties accept those conditions (UN resolutions 242 and 338, 
rennunciation of terrorism, and recognizing the right of all 
countries in the region, including the Israelis and Palestinians, to 
live in secure and recognized borders). Based on this comprehensive 
formula, the UN Secretary General would be able to call all 
involved parties and the five permanent members of the Security 
Council to convene in an International Conference to find a 
political solution based on the principle of "land for peace". 

Things have not changed during the first three years of the 
Bush administration, whose policy is a methodical continuation of 
the previous administration. The gap between declared principle 
and actual practice has continued . An example of this is President 
Bush's three-point plan announced on April 4th, 1989: the 
importance of Israel's security, the ending of occupation in the 
Occupied Arab Territories and the realization of Palestinian 
political rights. The implementation of those three points took a 
completely opposite direction. How could the security of one 
country or a group of countries in the region be guaranteed while 
arms are flowing from all the capitals of the world into that region 
? Washington participated in this competition for arms, if not in 
directing and encouraging the participants in it. How could the 
Israeli occupation of Arab territories be ended while the US vetoes 
UN Security Council resolutions and recommendations, especially 
recently, when the international body saw fit to send an enquiry 
commIssIon to look into the Rishon Letzion crime against 
Palestinians of 20th May 1990 ? The US also introduced 
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amendments to the UN Security Council resolutions condemning 
Israel for murdering Palestinians in the Haram El-Sharif in 
Jerusalem on October 8th, 1990. Thirdly, how could the 
Palestinians achieve their legitimate political rights when they are 
deprived of the simplest form of human freedom ? Thousands of 
them are behind bars. Others are beyond the borders. They are 
denied freedom of thought, education and expression. Their 
institutes are closed, their press censored, their movement, travel 
and work restricted. Money is meagre and its sources shut off. 
Even the option of candidacy and election, if any, has to be 
channelled through the occupying authority. Their leaders and 
representatives are denied an entry visa to the US to address UN 
Security Council and urge the world body to put an end to these 
Israeli measures. 

The US gap between policy and practice grew even wider 
when President Bush characterized Jerusalem as an occupied 
citY(ll). At the same time his administration finances plans and 
programs for Israeli settlements and remains silent in the face of 
Israeli practices to Judaize the city of Jerusalem. Meanwhile, the 
White House did not interfere with the decision of the US Senate 
that considered Jerusalem as an eternal and united capital of the 
State of Israel. 

In addition to all of this, we have James Baker's formula as 
put forward in May 1989. The Secretary of State, addressing the 
leaders of the American Israeli Public Affairs Committee 
(AIPAC), demanded Israel relinquish its dream of greater Israel 
and its claim to hold on to the Occupied Territories. He also added 
that Israel must reach out to the Palestinians. By contrast, the 
"implementation" of this "declared" policy involved the suspension 
of dialogue with the PLO following the incident of Abu el-Abbas 
on a Tel Aviv beach on the 1st of June 1990. Another example of 
such contradiction was Baker's five-point plan of October 1989 to 
push forward the peace process . No "implementation" has taken 
place because the US Secretary lost interest after Israel's rejection 
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and obduracy. However, he left Israel his phone number to call 
him when it was willing and/or interested. 

Is there any reason to believe the US will act any differently 
with regard to its latest initiative? On 6th February 1991, James 
Baker put forward his new five-point plan in which he called for 
the resumption of the peace process between Israel and its Arab 
neighbours and between Israel and · the Palestinians. This 
declaration was reaffirmed by President Bush in his address to a 
Joint session of the House and Senate on 6th March 1991. 
President Bush called for a comprehensive solution grounded in 
UN Security Council resolutions 242 and 338 ; the principle of land 
for peace; and the security and recognition of the state of Israel, at 
the same time that the Palestinian legitimate political rights be 
guaranteed. He also called for an end to the Arab-Israeli conflict. 

B-The European Community (EC) 

The EC's desire and initiatives to find a political and just 
solution to the Arab-Israeli conflict and the Palestine issue go back 
to the earl y 70s. 
The EC positions were ahead of those of the rest of the world 
community. The EC initiatives were based on principles in line 
with its mutual and common interests with the Arab area and with 
Israel. They were also in harmony with the developments, events, 
attitudes and moves of decision-makers at regional and 
international levels. The EC has been careful, through its 
initiatives, to express its role and position as an independent power 
on the international arena. At the same time, each European 
capital expressed its freedom and independent views in adopting 
the mechanism it deems fit to implement the broad lines of a 
European Middle East policy, the European-Arab policy and the 
European-Israeli policy. 

The European initiatives were based on the principles of 
implementation of resolutions 242 and 338, the need to end Israeli 
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occupation of Arab territories, and the recognition that a just and 
lasting peace should take into consideration Palestinian legitimate 
rights (statement of the European Foreign Ministers, November 6, 
1973)(12). 

In 1974 West Germany was the first EC country to recognize 
the principle of self-determination for the Palestinians . Its leaders 
were among the first European officials to meet with the PLO 
leaders. In 1974, Yasir Arafat met, in Geneva, the former West 
German chancellor Willy Brandt and the Austrian Chancellor 
Bruno Kreisky in their capacity as representatives of the Socialist 
International. The German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt confirmed 
West Germany's support of self-determination for the Palestinians 
in 1981(13) . 

The EC reaffirmed its positions toward the Middle East issues 
and the Palestinian question in various statements, particularly the 
Venice Declaration of June 13 1981. On February 23, 1987, the 
EC issued a statement which reiterated its support for an 
international peace conference to be held under the auspices of the 
UN with the participation of the parties concerned. The EC has 
also welcomed the acceptance by the PNC of Security Council 
resolutions 242 and 338 as a basis for an international conference, 
which implies acceptance of the right of existence and security of 
all states of the region, including Israel (Declaration by the EC on 
21 November, 1988). The EC welcomed the Israeli government 
proposal of May 14, 1989 for elections in the Occupied Territories. 
The Europeans viewed elections as a contribution to the peace 
process, part of a procedure towards a comprehensive, just and 
lasting settlement of the conflict. Their position has been that the 
elections should include East Jerusalem under adequate guarantees 
of freedom . No solution should be excluded and the final 
negotiations should take place on the basis of Security Council 
resolutions 242 and 338, based on the formula of "land for peace" 
(The Madrid Declaration on 27 June 1989). 
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In the context of these comprehensive views on the conflict in 
the region, the EC called upon the Arab countries to establish 
normal relations of peace and cooperation with Israel. In return, it 
asked Israel to recognize the right of the Palestinian people to 
exercise self-determination (The Madrid Declaration on 27 June, 
1989) . 

Since the beginning of the Palestinian Intifada in December 
1987, individual capitals of the EC states have expressed sympathy 
and solidarity with Palestinian demands and rights. Even those 
most cautious in expressing their attitudes, such as Britain, moved 
to record, on more than one occasion, their support for the 
Palestinians. On May 2, 1989 the French President Francois 
Mitterand received Yasir Arafat at the Elysee Palace in Paris. 

All this indicated an improvement in relations. In the 
aftermath of the Gulf crisis, this process has regressed. The EC and 
the European leaders have found themselves in a complex situation 
and faced with more than one test for the "declaration" of priorities 
as to their interests and relations. 

As regards US- European relations, Europeans need to answer 
one question: To what extent can European policy maintain its 
independence, to say nothing about its role as a partner in the 
international equation, and avoid the role of a mere follower of 
Washington in the light of Washington'S decision, right from the 
outset of the crisis, to bear the full extent of international 
responsibility and to take the lead in demanding an unconditional 
surrender by Iraq ? 

Europe has had to choose between two trends or to link them. 
The first is the trend set by the position of Britain, the second by 
France. 

Britain enthusiastically followed the US position throughout the 
Gulf Crisis. It called for strong measures, not only with the aim of 
implementing UN Security Council resolutions calling for a total 
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embargo on Iraq, but also to punish Iraq and its leadership for 
"raping" Kuwait which had been under British protection not long 
ago. 

France, on the other hand, adopted a more independent stance 
perhaps in part due to the legacy of General Charles de Gaulle 
who believed it was part of France's destiny to devolop a special 
relationship with the Arab WOrld(14). Moreover, France's position is 
influenced by its proximity and close relationship with its 
neighbours in the Arab Maghreb, the majority were opposed to the 
war in the Gulf. Furthermore, besides the influence of about 4 
million North Africans living in France, Iraq was foremost among 
the Arab countries in trading with France. especially in purchasing 
armS(IS). 

Between these two trends, the EC found itself facing a new 
threat that the UN might become a "tool" for serving US interests . 
The EC was surprised by the unexpected structure of the coalition 
and the divided Arab world, represented by the 
Damascus-Cair~Riyadh and Sana-Khartum-Amman axes. In 
between the 2 were the Palestinian people, and leadership both 
inside and outisde the Occupied Territories and outside. This 
division came at a time when the EC had been keen on enhancing 
Western-Islamic and European-Arab relations. 

Finally. one must bear in mind that the EC has a special 
relationship with Israel and with American and European Jews 
with their traditionally strong influence in the economy, finance 
and media. This special relationship is represented in the balance 
of trade: the EC buys about 30% of the total Israeli exports and it 
provides Israel with about 50% of its total imporlS(16). 

In the interval between the beginning of the Gulf Crisis and 
the outbreak of the war, France, Italy and Spain tried to find a 
political solution to end the crisis. They issued a statement during 
their summit meeting between 15-18 December 1990 that 
"guarantees that Iraq would not be attacked if it withdrew from 
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Kuwait". But the idea receded as President George Bush warned of 
the need to maintain a "fixed" and united European position within 
the coalition led by Washington(I7) . 

As for the Palestinian issue, the EC continued to adhere to its 
previous positions. It reaffirmed the call for an international 
conference and for backing the efforts of the UN Secretary 
General to protect the Palestinians. The EC promised to double its 
aid to the Palestinian people by financing development projects in 
the Occupied Territories, raising financial support to $13 million in 
1992(18). 

In another European initiative, the Foreign Ministers of the 
"Troika" (Holland, Luxemborg and Italy) announced their full 
support for Moscow's search for a political solution and urged the 
withdrawal of Iraqi troops from Kuwait. The "Troika" considered 
Iraq's initiative on February 15, 1991, which was rejected outright 
by Washington, as "positive and important"(l9). France (Francois 
Mitterand) kept seeking the formulation of an independent and 
balanced stand until a few hours before the outbreak of war . On 
24 September 1990, the French President, in his address to the UN, 
called for "the democratic option for the future of Kuwait" . He 
added that all the countries in the region should "respect the 
minimum of human rights" . And he called for an international 
conference to solve all the problems of the region(2o). 

In a third attempt, France and Germany accepted, and Italy 
supported, Soviet President Gorbachev's plan on 22 February 1991, 
that "Iraq will comply with Security Council resolution 660 and will 
begin withdrawing" (from Kuwait). The French Prime Minister 
Michel Rocard declared that Moscow's Plan "meets the conditions 
for peace in the region". The former Algerian President Ahmad 
bin-Bella revealed that he personally was pursuing French-Iraqi 
negotiations in Geneva and that the basis of the announced Soviet 
Plan was the agreement of the two sides in Geneva. But 
Washington disregarded the Soviet Plan. Iraq rejected the last 
minute French initiative for "withdrawal in return for convening 
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an international conference". Thus the military option became 
inevitable(21). 

In the immediate aftermath of the war, the EC continued to 
work as an independent party in the political equation. It wanted 
to show that it was still capable of taking independent initiatives, 
parallel to the U.S. position, but not necessarily contradicting it. 
This has been despite differences over procedural details that 
sometimes surface and make things appear as if there are 
contradictions and differences. These tensions point to two possible 
outcomes for Europe: pinning hopes on a greater European role or 
reducing the importance of the European role to the point of 
"contempt" to show that the "European statements" are no more 
than hollow ones. 

The EC agreed with Washington's positlon as stated by 
President George Bush in his speech before Congress on March 6, 
1991. It reiterated almost the same phrases in "asking Israel to give 
up land for peace" . The "Troika" of EC Foreign Ministers repeated 
this stand in their statements during their visit to the area in early 
March 1991 (22) . 

What is noticeable, however, is the convergence of the 
European and American views in levelling sharp criticism against 
the PLO and Yasir Arafat's leadership. Early in February 1991, 
the Ee decided "not to make any contacts at high levels with the 
PLO". Even Germany, which was among the first European 
countries to recognize and support Palestinian legitimate rights and 
whose leaders met with Yasir Arafat, stated after the war, through 
its Foreign Minister Hans Detriech Gensher, that, "the Palestinians 
are still an important party to the dialogue in the Middle East, but 
not necessarily the PLO"(23). Bush's statements to the Arab press on 
March 8, 1991 stressed this "criticism" by saying that "Arafat betted 
on the losing horse at the wrong time and in the wrong place". He 
added that there will be no dealings with the PLO leadership at 
this stage while emphasizing that "there are good people in it". 
Continuing this pattern of American-European criticism, US 
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Secretary of State James Baker stated in Cairo on 11 March 1991 
that the US had "suspended" dialogue with the PLO and that the 
PLO knows what is required of it in order to renew dialogue. The 
Italian Foreign Minister, Gianni de-Michelis, on the other hand, 
stated that Italy regarded the question of Palestinian representation 
as something that belongs to the Palestinian people. But he added : 
"We are waiting for Mr. Arafat to take a clear position after the 
Gulf crisis"(24). 

Between the two posltlons, the one that "criticizes" the PLO 
leadership and does not seek to cooperate with it at the present 
time, and the second which calls for non-intervention in the issue of 
the political representation of the Palestinians while asking for 
"clarifications" if not the adoption of a new position, a third view 
has emerged in Europe. It calls for "something new in the new 
era". This was revealed in the statement of the Dutch Foreign 
Minister, Hans Von Brook, while addressing a group of Palestinians 
that met with the Troika in Jerusalem on March 7, 1991. He said: 
"The Palestinians cannot be denied the right to choose their 
leadership but they should realize that the matter will be 
complicated when they confine themselves to one choice"(25). 

The European posltlon departs from that of the US in 
identifying the mechanism for a political solution. The EC has 
continued to ask for an international conference for peace. France 
(Mitterand) sees the possibility of holding a number of 
international peace conferences on the Middle East. The Troika 
Ministers reiterated this position during their meetings with 
Palestinians in Jerusalem. The Foreign Minister of Luxembourg 
stated that "the EC has been calling for an international conference 
to be held under the auspices of the UN, for the past ten years". 
The French Prime Minister (Michel Rocard) reiterated this position 
during his meeting with Bush in the White House on March 10, 
1991, but was careful not to leave the door open for different views 
on the role of his country . He added that "France is keen on 
cooperating and working together with the US to achieve a political 
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solution ... and to provide the mechanism for Palestinian-Israeli 
negotiations, and that France and America are two close allies"(26). 

In the light of this, it can be said that the Europeans are 
cautious in pronouncing an independent European view. They are 
also careful about the contribution of Europe's role in the shaping 
of the New World Order and the New Regional Order. 

The Europeans express their involvement in two directions. 
The first is in the direction of the political issue, reaffirming and 
holding to the declaration of basic principles regarding the Palestine 
issue and the AralrIsraeli conflict. The second direction is the 
economic issue, by expanding the volume and extent of financial 
and technological aid, as well as investments in the development of 
the Middle East. 

The European role at this stage is that of a partner of the U.S. 
which is careful to play the politics of consent. Both will share in 
the formulation or even the implementation of the new equation 
and will be involved in forwarding ideas and agreeing on broad 
lines and distribution of roles. This was emphasized by President 
Bush's statement following his meeting with the French Prime 
Minister on 10 March 1991. He said "France is a principal party 
and is of extreme significance and has special knowledge of and 
interests in the region". 

A European "ally" could be strong or weak. And a European 
"partner" could be agreeable or disagreeable. But the importance of 
the "ally" or "partner" depends on their willingness to leave the 
other party free from committments and obligations. Or they may 
leave the other party alone to draw up plans, make decisions and 
implement them. 

The Palestinians, more than anyone else, are concerned that 
I the Europeans maintain a strong role. They are interested in 
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continue to welcome the economic role of the EC. The PLO is 
expected to be lenient in its position when it stresses that the EC 
should comply with its recommendations . The Palestinians will 
"listen" more to European proposals . This often develops into an 
"understanding" or "acceptance" of some European ideas aimed at 
finding a new Palestinian equation. Such an eq uation would 
include the idea of a "homeland and state", or the willingness to 
playa role in the game of political manoeuvering when facing the 
Israeli initative for "elections" in the Occupied Territories. This 
means that Palestinians are not hiding behind such phrases as 
"rejection" but are accepting the challenge of wrestling with a 
policy that will not result in total loss for them or a full victory for 
their rights and needs. 

Palestinians will maintain their contacts with Europe and 
intensify their meetings with European officials "inside" and 
"outside". This will restore confidence in these relations, not because 
of the importance of European-American relations at this stage, or 
for the hope that Europe will assume a major role in the current or 
future political scenario or, finally, out of a desire to obtain 
economic and financial aid. What the Palestinians are trying to 
avoid is being left alone in the arena, without a friend or ally, and 
thus becoming an easy prey to others who are now more powerful. 

While the European role is based on the political formula "land 
for peace" and the implementation of UN resolutions 242 and 338, 
the European capitals have varying positions as to how this policy 
should be achieved . 

France, under President Francois Mitterrand, believes that the 
establishment of a homeland for the Palestinians should be part of 
the new world order in the Middle East. This can be achieved, 
according to France, through an international conference or a 
regional conference or a conference for security and economic 

, cooperation in the Middle East, like the Helsinki Conference of 
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for the PLO as the legitimate representative of the Palestinians, as 
well as the need for an independent Palestinian role. 

Italy and Spain share the French posItion regarding the 
establishment of a homeland or independent statehood for the 
Palestinians alongside Israel. A comprehensive political settlement, 
they believe, should be achieved through the UN, with the same 
vigour that UN resolutions on the Gulf crisis were implemented 
(statements by the Foreign Ministers of Italy and Spain in 
mid-March, 1991). The two countries do not want to get involved 
in the details and nature of Palestinian representation. However, 
they are awaiting "clarifications" from the PLO leadership and are 
perhaps eager to see a "new position" adopted by Yasir Arafa!(27). 

Holland, Luxemburg and Belgium have retreated from their 
previous support for the PLO and Yasir Arafat and are calling for 
another option. They have also displayed interest in proposals 
made by the Israeli Labour Party and the Shamir plan of May 15, 
1989, which was re-endorsed by the Israeli governement in March, 
1991. 

Britain has even gone further in its dealings with the PLO. It 
has joined the US in criticising the PLO and urging it to "correct", 
if not change, its policy, while showing interest in dealing directly 
with Palestinian leadership from the Occupied Territories. Britain 
has made no decision vis-a-vis an international conference. It is 
waiting for "suitable" circumstances and elements, depending on the 
latest developments in the Arab region. 

Germany, once again, is involved in its past. On the one hand, 
it provided the US with financial and political aid during the Gulf 
crisis whilst on the other many Germans were condemning the 
Gulf war. Germany has again slipped into the "Guilt Complex" 
which has governed its behaviour and decision-making since the 
end of World War II. The collapse of the Berlin Wall and the 
reunification of Germany apparently have not released the country 
from this complex . The Germans share the British view of a "joint 
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Arab delegation for negotiations". Such a delegation would include 
Palestinians together with Jordanians and/or Egyptians. The 
confederation thesis is given priority as the mechanism for an 
international peace conference. 

C-The Soviet Union and Eastern European 

It is premature to judge the political role of the Soviet Union, 
in the light of the historical developments and "new thinking" in 
the Kremlin. While Soviet leaders are absorbed with their own 
internal crises and have therefore been absent from the 
international scene for some time, one must not under-estimate the 
political influence of Moscow. 

Leaders in the US and the West want to see continued Soviet 
participation in the new power balance. President George Bush has 
officially admitted that the Soviet Union has "legitimate interests" 
in the Arab Gulf(28) . France is also encouraging Moscow to 
participate while Germany, for it'i part, is maintaining that the new 
world order will become de facto only when the Soviet Union is 
given an equal part and role in discussions over international 
issues. 

Most of the initiatives for "change" in the last years have come 
from the Soviet Union. The "detente" perspective, a kind of 
agreement on regional issues, has paved the way for relaxation in 
superpower realtions which has prevented confrontation between 
Moscow and Washington. 

The new thinking in Moscow gives pnonty to the national 
interests of the Soviet Union as a state and a society. It moves 
away from raising and adhering to ideological slogans . The Soviet 
Union advocates dialogue with all parties and sees that settlement 
of regional conflicts is an important objective, to be achieved 
through the pursuit of a political path leading to a climate of peace , 

. and world stabilitY(29). ! 
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r A key result of the new thinking in the Soviet Union is that 
Soviet foreign policy displays a new style of independence, despite 
the fact that it has taken second palce to the priorities of domestic 
policy. The flexibility of movement and the multiplicity of 
alternatives in Soviet foreign policy have been reflected in a more 
relaxed approach to Soviet involvement in international affairs, 
giving it more choice as to whether or not to take up certain issues. 

In the Middle East, the Soviet Union has improved its relations 
with Turkey and Iran. It has begun to establish diplomatic 
relations with the Arab Gulf states, including Saudi Arabia(30). It 
has resumed its contacts and dialogue with Egypt and Libya and 
seriously renewed relations with Jordan without drastically 
disturbing its traditional relations with Syria and Iraq. The Soviet 
Union began to talk to the Palestinians and Arabs about the need 
to reach a political solution to the Palestinian problem and the 
Arab-Israeli conflict. It asked the Palestinians to take the initiative 
of recognizing the state of Israel and negotiating with it as a 
breakthrough to achieve "victory" for the Palestinian Intifada and 
to speed up the process of a comprehensive political solution 
through an international conference, attended by all parties 
concerned, to be held within the framework of Security Council 
resolutions 242 and 338. 

On the other hand, the Soviet Union opened the gates for 
emigration of Soviet Jews and reopened the channels of contact 
with Israel. Meetings were held between the Foreign Ministers of 
the two states. Israeli officials visited Moscow and diplomatic 
relations at consular level were established. Moscow also lifted 
restrictions imposed on the channels of communication between the 
Soviet Jews living in Israel and those who remained in the Soviet 
Union. The "revi val" of relations between the countries, and the 
citizens thereof, especially when there is a religious and cultural 
connection, will create interests in both directions. Israel is no 
longer talking about its fear of Moscow and Soviet diplomacy . 
Soviet immigrants have regained their confidence in the 
motherland. It has revived projects and ideas for continuing 
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human, cultural and even political relationships; and expanded the 
sphere of mutual influence, as well as the competition and contrast 
between the relationship of US Jews with Israel and the 
relationship of the Jews in and outside Israel with the Soviet 
Union. 

Some Palestinian and Arab circles considered the results of the 
new thinking in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe as a serious 
challenge to Arab and Palestinian interests and as a departure from 
the fixed traditional attitudes and automatic support they had 
known from a strong ally over the years. The Soviet Union and 
most East European countries severed diplomatic ties with Israel in 
the wake of the June 1967 war. But they had not rescinded their 
recognition of it. Many communist parties in the Arab World 
began to look for a new frame and title for their party 
orgnizations. The Palestinian Communist Party declared (Sulaiman 
an-Najjab on January 31, 1990) the Party's decision to abandon 
Marxist ideology due to internal considerations as well as the 
changes and policies that have taken place in the Soviet Union and 
Eastern Europe. 

Other Palestinians and Arab circles considered the new 
thinking as an opportunity for Palestinians and Arabs to come to 
grips with the challenges of the 90s: "they cannot ask for fixed 
policies in a changing world". They are not entitled to demand that 
the Soviet Union and East European countries do not resume 
diplomatic relations with Israel. This is so because they themselves 
declare their acceptance of Israel's existence and call upon Israel to 
negotiate with them, as shown in numerous resolutions taken by 
Arab and Palestinian meetings starting with the Fez Summit in 
1982 and ending with the 1988 Intifada Summit in Algeria. 

Despite the attitude of these two groups, those who cntlClze, 
and those who consent to and understand the new thinking, the 
Palestinians and Arabs are moving to intensify "dialogue" with the 
Kremlin, to explain the uniqueness and the dangerous dimensions 
of Soviet Jewish emigration to Israel(31). In other words, the 
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Palestinians and the Arabs have to deal with the new thinking in 
the Soviet Union in order to remove the threat to their present and 
future, and not to create a void. 

One of the most serious issues for the Palestinians has been 
Soviet Jewish emigration to Israel. The Palestinian position, in the 
light of the new thinking in the Soviet Union, has been based on 
"dialogue". First, the Palestinians have said that they are not 
opposed to a person's right to return to or leave his country. This is 
an absolute right which must also include the Palestinians. Second, 
they are not against opening the gates for the emigration of Soviet 
Jews or others. But this emigration should be organized and 
reciprocated as other countries follow suit. The emigres should be 
given the right to choose their destination and not led to a specific 
place. Third, the Palestinians are demanding that the Soviet Jewish 
emigration to Israel should not be at the expense of Palestinian 
rights and interests. These include residence, work and mutual 
resources. Fourth, the Palestinians are strongly opposed to the 
settlement of Soviet Jews on the land of Intifada, East Jerusalem, 
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. These are Occupied Palestinian 
Territories, and the international community, through the UN and 
Security Council, have rejected Israeli attempts to change the status 
of these territories . 

Moscow has welcomed the Palestinian and Arab statements 
and continued the official and popular dialogue. It has asserted its 
support for the political and legitimate rights of the Palestinians 
under the PLO, their sole, legitimate representative . It has also 
supported the call for an international conference to be attended by 
the PLO on an equal footing with the other concerned parties. 
Moscow has seen to it that the PLO remain informed about its 
political initiatives in international affairs, especially in the Gulf 
Crisis. It also coordinated with the PLO leadership at all stages in 
the exchange of information and in negotiations. The PLO 
welcomed this formula of relations and considered it as a natural 
extension of its alliance relationship with the Soviet Union . 
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This is why the Soviet Union has not criticized the PLO or 
demanded explanations for what it did as some countries have done 
since the Gulf War. Palestinian circles expect the Soviet Union to 
maintain its role in the post-Gulf war era and to insist that the 
PLO leadership be a party to and a full and independent partner 
in the proposed political equation. It continues to consult and 
coordinate with the PLO. It would also use dialogue to convince 
other parties of the impossibility of bypassing, or dropping the 
PLO, or even of dealing with an alternative to it. 

The burden and responsibility of renewing relations with 
Eastern Europe and the renewal of the "tools, faces, and lines" of 
communication are awaiting a quick Palestinian initiative before it 
is too late. 

D-Israel 

Since the end of 1987 (9 December), almost four years prior to 
the eruption of the Gulf Crisis, the Palestinian Intifada has 
succeeded in reimposing the Palestinian problem on the everyday 
political agenda in Israel. In addition, the Intifada has also 
succeeded in drawing the attention and sympathy of public opinion 
in many countries. The Intifada's message has been, and still is, 
that Palestinian struggle does not aim at destroying Israel. Rather, 
it aims at ending Israeli occupation and at achieving Palestinian 
freedom and independence in a state alongside that of Israel. 
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government. It is a problem of substance lying in the nature and 
borders of the Hebrew state. What type of Israel is wanted, a pure 
Jewish state or a state open to others? A state within the borders 
of 1947, or 1949, or 1967, or a state comprising the two banks of 
the River Jordan? The latest opinion poll in Israel explains the 
wide gap that separates the base from the leadership. It also 
explains the reason for the lack of confidence between the two 
sides. About 80% of the electorate in Israel express their reluctance 
to give any concrete advantage to any of the two major parties 
(Labor and Likud) over the other. This is one way of showing lack 
of confidence in the ability of either party to perform the task 
completely. It also reflects the fear of the Israelis that one party or 
the other may retreat and give concessions under certain 
circumstances. Israeli society has been, and still is, unable to be 
"politically decisive" as far as the Palestinian issue is concerned(32). 
This impotence reflects itself in the multiplicity of widely differing 
suggestions made by the Israeli political and intellectual elite 
regarding plans, formulas and equations for the solution of the 
Palestinian issue. The pivotal question of all these plans is : should 
the "territories" be kept at whatever cost or should the issue be 
solved, even by giving up most of the territories? 

For the first time in the history of Israel's political cnS1S, a 
coalition government consisting of the two major parties fell not 
because of a religious, economic or personal dispute, but because of 
its incapacity to deal with the Intifada and the questions of how 
and when Israel should ' start talking to the Palestinians and of 
which solution it wants. 

Israel is led by two political parties which have sharp 
ideological, philosophical and historical differences. Both have 
hawks among their ranks and elements from the right, left and 
center. These two parties have not changed their platforms since 
the establishment of the state of Israel. 

The Labour party (Ma'rach) accepted the 1947 partition of the 
"Palestinian Land". Ben Gurian and Moshe Sharret led the party to 
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! a dialogue with the Arabs and an understanding with Jordan on · 1 

the Palestinian issue. According to this understanding, Israel would I 
not object to the "unification" of the West Bank to the Hashemite I 
Kingdom of Jordan(33). 

The Likud party, on the other hand, has not only called for the 
entire "Palestinian Land", but it has called for expanding Israel to 
include the East Bank of the Jordan River. Jabotinsky and 
Menahem Begin led the party in fighting the Arabs and 
"dissolving" the Palestinians in the Arab states and outside Israel. 

Today, the Labour party, under Shimon Peres and Itzhak 
Rabin, has announced that it is ready to give up territory to the 
other side. It also supports a referendum on the principle of "Land 
for Peace". Labour is seeking a dialogue with the Arabs and 
"international participation" in the negotiations. It wants to achieve 
an understanding with Jordan on the Palestinian issue according to 
which there would be a confederation or federation between the 
West Bank and East Bank, but no third state would be established. 
Peres and Rabin are stressing the time factor, saying that Israel has 
only one year, as 1992 is an election year in Israel and the US. 
There are two schools of thought in the Labour party. The first is 
led by Haim Ramon and Yossi Beilin with five other members. 
The second is led by Moshe Shahal. The first calls for granting the 
Palestinians the right to self-determination on condition that the 
Palestinians and the Arab states recognize Israel and its right to 
exist in peace and security. The second calls for an independent 
Palestinian state or entity linked to Jordan through a 
confederation . It also believes that some concessions must be made 
but there is no leadership capable of dealing with this issue(34) . 

The present Likud-Ied government is one of the most radical 
governments in the history of Israel. It represents the half of the 
Israeli people which prefers to control the West Bank and Gaza 
Strip. Led by Yitzhak Shamir and Moshe Arens. the Likud i, 
committed to the ideological and religious bases of the Israeli 
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right-wing, namely, Greater Israel, induding Judea, Samaria and 
Gaza. The Likud platform calls for unconditional negotiations with 
the Arab states. Its peace plan of May 14, 1989 calls for "mutual 
recognition between the states" and acknowledges the "rights of a 
minority" to a "narrow autonomy that applies only to the people 
and not the land". 

There are other voices in the Likud which offer various 
suggestions. David Levy, for example, calls for induding Israel in 
the "joint security arrangements" between the eight Arab countries 
(The Gulf States, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Syria). He is not 
against allowing UN observers to supervise the elections for the 
Palestinians. Ariel Sharon advocates the idea of a Palestinian state 
in Jordan. Yitzhak Modai, a liberal, is inconsistent and is shaken 
by the ideas of each trend. Dan Meridor, the Minister of Justice, 
says that the "time is fit" for dramatic changes. He believes there is 
an opportunity now to talk with the "Arabs in the territories" and is 
urging his government to make an effort to bring the "Arabs of 
Judea, Samaria and Gaza" to the negotiation table with Israel in 
order to reach an interim agreement and not a "final solution"(35). 

Outside the two major parties there are the schools of thought 
of the Peace Now Movement. Uri Avneri calls for the 
establishment of a "Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza 
Strip". This is the only solution, he says, and warns of an 
"Arab-Islamic volcano that would turn the region into hell"(36). 

And from outside Israel there is the advice of Henry Kissinger 
(former US Secretary of State), who calls on Israel to avoid 
"nightmares" and to find a compromise . He warns of the dangers of 
two options: first, if Israel insists on maintaining every inch of the 
Occupied Territories, it will face a similar situation to that of South 
Africa, isolated and boycotted by the UN; second, if Israel gives up 
all of the Occupied Territories, it will risk becoming like Lebanon 
and finding itself under siege. Kissinger sees the way out through a 
compromise between these two options, and that this is the best 
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time to do so, because "the enemy has been defeated, and the 
moderate countries have won over the radical doves"(37). 

But the Israeli government understands the "time element" in a 
different way. Time is not an opportunity that should be exploited. 
Rather, it is something that can be used not to undertake anything 
but to wait for a "change" in the political equation. Thus it can 
avoid making any commitment or decision in anticipation that the 
change would come from the other side. The government also 
hopes that with time, differences and splits would emerge on the 
other side. Meanwhile, the Israeli government continues to carry 
out its policy of creating a de facto situation and a new reality by 
building settlements or expanding those already existing. While 
Israel has been able to "delay" a solution over the past four years, 
now it will not be able to pursue this policy. Changes have 
occurred in all directions. Now the door is open for Israel to enter 
the home of the Arab Middle East through the Palestinian issue in 
all its components: land, people, rights and legitimate 
representation. Otherwise, it will remain a divided country of 
"nightmares", afraid of the future. It will remain incapable of 
moving from its fear to a solution compatible with an era where 
the theory of secure borders has collapsed and thus will become a 
new South Africa. 

E·The Arab Countries 

The old problem of the Arab world is the ongoing 
phenomenon of divisions and differences between the various Arab 
governments. Even when there is minimal understanding on a 
certain issue, it is lost when officials are removed from positions of 
responsibility, or with a change in the balance of power in the 
area. The Gulf War has revealed more than ever these divisions. 
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Iraq against the war, and sent medicine and food to Iraq. Between 
these two groups, the Arab people expressed rejection of the return 
of foreign forces to "occupy" Arab land. Meanwhile, Arabs 
everywhere watched helplessly as the option of the "Arab solution" 
to the Gulf Crisis receded in the face of the advancing "foreign 
solution". The boundaries of the Arab region thus expanded with 
the "return" of Iran and Turkey. Iran returned via the "Islamic 
awakening" and the advance of its geographic borders toward the 
Gulf and Iraq. Turkey's return came through its "water interest" 
and its borders with Syria and Iraq . Thus, the Palestine issue 
receded in the face of the advancing regional geopolitical and 
security issues. 

The "veil" that concealed the face of Arab society in the Arab 
Gulf states and Saudi Arabia has dropped. The presence of more 
than half a million US and Western troops on Arab land will not 
be without its consequences, if not immediate then in the longer 
term. These consequences will not be confined to the Gulf region, 
but will extend to the whole Arab homeland. 

It might not be an exaggeration to say that, in the aftermath of 
the Gulf War, the "Arab house" faces a choice . One alternative 
may be that of a new awakening, not yet clearly defined, but still 
going through a grey phase carrying with it a lot of wounds, pains 
and casualties. This "new awakening" will not be completed before 
the region has settled down in preparation for reconciliation and 
the healing of wounds that opened up in the aftermath of the war. 
To overcome this ordeal the institutions of the Arab "house" must 
be reorganised on modern bases, the most important of which are 
national institutions and joint Pan-Arab institutions so as to create 
harmony between the North and South, and between the haves and 
have-nots. The second alternative is to continue with the Arab 
regional conflicts: between Iraq on the one hand and Kuwait and 
Saudi Arabia on the other, between the Kuwaitis and Palestinians, 
the Syrians and Palestinians, the Lebanese and Palestinians, the 
Iraqis and Egyptians, the Saudis and the Jordanians, the Libyans 
and the Sudanese, the Moroccans and the Libyans, etc. 
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The Arab Gulf states, Kuwait in particular, may, in the 
foreseeable future, withdraw from their engagement in the 
Palestinian issue. Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Syria will 
step in to invest in the Palestinian issue, in order to continue to 
reap the fruits of the "Desert Storm" in the Gulf. The Arab 
Maghrib states will continue their previous solidarity with the 
Palestinians. The present and future of Jordan will remain 
associated with the Palestinian issue. In the midst of all this, Arab 
awareness dwindles. Syria may follow Egypt in normalising 
relations with Israel. Regional economic and security formations 
may emerge. But they will be void of any overall nationalistic 
substance or Palestinian National presence. The Arab region will 
revert back to square one to await the surprises that the unknown 
holds for it. 

(4) The Palestine File 

The Palestinians are in agreement with others that, in the 
aftermath of the Gulf War, the world has entered a new era. 
While the international and regional political map is witnessing 
upheavals and changes in its situations and relations they see that 
the Palestinian Question (the land, the people, the rights and 
leadership) constitutes the main link in a chain of Middle East 
issues and that it tops the political agenda of many regional and 
international political forces. 

The Palestinians are also of one opinion that, after the Gulf 
War, the Palestinian Question itself has entered a new era of 
challenges on three fronts simultaneously: the Israel Front, the 
Arab Front and the inter-Palestinian Front. 

A-The challenges of the Israeli Front 

The policy of the right-wing Israeli government is based on the 
notion of exploiting the time-factor for as long as possible, on 
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creating a new status quo (immigration, absorption and settlement), 
on new alternatives resulting from a change in the regional 
political powers, on the withdrawal of Arab support for the 
Palestinians, or the fall of the Palestinian leadership, alongside the 
economic subjugation of the Palestinians on the inside. With the 
passage of time, Israel hopes to close the door on international 
solutions to the Israeli-Arab-Palestinian conflict. Israel is 
conducting its policy on two levels: towards the Arab states and 
towards the PalestinianS(3B). 

The Israel: policy towards the Arab states is based on the 
philosophy of dividing the Arab world through four schemes : 

1) Dividing the Arab countries into two or more camps and 
dealing with each bloc at the expense of the other, or dealing with 
each Arab country individually to normalize relations between 
them in the same way as it did with Egypt after Camp David. It 
follows then that the concerned Arab bloc or country is removed 
from the sphere of the conflict if not entirely neutralized. 

2) Dissociating the Arab countries from the Palestinians and 
their historical legitima te leadership. This would open the door to 
an "Arab alternative" or a "Palestinian alternative" attached to an 
Arab country, or a reversal of Arab acceptance of the Palestinian 
right to self-determination, and the imposition of Arab states' 
solution. 

3) Dividing the PLO from within. Thus national consensus 
would vanish and the door would be open for competition, political 
rivalry and factionalism, pluralism claims of representation, and 
dealing with narrow, limited and marginal interests outside the 
Palestinian land. 

4) Divorcing the Palestinian "Inside" from the Palestinian 
"Outside". The Palestinian issue would thus be transformed from 
the cause of land, people, rights and legitimate leadership, to the 
"rights of a minority" to which a narrow self-government that 
involves the people but not the land will be granted. 

On the Palestinian local level, the Israeli government has failed 
to crush the Intifada militarily. Israeli generals and leaders concede 
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that the Intifada is not a "war", but a deeply rooted popular 
movement with national aspirations . Despite the heavy casualties 
inflicted on it (about a thousand dead, more than 75,000 detainees, 
hundreds of deportees, demolished homes, and the confiscation of 
property and land) the Intifada continues. Having failed in its 
military effort, the Israeli government embarked on the policy of 
undermining the Intifada in four simultaneous stages: 

1) Turning the West Bank and Gaza Strip into Palestinian 
ghettoes by segregating them geographically and demographically. 
This was affected by long-term curfews (more than 33 consecutive 
days), the closure of towns, villages and camps and the positioning 
of "border" posts among them to restrict communication and travel. 
Jerusalem was also isolated . "Separation" between the land of the 
Intifada and Israel proper was implemented according to Israel's 
schedule and timing. Palestinian workers (about 50,000) were 
barred from Israel. "Green Cards" were forced on others (20,000) 
and new laws prohibit single people from leaving the Occupied 
Territories. These restrictions constrained Palestinians to worry 
about their social and economic condition within the confines of 
their own town, village or camp; 

2) Imposing a total local and international news and media 
black-out on the conditions and changes in the land of the Intifada. 
It could be Henry Kissinger's advice in a new form : "Do what is 
to be done, but don't let anybody know". By doing so, the 
occupying force will be free to practise its suppression after the 
style of South Africa. Everything is done without witnesses or 
observers and in the absence of world public opmlOn. 
Consequently, "human sympathy" with the Palestinian National 
struggle has receded; 

3) Continued closure of public and national institutions, such as 
universities, research and cultural centers, trade unions, societies 
and national committees. Other institutions were emptied of their 
national substance. Gradually the infrastructure of the Palestinian 
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society has been destroyed. Thus national momentum is reduced to 
a minimum in order to create a vacuum to be filled with 
immigrants and settlers. Settlements were established and expanded 
in preparation for "Judaizing" the land. The statements of Ariel 
Sharon, the Israeli Housing Minister, revealed a plan to build 
13,000 New housing units in the Occupied Territories over the next 
two years. The US State Department's annual report on 
settlements, issued in late March 1991, revealed an annual increase 
of 10% in the size of the 200 settlements in the West Bank. The 
number of settlers has reached 200,000, that is, 13% of the total 
population of the occupied West Bank(39); 

4) Reviving the role of the institutions attached to the 
occupying force, such as the municipalities, or the economic and 
commercial sectors. These would be granted "licences" to start 
economic and financial projects, which they would be concerned to 
maintain. It follows that they would become "tools" in the hands of 
the occupying force. They would operate under the slogan of 
"salvaging whatever can be salvaged". Israel would then deal with 
them as an alternative leadership. 

B·The Challenges on the Arab Front 

The Palestinians were, and still are, part of the "Arab House", 
living its crises, fighting its battles and struggling for its unity, out 
of faith, conviction and experience that in Arab unity lies the 
strength and victory of the Palestinians. The Palestinians can 
neither afford to be detached from their national roots, nor can 
they afford to withdraw from their position in the "Arab house". 
On the other side of the Arab-Palestinian relationship, the 
Palestinians are keen on preserving their own character, 
represented in the history of their struggle to achieve 
self-determination, freedom and independence like the rest of the 
Arab peoples. Hence, they would not accept "guardianship" over 
their interests. They resist interference in the independence of their 
decisions and in the political representation of their historical 
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legitimate leadership . The Gulf crisis and the consequences of 
"Desert Storm" war put this precarious relationship to the test. 

The State of Kuwait has declared its "withdrawal" from the 
Palestinian issue . It forced Palestinians into a third "exodus", and 
opened up a deep wound in the human relationship between the 
Kuwaiti and Palestinian people within the "Arab house". The 
ominous challenge lies not in its ending the direct material support 
of some Palestinian institutions in the Occupied Territories or in its 
withdrawing of the material, moral and political support for the 
PLO under Yasir Arafat, but in turning the relationship between 
the two peoples into one of bloodshed, destruction of life and 
annihilation of the Palestinian presence by threatening the future 
of about 400,000 Palestinians in Kuwait. 

As for Syria, where some 300,000 Palestinians live distributed 
among ten refugee camps, Damascus has nurtured Palestinian 
"dissension". It is reserved in its dealings with the PLO and Yasir 
Arafat's leadership. Syria is also trying to eject PLO forces from 
Lebanon. It joined the allies against Iraq and played a leading role 
among the eight states (Gulf States, Egypt and Syria) in devising 
the "Damascus Accord" for economic, political and security 
cooperation. Israel, on the the other hand, is using the media to 
seek the normalization of relations with Damascus after the 
Egyptian model in Camp David. Therefore, Damascus is expected 
to revive its relationship with the dissidents in the Occupied 
Territories at the same time as it is changing its relationship with 
the Palestinians "Outside" through the setting free about 400 Fatah 
prisoners from Syrian prisons. Its aim is to strengthen its influence 
over the Intifada and weaken Yasir Arafat's leadership. 

Egypt acts as an open clearing house for methods of solving the 
Middle East conflict . Cairo seems willing to discount any option at 
the moment. Despite official reservation in Cairo's relationship 
with the PLO and Arafat's leadership, Egypt still deals with 
members of the Executive Committee (Jamal as-Surani at the 
Arab Foreign Ministers meeting) and former senior members and 
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advisers in the PLO. At the same time, the Egyptian embassy in 
Tel Aviv is active in dealing with many institutions and 
personalities in the Occupied Territories. Cairo's policy is in 
agreement with Riyadh and Washington concerning the "new ideas" 
to formulate the Palestinian representation and role. It coordinates 
its efforts with Damascus for the convening of a regional 
conference for security and development. It is also waiting for a 
Jordanian approach to Cairo for the re-opening of channels of 
communication with Riyadh, if not with Washington. However, 
this complicated and interwoven Egyptian political equation may 
be totally stalled or reversed if the Egyptian "street", or the Islamic 
opposition, expresses opposition to particular policies. 

As to Jordan, the consequences of the Gulf war imposed new 
"challenges" on Palestinian-Jordanian relationS(40). The Palestinian 
issue constitutes the backbone of the Jordanian policy. Internally, it 
affects security and stability in Jordan, and externally it affects 
Jordan's regional and international relationS(41). These challenges 
involve two levels; first Jordanian and second Israeli. 

On the first level, the problem has three dimensions . The first 
has to do with the latest Palestinian population group that is now 
entering Jordanian society in addition to the previous groups. The 
first group arrived between 1948 and 1967 and became part of 
Jordanian society and state(42). The second group entered Jordan 
between 1967 and 1987, became part of the internal political 
opposition and represented the strategic depth of relations with the 
Occupied Territories . The third group is an amalgamation of these 
two previous groups extending from 1948 to 1988, which remained 
confined to the refugee camps. The new fourth group comes from 
Kuwait and the Gulf States, and may equal in number the first 
group that entered in 1948, i.e. 250,000-300,000. 

The first aspect of this fateful problem is that it is not in the 
Palestinian interest, that this fourth group of Palestinians should be 
permanently settled in Jordanian territory. Jordan's interest also 
dictates that they should not take on a Jordanian identity as 
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happened with some Palestinian population groups in the past. 
Instead, it is necessary to direct Palestinian aspirations towards a 
Palestinian National Homeland and an Independent State on 
Palestinian soil. In addition, the economic and social conditions in 
Jordan cannot shoulder the burden of their "transient presence" in 
Jordan. Jordan may find limited and interim solutions to this new 
situation. It may grant loans and aid to help employ Palestinian 
skills and expertise in the Jordanian economy, as a temporary 
dressing for their wounds in order to protect the social and political 
climate in Jordan . Or it may even encourage a limited number of 
Palestinians to emigrate to Canada, Australia, USA and Europe. 
But the basic problem remains unsolved and temporary or 
emergency conditions may be perpetuated. 

The second aspect of the problem lies in the differing priorities 
of the Jordanian and Palestinian sides. This is reflected on the 
present and future of the Occupied Territories. In view of Jordan's 
disengagement decision on 31 July 1988, the economic, financial 
and demographic pressures on the country, and the lack of any 
offer by Arab countries or international political powers of an 
independent role for Jordan or the PLO, Jordan may consider itself 
compelled to continue the suspension of its joint political move 
with the PLO. Therefore it may consider joining the new alliance 
structure in the region. It may do this either through Damascus, 
Cairo or Washington. By doing so, Jordan would prepare the 
appropriate regional ground for internal security and stability first, 
then for joint action with the Palestinians and their legitimate 
representatives, or for a joint Arab move (Amman, Cairo, 
Damascus, Riyadh). Palestinian-Jordanian relations therefore may 
reven to previous tensions or even clashes. 

The third aspect of the problem lies in the role of the "Islamic 
Reawakening" in the Jordanian arena. This is coupled with the 
absence of a "moderate" leadership that balances the aspirations of 
the people with the resources avilable to meet them. During to 
unemployment, and the difficult economic, social and demographic 
crisis in Jordan, the door may well be open to conflicts. This in 
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turn will further complicate things in Jordanian society, and impair 
Jordan's political relations with the outside world. Thus the 
Kingdom's flexibility may be weakened and its current political 
strategies may be stalled. 

The Israelis are also contributing to the dilemmas confronting 
Jordan. The extreme Israeli right continues to call for a "New 
Palestine" on Jordanian soil. This call is justified by the human and 
historic connections between the Jordanian and Palestinian peoples 
with attention drawn to the high percentage of Palestinians living 
in Jordan. It is also being justified by Israel's claim that the border 
with Jordan is "weak" and allows for "Resistance crossings". So, 
Israel would move to occupy the Jordan Valley and establish a 
"Security Zone" similar to the one it established in South Lebanon. 
This Zone would then be used to "undermine" Jordan's stability, if 
not preparing it for the "Transfer" policy advocated by the Israeli 
right, despite voices raised in the U.S. and Europe against such a 
move. 

The second part of the Israeli challenge is represented by the 
continued adherence of the Israeli Labor party to the so-called 
"Jordanian option" for a political solution to the Palestine issue. 
Jordan has continuously held that it will not be an "alternative" to 
the Palestinians or to their sole legitimate representative in any 
talks or negotiations. Such a position is based on real Jordanian 
interests, and on a deep conviction of the impossibility of behaving 
otherwise. Yet Jordan may find itself in the midst of worsening 
internal problems, and almost daily Israeli pressure, in addition to 
the emergence of a regional axis (The Eight States), US pressure, 
and European and Soviet non-interference. All of this might drive 
Jordan into working out a new formula for its relations with the 
Palestinians and their sole legitimate leadership. There may be no 
immediate changes to the nature of the current relationship, but 
new formula may well lead to that. 
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C-Challenges on the Internal Front (Within the Palestinian 
House) 

The Palestinians are reassessing and reviewing both their 
performance during the Gulf war and their current position. There 
may be formal differences over the order of priorities and the 
severity of the threat to the achievements, interests and needs of 
the Palestinians both inside and outside the Occupied Territories, 
but there are no substantial differences over the content and nature 
of the challenges faced. Moreover, Palestinian consensus still 
stresses the need to jointly share the burdens and responsibilities 
without the exception of anyone in any position. This sterns from 
the commitment to national duty, and from awareness of the 
gravity of the next stage, rather than from any fear of the future. 
It also reflects the conviction of the importance of unity and 
harmony within the Palestinian "house". It is also generally 
acknowledged that the "flaw" was not in the Palestinian 
perfomance but in presenting and explaining the position on the 
Israeli, regional and international fronts. For the sake of clarity 
these challenges can be divided into internal or domestic ones 
concerning the future of the Intifada, and "external" challenges that 
relate to the relation between the leadership "inside" and "outside". 

I-The Intifada 

For the present and future of the Intifada, as a basic chapter in 
the national march towards freedom and independence on the 
national soil, the issues facing the Palestinians include: 1) the 
philosophy of the Intifada; 2) the tools of the Intifada; 3) the 
leadership of the Intifada. 

1. The Philosophy of the Intifada 

The Intifada is a predominantly non-violent "white", popular 
and national movement. It seeks to change the status quo i.e. 
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ending the authority and presence of the occupying Israeli force. 
and it works for building the new Palestinian society through the 
establishment of the power and nucleus of a Palestinian state on 
national soil. No one disputes this message. But four years into the 
Intifada, Palestinians are being challenged to re-examine this 
philosophy. Is it being displaced by actions on the ground that 
suggest it is no longer viable? Or has it become a way of life for 
Palestinian society on the inside? For instance, in the wake of 
Rishon Litzion massacre on 20 May, 1990, was it still rational for 
the Palestinians to go on with their hunger strike at the Red Cross 
headquarters in Jerusalem after the U.S. veto against despatching 
a UN enquiry Commision and providing UN protection for them? 
Was it still possible to renounce or denounce armed action against 
Israel at a time when Israel was still suppressing and killing 
Palestinians in the villages and camps? In the wake of the 
murderous crime at al-Aqsa Mosque on 8 October, 1990, was it still 
possible to avert confronting the Israelis with knives or to escalate 
confrontation to involve firearms in some villages and camps? Was 
it still possible to overlook these horrible events and continue with 
the non-violent approach, on the assumption that the blood spilt is 
something of an individual, transient and abrupt tax, and a natural 
result of the "heated" confrontation that will eventually calm down 
after the end of mourning on both sides? Or does it really mean 
that the philosophy of the Intifada is doomed to change, and that 
the Israeli escalation will make it imperative upon the Palestinians 
to resuscitate the armed struggle option and to mobilize the masses 
for it? Should this option be reactivated as a complementary tool 
on a limited scale without basically "changing" the philosophy of 
the Intifada, then the second option will have to do with the place 
and time . Will there be a mechanism as well as a geograhphic base 
for this option? Will it remain confined to the Occupied 
Territories? 

2. The Tools of the Intifada 

During the Intifada Palestinians have used the stone, the 
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burning tyre, the burning car, the closed shop, the partial strike, the 
general strike, graffit~ fax-correspondence, announcement of 
struggle plans in leaflets, political and information statements by 
National Institutions, a Palestinian day-light saving time that starts 
and ends on different dates from those of Israel, and whistling and 
the Kuffiyeh as pass-words. All these tools have been used to 
emphasize the Palestinian "speciality" to regain their natural 
position on the Palestinian soil and force the occupying power to 
retreat and withdraw. The challenges here involve three things. 
First, the Israelis have learnt how to cope with these tools by a 
combination of repression, "ghettoisation" of the Occupied 
Territories, restriction of media coverage and so forth. There is 
therefore a need to generate new forms of struggle. Secondly, some 
of the Palestinian methods of struggle have become tools for 
self-inflicted punishment instead of resisting occupation. This is 
how we might view the declaration of a general strike in the wake 
of long-term curfews imposed by the occupation. Such action may 
well result in effects on the community that are not in line with 
the aims of the Intifada. For example, there might even be a 
deterioration in the performance of the social and economic 
infrastructure, which is supposed to be the solid cohesive base and 
the national depth that drives the Intifada. The economic and 
social conditions should not be allowed to degenerate into a mere 
additional burden on the Intifada that would impair the capability 
of its tools. This makes it imperative to the Intifada to change its 
tactics in order to protect its aims. The third challenge relates to 
the tools of education and awareness; the time and place for using 
such tools, and the ability to ensure discipline, to criticize or even 
punish abusers and to deter those who would follow them blindly 
without the least consideration for the consequences of their acts. 

3. The Intifada Leadership 

The formation of the "United National Leadership" in late 
December 1987, was seen as a new Palestinian attempt to set up a 
local leadership for the National movement in the O.T. It was also 
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considered as a complementary arm of the sole legitimate 
leadership, the PLO. One of the most prominent characteristics of 
this new leadership was that it was not established on traditional or 
family lines. Nor was it a mere extension of former leaderships. 
The new leadership has sprung up from among young sectors of 
the community from various locations and trends. The new 
formation includes an intellectual leadership, a field leadership and 
an information leadership. The leadership includes representation 
of the four factions :- Fatah, the Popular Front, the Democratic 
Front and the Communists. However, its composition was not 
fixed. Moreover, its membership was kept secret making it 
impossible for the occupying authority to detect and eliminate them 
even when some elements were uncovered and removed either 
through murder, arrest or deportation. Any vacancy resulting from 
Israeli suppression was immediately filled with a new element or 
representative. The leadership continued functioning throughout. 
These rejuvenated successive leaderships succeeded in continuing to 
shoulder the responsibility of leading and directing the Palestinian 
"house" and so throughout the four years of the Intifada, people 
granted them confidence and support and responded to their 
appeals. Moreover, the leaderships won credibility and recognition 
by all. 

But the challenges that these leaders encounter, at this stage, do 
not lie in the nature of their being structured on an organizational, 
"party" basis. The problem lies in the discharging of their role 
within the leadership and in the community. The UNL has become 
a local political and information institution, that issues its decisions 
unanimously or by consensus agreement among the various 
elements. These decisions are supposed to meet the needs of the 
community . After functioning together for four years, the interests 
of the different organizations and factions have begun to reassert 
themselves. Their dealings with one another have become based on 
the "thought, position and interest" of the organization or faction, 
which commands their loyalty. This interest has, on some issues, 
taken precedence over the real public interest. Leadership members 
who are supposed to possess political awareness, national courage 
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and the inclination to place the public interest before the factional 
one, have been unable to continue in their positions if they attempt 
to cast off the mantle of their faction or take a position 
incompatible with that of their faction. Such behavior has kept 
them in the role of a mere "representative", rather than as a 
responsible partner in the leadership. 

Moreover, a leadership member, that acts as the envoy or 
representative of a faction, may deem it necessary to be 
"non-committal" on a decision taken by the majority. He usually 
does so in order to safeguard the interests of his faction in the 
Palestinian "street", or to embarrass or hinder other organizations. 
He may seek justifications for his opposition, arguing for the 
practice of democracy within the Palestinian "house", and that 
opposition is a healthy phenomenon. If opposition is not 
undertaken for its own sake, then the point of view it represents 
will constitute another option later on, when the decision of the 
majority has not yielded the "expected results". 

Sometimes, a faction representative in the leadership may have 
built up over the years personal relations and self-interests. They 
become part of his thought and practice. This induces him 
sometimes to give them precedence over the faction or even public 
interest. Such things, can lead to fragmentation of the leadership 
and adverse consequences for community. The first signs of this are 
individual moves by some factions of the leadership. On occasions 
groups have taken, without prior coordination, political, 
informational or escalatory actions that sap the momentum of the 
joint national action. They thereby undermine its capability and 
effectiveness, and inadvertently may help other trends, the 
fundamentalists in particular, to take up the initiative. 

The major danger of these actions lies in preparing the ground 
for either the occupying force to deal singly with each faction in 
various locations and eliminate its leadership, or it may drive one 
organization or faction to initiate a change in the structure of the 
leadership. 
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II-Relations between the "Inside" and the "Outside" 

This issue was, and still is, the most sensitive. It is not a matter 
for debate outside the Palestinian "house", on the assumption that it 
is an issue of national security. Open debate of the issue now may 
be justified not only for the purpose of self-criticism, but also to 
respond to Israeli pronouncements on the issue which have become 
part of their psychological war against the Intifada, as well as to 
affirm maturity and political awareness which are the protecting 
shield of national security. 

It might be said that there are seven problem areas relating to 
the nature and structure of the relationship between the leadership 
"outside" and that "inside" . First of all is the plain fact that the 
main leadership is located outside. This weakens the interaction 
between the base and the leadership. The leadership abroad may 
vacillate in assessing, deciding or determining policy or action or 
else make no decision at all. The leadership "inside" may consider 
itself more informed of the conditions and their particulars, and 
consequently more capable of evaluating the immediate or future 
results. Besides, the leadership inside considers itself more keen on 
maintaining harmony among the elements of the leadership inside 
and on its future work. In addition, all the leadership of one 
faction, namely the Communist Party, is located inside. Hence, it 
enjoys flexibility and expediency or even the ability to take the 
initiative from the leadership on the outside. By doing this, it 
places the leadership "inside" in a contradictory position. Either it 
goes along with the rest of the inside leadership to formulate a 
local decision, or it will await a decision from the outside. In both 
cases, the outside leadership comes under pressure. 

The second problem area reflects the absence of historical 
leaders (Abu Jihad, Abu Iyad and others) whose presence was 
credited with effecting unity "outside" and then "inside". Those 
leaders were able to realize against all odds national consensus. 
They were also the direct founders of the underground Intifada and 
involved in selecting its leadership. They had always commanded 
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the respect and loyalty of the "inside". The challenge posed by their 
absence follows the ascent of this second generation of leaders 
outside. The majority of these new leaders are still unknown to the 
inside . Therefore, it may take some time to build bridges between 
the two sides, and to prove that the new leaders are capable of 
filling the vaccum. But the possibilities of either success or failure 
are still there . So, the alternative available to Yasir Arafat's 
leadership is to find a common denominator between the leadership 
of the inside and this new generation of leaders. Otherwise, the 
PLO will be strong "inside" and weak "outside". It follows then 
that, under the current circumstances, the political weight will be in 
favor of the "inside", something which may strain relations with the 
outside. The "outside" may also rush into political moves in more 
than one direction for many purposes, foremost among them its 
desire not to lose its central role. Such initiatives could undermine 
the general Palestinian position or the leadership itself. 

The third factor concerns the inability to invest the Declaration 
of Independence with political substance. The leadership put off or 
suspended the implementation of the second part of it, that is, 
forming a national provisional government. With the absence of 
state laws and regulations, we continued to appeal to customs and 
traditions. Under the social changes created by the Intifada, and 
the rebellion it is leading against political and traditional conditions, 
locally and on an Arab level, together with the active 
soul-searching, coupled with the difference in age between the 
leaderships of the "Inside" and the "Outside", this may turn into an 
"accusation" which will evolve into rage and revolt. This will be the 
beginning of separation between the "Inside" and the "Outside" and 
this is one of the most serious challenges facing the national 
movement. It is also foremost among the aims which Israel seeks to 
achieve. 

A fourth area of concern reflects the Palestinian "departure" 
from the Arab "house" due to the onset of regionalism. With the 
retreat from pan-Arabism and the political move of the eight 
members of the axis to manipulate the "dissidents" in Damasus, or 
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the "functionaries" in Cairo, or the "opportunists" in Riyadh, or the 
"mongers" in Amman, or even the "fundamentalists" in most of 
these capitals, to build contacts with the "Inside" or to open "shops" 
for competition and rivalry first, then for participation on the soil 
of the "Inside". All of these factors may beleaguer the inside and 
facilitate its penetration . It also weakens the leadership outside. 

A fifth area of anxiety has arisen because of the recent 
deterioration in the international standing of the PLO. Actors on 
the international stage have opted for direct dealings with the 
leaderships and institutions of the inside, even though this was done 
with a "green light" or permission from outside. At the same time, 
the lack of interference or objection by Israel has helped, indeed, to 
highlight the role of the leadership of the inside. Local and 
international public opinion has thus been prepared to accept this 
as a prelude to "recognizing" it. This action further enhanced the 
strength of the inside in its dealings with the "outside". At the same 
time, it demanded from the "Inside" leadership a "test" of loyalty to 
the outside. As for the outside,it became skeptical and apprehensive 
that the rug might be pulled from underneath its feet. 

A sixth problem has arisen owing to the loss of financial 
support from the Gulf states and Saudi Arabia which may severely 
impair the effectiveness of the PLO apparatus and plans. It might 
fail to meet the needs of the inside through its inability to raise 
enough funds to fulfil its obligations. This makes it imperative to 
reduce or drop appropriations. The list of priorities has to be 
rearranged for the inside and the outside, both of whom will be 
enfeebled. 

Finally, the ideological and political differences among the four 
organizations are still a prominent trait of the structure and style of 
the leaderships inside and outside alike. The Communist Party 
entered the leadership after three months following the Intifada in 
1987. The Fundamentalist leaderships (Hamas and the Islamic 
Jihad) joined it after three years. Today, the Communist Party, 
following its ideological retreat, has become a regular, 
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administrative and financial institution . The fundamentalist trends 
have become a "sprawling social institution" . The former institution 
is small in size. but it .participates in decision-making. The latter 
institution, though big in size, is not necessarily in harmony with 
the aims of the leadership . It may even compete with it for the 
loyalty of the masses. Both institutions and their respective roles 
undermine the efficiency of the leadership . The former institution 
deals with the leadership on the basis of its party interests first, 
whereas the latter institution deals with it on the basis of its 
ideological interest first. Eventually the leadership is weakened. As 
a result of this other organizations or factions may move to 
conclude agreements or alliances with either institution. 
Consequently the central role of the general national trend led by 
Fatah will be shaken. These possibilities were clearly manifest in 
the attitudes of these organizations (factions) towards the decision 
to meet with US Secretary of State early in March 1991 in 
Jerusalem. 

To set against all these challenging issues, there remain a 
number of positive aspects to the relationship between the inside 
and the outside: 

First, the presence of a broad economic, social and political 
infrastructure that adheres to the Palestinian constants and the 
PLO led by Yasir Arafat. Even Washington has had to concede 
that "as long as the Palestinian people is supportive of the PLO, 
then it is difficult to ignore it"; 

Second, the immunity and experience realized by the national 
movement inside, qualified it to continue with shouldering 
responsibility, taking decisions and implementing them within the 
Palestinian house and in the sphere of relations with others under 
the most difficult conditions; 

Third, the PLO has become an institutional leadership, 
including the PNC, the Central Council, the Executive Committee, 
the Trade Unions and Associations, whose functions are governed 
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by laws and regulations. It has its roots, and even branches and 
fruits, in the "inside". So, it is impossible to bypass it when dealing 
with the inside; 

Fourth, the PLO has a political platform that has won the 
support and consensus of the Palestinians inside and outside, as well 
as Arab and international recognition. It comprises the Declaration 
of Independence, the PNC resolutions and the peace initiative that 
caUs for the implementation of international legitimacy by carrying 
out aU the UN and Security Council Resolutions. Therefore, its 
political move does not stern from vacuity, nor does it end in a 
vacuum. There is a fixed national ground and clear legitimate 
aims; 

Fifth, the PLO, under Yasir Arafat, has proved, over the last 
three decades, its ability to absorb crisis shocks and to remain in the 
leadership position. This was demonstrated after the 1970 events in 
Jordan, the events of the 1975 civil war in Lebanon, the 1982 
Israeli invasion of Lebanon, and the collapse of coordination with 
Jordan in 1986. The Palestinian people have repeatedly made clear 
their complete rejection of all forms of interference in their right to 
support their sovereign body, adhering to its leadership and 
thwarting all attempts to bypass it; 

Sixth, there remains the issue of finance as a stabilizing factor 
in the relationship between the inside and outside. Despite the 
problems related to this issue, such as the reduction or holding back 
of financing, it has a positive side represented by meeting the 
minimum needs. The current situation makes it imperative to 
reconsider priorities and to redress mistakes. By so doing, the 
national institutions and their efficiency in the national movement 
will be reinvigorated. 

* • * 
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